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Chapter 1
Systems biology: an overview
Steven Maere and Martin Kuiper
(manuscript in preparation)
Every day you may make progress. Every step may be fruitful.
Yet there will stretch out before you an ever-lengthening,
ever-ascending, ever-improving path. You know you will never
get to the end of the journey. But this, so far from discouraging,
only adds to the joy and glory of the climb.
- Sir Winston Churchill
The primary aim of molecular biology is to unravel and chart the complex network
of interactions between DNA, RNA and proteins that governs cell function. In recent
years, computational methods and models have become indispensable to extract infor-
mation and network components from the ever-growing body of functional genomics
data and to model complex biological systems. The methods and models developed in
this thesis fit into the emerging concept of systems biology - the systematic study of
biological systems rather than isolated genes.
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1.1. THE RISE OF SYSTEMS BIOLOGY
1.1 The rise of systems biology
For the past 45 years, molecular biology research has been based predominantly on
reductionist thinking, trying to unravel the complex workings of living organisms by
investigating individual genes or proteins one at a time. Recent technological advances
are pushing scientists toward a new paradigm: systems biology. In the words of Ideker
et al. (2001a) :
Systems biology studies biological systems by systematically
perturbing them (biologically, genetically, or chemically); monitoring the
gene, protein, and informational pathway responses; integrating these
data; and ultimately, formulating mathematical models that describe the
structure of the system and its response to individual perturbations.
An alternative description is given by Kitano (2002a):
Systems biology has two distinct branches: knowledge discovery and
data mining, which extract the hidden pattern from huge quantities of
experimental data, forming hypothesis as result and simulation-based
analysis, providing predictions to be tested by in vitro and in vivo studies.
Especially the first definition is reminiscent of the way electronic circuits and other
technical systems are studied. In fact, Norbert Wiener (1948), the founding father of
cybernetics, explicitly considered using the same approach for biological systems as
early as 1948. Even earlier, in 1928, von Bertalanffy wrote (von Bertalanffy, 1968):
[A system consists of] a dynamic order of parts and processes
standing in mutual interaction. [] The fundamental task of biology [is]
the discovery of the laws of biological systems.
Some of the earliest and most successful mathematical formalisms that incorporate
these ideas, Biochemical Systems Theory (BST) (Savageau, 1969a,b; Voit, 2000) and
Metabolic Control Analysis (MCA) (Kacser and Burns, 1973; Heinrich and Rapoport,
1974; Heinrich and Schuster, 1996), were originally formulated in the 1960’s and
1970’s. Both formalisms were refined throughout the years and continue to be im-
portant in the study of cellular metabolism and signaling (Wildermuth, 2000).
On the biological side, the first regulatory systems were mapped out over 40 years ago.
Milestones include the elucidation of the feedback inhibition of amino acid biosyn-
thetic pathways (Umbarger, 1956; Yates and Pardee, 1957), the regulation of the lac
operon in E. coli (Beckwith, 1967), and the bacteriophage λ lysis-lysogeny switch
mechanism (Johnson et al., 1981). With the study of these regulatory mechanisms,
albeit on a small scale, molecular biologists began to piece together the network of
interactions that underlies cellular function (Westerhoff and Palsson, 2004).
These examples make clear that the idea of studying biology at the systems level is not
new. Rather, it is gaining renewed interest today because of recent advances in genome
sequencing and high-throughput functional genomics technologies (Kitano, 2002b).
16
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In section 1.2, we briefly describe the experimental techniques that drive modern-day
systems biology. In section 1.3, we discuss the computational methods that enable
the analysis and integration of the huge amounts of experimental data resulting from
these approaches, culminating in the topological description and mathematical mod-
eling of biological systems, and the characterization of the ’emergent properties’ of
those systems, i.e. systemic features that cannot be explained from the properties of
the individual genes, such as modularity and robustness.
1.2 Advances in genome sequencing and functional ge-
nomics
1.2.1 Genome sequencing
Without the availability of fully sequenced genomes, systems biology could never have
surpassed the status of concept and become a full-fledged scientific discipline. Indeed,
one can only try to assemble and study biological systems when one has knowledge
of the elementary parts, in this case the genes (Figure 1.1). Systems biology is about
finding out what the parts (genes) are for, and how they work together to build a func-
tional organism. Of course, this is also the goal of classical molecular biology as it has
been practiced for the past 45 years. The main difference is that, in the past, molecu-
lar biologists got handed one part (gene) at a time, with little knowledge of the other
parts of the puzzle, whereas sequenced genomes now provide researchers with a global
overview of the parts list.
We now have the genome sequence of a substantial number of organisms. The first
(non-viral) genome to be sequenced was that of the bacterium Haemophilus influen-
zae, in 1995 (Fleischmann et al., 1995). In 1996, the first archaean genome sequence
was completed, namely that of Methanococcus jannaschii (Bult et al., 1996). In the
same year, the genome sequence of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae was published,
making budding yeast the first eukaryotic organism to be sequenced (Goffeau et al.,
1996; Cherry et al., 1997). The sequencing of the first multi-cellular eukaryote, the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, was completed in 1998 (The C. elegans sequencing
consortium, 1998). To conclude this list of firsts, the first human chromosome (number
22) was sequenced in 1999 (Dunham et al., 1999).
Since then, numerous other genomes have been sequenced, a.o. the genome of the plant
Arabidopsis thaliana in 2000 (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000) and the full
human genome in 2001 (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001). As of December 10th,
2005, there were 1760 genome projects indexed in the GOLD database (Bernal et al.,
2001), of which 331 are published complete genomes, 844 are ongoing prokaryotic
genome projects, 559 are eukaryotic sequencing projects in progress, and 26 concern
metagenomes (i.e. the pool of genomes of a whole population of microbial organisms),
like the whole-genome shotgun sequencing of microbial populations collected from
seawater samples of the Sargasso Sea. (Venter et al., 2004).
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Figure 1.1: A bike analogy for systems biology. Once the parts list is known, the assembly of
the bicycle boils down to putting the pieces together in the right order. On the other hand, it
would be very hard to put the bicycle together without the manual. Systems biology is about
drafting the manual for living organisms (This material is adapted from the Mark Gerstein’s Lab
website (bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu). Please consult the website regarding reuse).
However, having the genome sequence does not equal having the ’parts list’. So-
phisticated bioinformatics techniques are needed to annotate the genome, i.e. to fig-
ure out which sequence stretches actually code for proteins or RNAs, and which se-
quences have regulatory or structural functions. Despite much effort and progress in
this domain, reliably extracting the various types of functional information encoded in
a genome remains a central challenge in molecular biological research. For example,
S. cerevisiae started out its post-genomic life with roughly 6000 open reading frames
(ORFs) (Goffeau et al., 1996). Since then, the number of biologically relevant ORFs
has been the subject of considerable debate, with estimates ranging from 4,800 to 6,400
ORFs (Kellis et al., 2003). The situation for higher eukaryotes is even worse. One of
the keys to resolve the issues concerning genome annotation is the use of comparative
genomics techniques, i.e. comparison of genomes between organisms. For example,
a pioneering study by Kellis et al. (2003), in which the genomes of four related yeast
species were aligned in order to assess their evolutionary sequence conservation, led to
18
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a major revision of the S. cerevisiae genome annotation and the discovery of numerous
regulatory elements, while reducing the total gene count to about 5,700 protein coding
genes.
Until recently, genome annotation efforts have focused almost exclusively on the an-
notation of protein coding genes. However, in recent years, it has become increasingly
clear that, in addition to protein coding genes, the genome encodes a whole world
of small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs) that has barely been explored (Mattick, 2001;
Mattick and Gagen, 2001; Vaughn and Martienssen, 2005; Zamore and Haley, 2005).
Although we have only begun to elucidate their function, it is becoming clear that
the distinct classes of small RNAs (miRNAs, siRNAs) fulfill important roles in gene
regulation, determination of chromatin structure, DNA methylation, transposon silenc-
ing and development (Zamore and Haley, 2005). Finding these ’missing parts’ and
quantifying their prevalence in the genome will be a challenge for years to come. Re-
cently, Lu et al. (2005) sequenced more than two million small RNAs from seedlings
and flowers of Arabidopsis using massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS, see
1.2.2) and identified over 75,000 non-redundant sRNA sequences, revealing a greater-
than-expected potential role for sRNAs in the regulation of genes and processes.
1.2.2 Functional genomics
Building a gene inventory is only the first step in the process of elucidating how an
organism works. Without knowledge of a gene’s function, it is impossible to fit it in
the emerging network of interactions that govern the cell. Using the bicycle metaphor,
it is very hard to put the bike together having only the parts but not the manual. The
only way to figure out where a part belongs is to try to connect it to all the other parts
and see where it fits. In molecular biology, this means probing all possible connec-
tions between thousands of genes or proteins. Several technological advances in recent
years have enabled us to measure molecular properties of genes and proteins in high-
throughput and/or on a genome-wide scale. Here, we briefly sketch some of these tools,
technologies and resources, their operational status and the aspects of cell function that
they allow us to probe.
ORFeome, promoterome, and deletion, insertion and RNAi resources
As was mentioned in the definition of systems biology (section 1.1), biological sys-
tems, like technological systems, can be studied by systematically perturbing them.
Ideally, we would like to be able to perturb the expression or function of every sin-
gle gene in the genome and measure the response. Hence, it is important to have an
experimental handle on every gene in order to modulate its expression level, modify
its coding sequence, or fuse it to another promoter, to GFP or to affinity purification
tags (see below). Traditional technologies of manipulating genes are too cumbersome
and inefficient when one is dealing with more than a few genes at a time. (Rual et al.,
2004b; Brasch et al., 2004). Therefore, considerable efforts are being put into creat-
ing genome-wide resources of all protein-encoding open reading frames (ORFeome)
and promoters (promoterome) cloned into highly flexible vectors. The creation of such
19
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ORFeomes and promoteromes constitutes an invaluable resource for the downstream
’omics’ applications discussed in the next paragraphs. The first version of the budding
yeast ORFeome was cloned in 1997 (Hudson et al., 1997). The first attempt to clone a
metazoan ORFeome was made in C. elegans, as recently as 2003 (Reboul et al., 2003).
The first version of the C. elegans promoterome was announced in 2004 (Dupuy et al.,
2004). Similar efforts are underway for other organisms, a.o. human (Rual et al.,
2004c) and A. thaliana.
Similarly indispensable are the large-scale resources of knock-out lines in yeast (Ross-
Macdonald et al., 1999; Winzeler et al., 1999; Niedenthal et al., 1999; Giaever et al.,
2002), Arabidopsis (Sessions et al., 2002; Kuromori et al., 2004) and Drosophila
(Thibault et al., 2004), in which a single gene is deleted or knocked out through trans-
poson insertion. These resources are a.o. used in global, high-throughput approaches
to assess the function of genes by profiling their loss-of-function phenotypes under
several conditions (Giaever et al., 2002), thereby probing what has been dubbed the
’phenome’ of the organism under study (Rual et al., 2004a). An alternative strategy,
which has received a lot of attention in recent years, is to knock down genes based on
the mechanism of RNA interference (RNAi), whereby double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)
introduced in the cell is able to disrupt the activity of genes containing homologous se-
quences, a phenomenon called RNAi-mediated gene silencing (Fire et al., 1998; Fire,
1999). Comprehensive RNAi resources are being generated in C. elegans (Kamath
et al., 2003; Rual et al., 2004a), D. melanogaster (Boutros et al., 2004), mammals
(Paddison et al., 2004; Cullen and Arndt, 2005) and A. thaliana (Hilson et al., 2004).
The generation of ORFeome, promoterome and RNAi libraries could not have been
possible without the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), first described in 1985 (Kary
Mullis, Nobel prize for Chemistry 1993) (Saiki et al., 1985), and advanced high-
throughput recombinational cloning vector technology, such as the GATEWAYTM sys-
tem (Invitrogen, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) (Walhout et al., 2000; Karimi et al., 2002).
Transcriptome
DNA expression profiling technology is undoubtedly the best-developed and most-used
functional genomics technology available today. The aim of expression profiling is to
assess the transcriptional state of the cell (’expression phenotype’) through measure-
ment of the mRNA levels of all genes simultaneously. Two main types of experimental
set-up can be distinguished: time-course expression profiling and perturbational ex-
pression profiling. Time-courses are used to study the dynamics of gene expression
following a given stimulus or to study inherently dynamic processes such as the cell
cycle. On the contrary, in perturbational expression profiling experiments, steady-state
expression phenotypes are measured after different perturbations (either genetic, chem-
ical or environmental) or in different tissues. These two types of experiments generate
fundamentally different types of information that have to be mined and analyzed with
different computational methods (see section 1.3.2).
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Two main technologies are used to measure mRNA levels at a genome-wide scale:
hybridization-based approaches, notably DNA microarrays (Schena et al., 1995; Lock-
hart et al., 1996), and sequencing-based approaches, such as serial analysis of gene ex-
pression (SAGE) (Velculescu et al., 1995) and massively parallel signature sequencing
(MPSS) (Brenner et al., 2000). DNA microarrays are by far the most popular technol-
ogy for mRNA expression profiling. There are two commonly used types of DNA mi-
croarrays. High-density oligonucleotide arrays contain short (<100mer) probes that are
synthesized directly on the array surface by photolithography, either using photolitho-
graphic masks (e.g. Affymetrix, 25mer oligonucleotide sets, http://www.affymetrix.
com) or advanced inkjet technology (e.g. Agilent, 60-80mers, http://www.we.home.agi-
lent.com) to achieve extremely high feature densities (Fodor et al., 1991; Pease et al.,
1994; Lockhart et al., 1996; Lipshutz et al., 1999; Hughes et al., 2001). The sec-
ond type of arrays typically features longer oligo probes, gene-specific tags (GSTs),
PCR products or cloned DNA fragments (cDNAs) which are mechanically spotted or
printed on a glass slide or nylon membrane, giving rise to a much lower feature den-
sity (Schena et al., 1995; Allemeersch et al., 2005). A key advantage of synthesized
oligonucleotide platforms is that probes can be synthesized to represent virtually any
sequence in the genome. In combination with their high feature density, the versatil-
ity of synthesized arrays has enabled the development of whole-genome tiling arrays,
featuring non-overlapping or partially overlapping probes covering the whole genome
sequence (Kapranov et al., 2002; Yamada et al., 2003; Bertone et al., 2004; Cheng
et al., 2005; Mockler et al., 2005). Whereas other platforms typically rely on prior
genome annotation to design probes, making them sensitive to the quality and com-
pleteness of the genome annotation, tiling arrays can be used to interrogate the ex-
pression of genomic sequences in an unbiased fashion, allowing the detection of non-
annotated features such as small non-coding RNAs. Tiling arrays have a wide range
of other applications besides the identification of transcribed sequences, such as gene
annotation (particularly the analysis of exon-intron structures; terminal exons are of-
ten missed by gene prediction algorithms), analysis of alternative splicing, mapping of
regulatory motifs through chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP, see below), genome-
wide DNA methylation and histone modification analysis (’epigenomics’, see below),
polymorphism detection, comparative genomics and genome resequencing (Mockler
et al., 2005). However, in contrast to the sequencing-based platforms MPSS and
SAGE, which also identify non-annotated transcribed sequences and exon structures
(Velculescu et al., 2000; Saha et al., 2002; Boheler and Stern, 2003; Meyers et al.,
2004), tiling arrays are not (yet) used to quantitatively measure gene expression.
Microarrays are now available for most of the model organisms with fully sequenced
genomes, and enormous amounts of data are being generated. As of December 16th,
2005, the Stanford Microarray Database (SMD, http://genome-www5.stanford.edu/),
one of the largest repositories of microarray data, contained data on approximately
59,000 hybridization experiments, of which over 10,000 are publicly available (see Ta-
ble 1.1). The ArrayExpress database at EBI (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), an-
other large repository, holds data on approximately 34,000 hybridizations (all publicly
available). Yet, there is a considerable difference between the number of hybridizations
and the number of expression states measured, a ’state’ in this context being a distinct
21
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Figure 1.2: cDNA microarray schema. Templates for genes of interest are obtained and am-
plified by PCR. Following purification and quality control, aliquots (approx 5 nl) are printed on
coated glass microscope slides using a computer-controlled, high-speed robot. Total RNA from
both the test and reference sample is fluorescently labeled with either Cy3- or Cy5-dUTP using a
single round of reverse transcription. The fluorescent targets are pooled and allowed to hybridize
under stringent conditions to the clones on the array. Laser excitation of the incorporated targets
yields an emission with a characteristic spectrum, which is measured using a scanning confocal
laser microscope. Monochrome images from the scanner are imported into software in which
the images are pseudo-colored and merged. Reprinted from Duggan et al. (1999).
expression phenotype or pattern. First, many of these hybridizations are biological
replicates of the same experiment, thus measuring the same cellular state. Second, the
bulk of gene expression experiments are conceived as time-course experiments with
samples profiled at regular time intervals, generating qualitatively similar profiles for
adjacent timepoints. Arguably, a perturbational experiment that measures the steady-
state expression phenotypes after ten different perturbations is more informative from
the ’state’ point of view than a time-course experiment measuring transient expression
at ten time-points after a single perturbation. However, very few systematic large-scale
perturbational experiments have been performed so far (Hughes et al., 2000; Kim et al.,
2001; Lee et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004c; Schmid et al., 2005), which is probably
due in part to the relative lack of computational methods to analyze such perturbational
’compendia’ (i.e. databases of reference profiles characterizing different mutants, con-
ditions or tissues), and the relatively high complexity of the existing methods (see
section 1.3.2). For S. cerevisiae, the best studied eukaryote, the largest systematically
generated compendium of perturbed expression profiles encompasses ≈ 300 different
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Organism Number of experiments
Austrofundulus limnaeus 65
Arabidopsis thaliana 649
Bacillus subtilis 81
Caenorhabditis elegans 459
Campylobacter jejuni 123
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 23
Drosophila melanogaster 170
Escherichia coli 184
Entamoeba histolytica 46
Helicobacter pylori 322
Homo sapiens 6,057
Mus musculus 471
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 1,051
Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium 109
Streptococcus pneumoniae 56
Synechocystis sp. strain PCC 6,803 20
Streptomyces coelicolor 198
Mycobacterium tuberculosis 82
Toxoplasma gondii 67
Vibrio cholerae 86
Total 10,319
Table 1.1: The number of publicly available microarray experiments per organism in the SMD
database, as of Dec. 16th, 2005.
gene deletion strains, which only covers ≈ 5% of the genome (Hughes et al., 2000).
The lack of comprehensive perturbational compendia is in part compensated by the
set-up of repositories, such as SMD and ArrayExpress, that provide access to a broad
range of expression data generated world-wide. However, since the experiments stored
in these databases were not generated in a unified systematic setting, they can vary
considerably in purpose, set-up, background, documentation and, most importantly,
quality. Although standards have emerged to describe information about the experi-
mental set-up, e.g. MIAME (Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiment,
Brazma et al. (2001)), concatenating experiments from different sources into a cus-
tomized ’compendium’ is still laborious and non-trivial, and crucial factors such as the
quality of the individual datasets remain unknown.
ChIP-on-chip
The prime mechanism regulating gene expression is the binding of transcription regula-
tory proteins to specific promoter sequences. Determining which transcription factors
bind to which promoters is primordial for reconstructing the transcriptional regulatory
networks underlying cell function. One of the techniques that has traditionally been
used for studying protein-DNA interactions is ChIP: chromatin immunoprecipitation
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of in vivo fixated protein-DNA complexes (e.g. using formaldehyde crosslinking) and
subsequent screening of the bound DNA fragments for enrichment of promoter se-
quences of specific genes using PCR or Southern blot analysis (Orlando, 2000). Ren
et al. (2000) made the ChIP technique amenable to genome-wide use by combining
it with DNA microarray analysis. In these so-called ChIP-on-chip analyses, the pro-
moter regions bound by a certain transcription factor are enriched through the ChIP
procedure and identified by hybridization to microarrays containing a genome-wide
set of promoter regions. So far, systematic large-scale use of ChIP-on-chip to assess
transcription factor binding has been limited to budding yeast (Simon et al., 2001; Lee
et al., 2002; Harbison et al., 2004). However, scores of smaller-scale ChIP-on-chip ex-
periments have been performed for other organisms such as Drosophila and mammals
(Hanlon and Lieb, 2004).
Epigenome
Transcription factor binding is not the only mechanism controlling gene expression. It
has been known for quite some time that epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA methy-
lation and histone modification play an important role in the regulation of gene ex-
pression, and the generation of heritable differential transcription programs during cell
differentiation and development, through the silencing of genes and transposable el-
ements (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001; Hsieh and Fischer, 2005). The recent discovery
of a plethora of small RNAs implicated in epigenetic phenomena (e.g. gene silenc-
ing through RNAi-dependent DNA methylation; see section 1.2.1) have boosted the
interest in studying the epigenetic control layer in more detail (Jenuwein, 2002; Or-
lando, 2003; Lippman and Martienssen, 2004; Lippman et al., 2004; Gendrel and
Colot, 2005b; Hsieh and Fischer, 2005; Murrell et al., 2005; Reyes, 2006). Histone
modifications have been successfully studied using ChIP-on-chip techniques (Bern-
stein et al., 2004; Kurdistani et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004a), while DNA methylation
has traditionally been studied using bisulphite conversion of unmethylated cytosines to
uracil and PCR analysis (Liu and Wendel, 2003), or using methylation-sensitive DNA
restriction digests (Fazzari and Greally, 2004). The recently developed genome-wide
tiling arrays (see above) hold promise for studying both DNA methylation (in combina-
tion with methylation-sensitive restriction digestion) and histone modification patterns
(in combination with ChIP) in detail on a truly genome-wide scale (Mockler et al.,
2005; Lippman et al., 2005; Gendrel et al., 2005a). Tiling arrays have thus far been
applied a.o. to study methylation patterns in A. thaliana (Lippman et al., 2004) and
human (Wilson et al., 2006) and histone modifications in fission yeast (Sinha et al.,
2006), human and mouse (Bernstein et al., 2005).
Interactome
The protein level is arguably the most relevant level of biological organization with re-
spect to cellular function, since protein complexes are the key molecular machines that
perform cellular functions (Alberts, 1998). Several technologies have been developed
to assess protein interactions in high-throughput mode. By far the most widely used
technology is yeast two-hybrid analysis (Y2H) (Fields and Song, 1989; Fields, 2005).
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The idea behind the Y2H method is to fuse the two proteins of which the interaction
is to be determined to two separated domains of a transcription factor. Separately, the
two domains are unable to drive the expression of reporter genes or selectable mark-
ers. However, if the tested proteins interact, the domains of the transcription factor are
brought together and its activity is reconstituted, allowing the use of a simple growth
selection procedure in yeast to identify new interactions. However, Y2H technology is
very prone to generating false positive and false negative interactions. In the earliest
Y2H screens, estimates of the fraction of false positives among the identified interac-
tions ranged up to 50% (von Mering et al., 2002). In a recent large-scale Y2H screen
of the human interactome, Rual et al. (2005) greatly reduced the false positive detec-
tion rate by using a two-step phenotyping procedure, whereby positive colonies from
the first Y2H reporter assay (using the GAL1::HIS3 selective marker) were subject to
a second round of Y2H reporter assays using both GAL1::HIS3 and GAL1::lacZ. 78%
of the identified interactions could be verified by independent co-affinity purification
assays.
More recently, several strategies were developed using affinity purification and mass
spectrometry (AP-MS) to screen the protein interactome (Rigaut et al., 1999; Gavin
et al., 2002; Ho et al., 2002). In contrast to Y2H, which identifies interactions between
individual proteins, these strategies are used to purify and identify multiprotein com-
plexes. The principal difference between the different affinity purification methods is
the use of a different epitope tag (TAP tag (Rigaut et al., 1999; Gavin et al., 2002),
FLAG tag (Ho et al., 2002), and others). So far, these high-throughput complex pu-
rification techniques have been applied almost exclusively to S. cerevisiae. A major
advantage of yeast is the ease with which constructs can be site-specifically recom-
bined into chromosomal loci and thereby brought under the control of the endogenous
promoter. In contrast, in higher eukaryotes such as human and Arabidopsis, the con-
structs generally have to be expressed from exogenous promoters such as the 35S pro-
moter, which can disrupt the balance between protein complex components and thereby
disturb complex formation (Bouwmeester et al., 2004). Another issue with affinity pu-
rification techniques is that early-stage fractionation and purification steps determine
the spectrum of protein complexes that can be visualized (the soluble fraction or the
membrane fraction).
A huge problem for protein interactome analysis in general is the enormous complexity
of proteomes. Due to alternative splicing mechanisms and post-translational modifica-
tions, the number of protein species in a given organism exceeds the number of genes
by at least an order of magnitude. Moreover, when testing pairwise interactions be-
tween proteins with Y2H, the number of tests required is proportional to the number
of proteins squared. For example, in the most comprehensive Y2H analysis so far in
human, Rual et al. (2005) estimated that they covered approximately one percent of
the human interactome, based on the fact that they screened ≈ 10% of the potential
interactions (without accounting for alternative splice variants) and recovered ≈ 10%
of the interactions that were previously established within this part of the interactome.
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Several large-scale protein interaction datasets have been generated for S. cerevisiae
(Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001; Ho et al., 2002; Gavin et al., 2002), of which two
were approximately genome-wide (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001). In addition, a
genome-wide TAP-MS study on S. cerevisiae has recently been published (Gavin et al.,
2006), representing the first genome-wide screen for protein complexes in a eukaryotic
organism. Elaborate, but by no means complete, protein interaction networks have also
been generated for D. melanogaster (Giot et al., 2003), C. elegans (Li et al., 2004) and
H. sapiens (Stelzl et al., 2005; Rual et al., 2005).
Proteome
Although protein interactions can nowadays be measured on a large scale, the tech-
nology for high-throughput profiling of protein abundance levels is still in its infancy
(Bertone and Snyder, 2005). Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DGE) and mass
spectrometry remain the two core technologies for large-scale proteomics. Although
the resolution and reproducibility of 2DGE have improved during the years, the tech-
nology is not readily amenable to high-throughput use, because of the need to extract,
digest, and analyze each individual 2DGE spot (Washburn et al., 2001). Therefore,
the focus has shifted towards the development of gel-free systems, generally based
on multidimensional liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC-MS)
(Washburn et al., 2001; Gevaert et al., 2003; Bertone and Snyder, 2005), which are
more easily automated. Furthermore, advanced mass spectrometry techniques (Bald-
win, 2005) and pattern recognition and deconvolution software (Chalkley et al., 2005;
Zhang et al., 2005b) have been developed to facilitate protein identification. Neverthe-
less, most of these technologies do not (yet) provide fully quantitative measurements
of protein levels, but rather an assessment of the presence or absence of proteins in a
cell extract.
A notable exception is the ICAT method (Gygi et al., 1999a), which combines pro-
tein tagging, digestion into peptides and LC-MS to achieve quantitative measurement
of relative protein expression levels (Gygi et al., 1999a; Hood and Galas, 2003). In
the ICAT method, cysteinyl-residues in two protein mixtures representing two differ-
ent cell states are derivatized with isotope-coded affinity tags (ICATs) containing a
thiol-specific reactive group, an isotope-labeled linker and a biotin group as affinity
tag. The first sample is labeled with the isotopically light (e.g. hydrogen-labeled)
form of the ICAT reagent, while the second sample is labeled with isotopically heavy
(e.g. deuterium-labeled) ICATs. The two samples are combined and enzymatically
cleaved, after which the tagged peptides are isolated and analyzed by LC-MS. Op-
erating the mass spectrometer in dual mode, alternating in successive scans between
measurement of the relative quantities of the eluted peptides using MS and sequence
determination of the peptides using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), allows the
identification of both the relative quantity and the sequence of the proteins from which
the tagged peptides originated (Gygi et al., 1999a). The principal advantage of ICAT
over other LC-MS procedures, apart from the use of differentially labeled mixtures of
two samples which can serve as mutual internal standards for relative quantitation, is
the peptide mixture complexity reduction achieved by using only cysteine-containing
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peptides. This procedure greatly diminishes the amount of protein that needs to be
analyzed with MS/MS, taking advantage of the fact that short peptides (5-25 residues)
usually contain sufficient information to identify a protein. A large amount of related
chemical tagging procedures have been described in literature (Ong et al., 2005). How-
ever, most of these methods are not yet widely used in experimental biology.
Another promising technology under development are protein microarrays (Zhu et al.,
2003; Angenendt, 2005; Bertone and Snyder, 2005; Hultschig et al., 2006). These
typically consist of a library of antibodies or peptides arrayed on a glass microscope
slide, similar to the microarrays used for gene expression profiling (Emili and Cagney,
2000; Pellois et al., 2002; Glo¨kler and Angenendt, 2003). It is expected that pro-
tein microarray technology will allow proteome-wide quantitative profiling of protein
abundances, but the technology is still in an experimental stage. In another type of
protein microarrays, the proteins themselves are arrayed on a chip. These arrays can be
used for several purposes, such as the high-throughput detection of protein interactions
with DNA, small molecules and other proteins, drug target screens, enzyme substrate
screens or detection of post-translational modifications (Zhu et al., 2001; Hall et al.,
2004; Bertone and Snyder, 2005; Hultschig et al., 2006).
Formidable challenges for quantitative protein expression profiling are the enormous
dynamic range of protein expression levels, from 1 to 106 copies per cell, which ex-
ceeds the range of mRNA levels by several orders of magnitude (Hood and Galas,
2003), and the huge number of protein species to be profiled (see previous subsection).
As a consequence, quantifying the full proteome in a single analysis is currently not
feasible, even with the most sophisticated LC-MS based methods (Ong et al., 2005).
The lack of truly proteome-wide protein expression profiling technologies is one of
the reasons why gene expression profiling has become so popular. Indeed, in the ab-
sence of quantitative protein abundance levels, it has become common practice to use
the mRNA levels as a proxy for the protein levels in a sample. However, there exists
conflicting evidence regarding the correlation between mRNA and protein abundance
levels (Gru¨nenfelder and Winzeler, 2002). Futcher et al. (1999) reported that there
is a good correlation between protein abundance and mRNA abundance, while Gygi
et al. (1999b) found as much as 20-fold variation of the protein levels among genes
with similar mRNA levels, and concluded that the correlation of mRNA and protein
concentrations was insufficient to predict protein levels from quantitative mRNA data.
In any case, the correlation does certainly not hold for all proteins, since protein lev-
els are heavily influenced by transcription-independent processes, such as translational
regulatory mechanisms and protein degradation. A well-known example is the mam-
malian cdc2 gene, which encodes the catalytic subunit of the M phase-promoting factor
(MPF). Although cdc2 expression is cell-cycle regulated, the abundance of cdc2 pro-
tein is held at a constant level throughout the cell cycle (Welch and Wang, 1992).
Post-translational modifications, e.g. phosphorylation and glycosylation, are key regu-
lators of protein function, activity, localization, and interactions. Protein phosphoryla-
tion plays a key role in eukaryotic signal transduction, gene regulation, and metabolic
control. Hence, unraveling the characteristics and dynamics of post-translational mod-
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ifications in cells is of major importance for the reverse engineering of biological sys-
tems. However, analyzing post-translational modifications is still a major challenge
in proteomics research (Mann and Jensen, 2003; Jensen, 2004; Gruhler et al., 2005).
Recently, several high-throughput strategies have been proposed to determine post-
translational modifications. Most of them are basically sophisticated extensions of the
gel-free LC-MS systems described above (Zhang et al., 2003; Gevaert et al., 2005).
Protein microarrays can in principle also be used for high-throughput protein modifi-
cation screening (Bertone and Snyder, 2005; Angenendt, 2005). However, these tech-
nologies are still under development, and they have thus far only been applied in a
’proof of principle’ setting.
Localizome
Besides large-scale assessment of protein interactions, abundance levels and post-trans-
lational modifications, comprehensive knowledge of the location of proteins in tissues,
cell types and subcellular compartments is required for understanding their function
and positioning them in the global network of interactions. Large-scale analysis of pro-
tein localization has recently become feasible through the construction of fluorescence-
tagged ORF libraries, e.g. using green fluorescent protein (GFP) tags (Davis, 2004).
Thus far, large-scale systematic screens of subcellular protein localization have only
been performed for S. cerevisiae (Huh et al., 2003) and, to a certain extent, Nicotiana
benthamiana (a tobacco species) (Escobar et al., 2003). Large-scale efforts to elucidate
the tissue localization (and expression level) of proteins during C. elegans development
are well underway (Marc Vidal, personal communication). A major bottleneck is the
high-throughput analysis of fluorescence images (Davis, 2004). The yeast images pro-
duced by Huh et al. (2003) were still analyzed by human eyes. High-throughput lo-
calization analysis will require the development of specialized image analysis systems,
perhaps based on software for image analysis in clinical diagnostics (Davis, 2004).
Metabolome
In the previous sections, we focused on technologies to determine levels, interactions
and modifications of macromolecules such as DNA, RNA and proteins. However, in
addition to these macromolecules, a wealth of smaller metabolites are biologically ac-
tive in the cell. In many ways, the metabolome integrates and amplifies signals from
higher organizational levels such as the transcriptome and the proteome (Goodacre
et al., 2004; Nielsen and Oliver, 2005). However, there is currently no single tech-
nology that can measure the full complement of cellular metabolites in a quantitative,
high-throughput fashion (Nielsen and Oliver, 2005). The major obstacle for developing
comprehensive metabolome profiling technologies is the vast number of structurally
and chemically different classes of metabolites. Indeed, unlike DNA, RNA and pro-
teins, whose diversity arises through combining a small number of basic monomers in
different ways, metabolites do not share a common design principle. Hence, there is no
common ground on which to design a global metabolite profiling platform, making it
extremely difficult to develop a single method that is able to quantitatively measure all
metabolites simultaneously (Goodacre et al., 2004; Kellogg, 2004; Birkemeyer et al.,
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2005; Nielsen and Oliver, 2005; Villas-Boˆas et al., 2005). Currently employed meth-
ods for metabolome analysis are based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), or on
high-performance mass spectrometry in combination with liquid chromatography (LC-
MS), gas chromatography (GC-MS) or capillary electrophoresis (CE-MS) (Dunn et al.,
2005).
NMR analysis has several potential advantages over MS-based techniques, a.o. that it is
a non-destructive technique and that it can be used to identify the structure of unknown
metabolites (Dunn et al., 2005). However, NMR is relatively insensitive compared
to MS techniques, which is a severe limitation given the enormous dynamic range of
metabolite concentrations. Moreover, NMR spectra can get incredibly complicated for
complex metabolite mixtures, which is why NMR is increasingly combined with LC as
an initial separation step (Yang, 2006). On the other hand, identifying the metabolites
behind individual peaks in MS spectra is even more laborious and requires matching
of tandem MS (MS/MS) fragmentation spectra to reference libraries of standard com-
pounds. The generation of such comprehensive libraries of metabolite spectra is com-
plicated by the fact that large portions of the realm of metabolites and intermediates
remain uncharted. For example, there might be over 1,000 metabolites in A. thaliana
(Kellogg, 2004) and as many as 200,000 different metabolites in the plant kingdom
(Fiehn, 2002), of which only a fraction has been characterized. The current MS analy-
sis methods are generally not quantitative, although significant advances have recently
been made in this direction, for example by internal standardization through in vivo
isotopic labeling of a biological reference sample (Mashego et al., 2004; Birkemeyer
et al., 2005). Similar solutions have proven effective in transcriptomics and proteomics
technologies, e.g. ICAT (see above). Recently, metabolome analysis systems combin-
ing LC, NMR and MS have attracted considerable investigation interest (Yang, 2006).
Future perspectives
As outlined in the previous sections, there exists a multitude of techniques to probe the
activity, abundance levels and interactions of the various molecular entities in the cell.
However, nearly all of these techniques are still under development. As of now, the
only molecular variables that can truly be studied quantitatively, genome-wide and in
high-throughput are mRNA expression levels and to a lesser extent transcription factor
binding sites (ChIP-on-chip). The only other type of data that is currently available
in sizable amounts is protein interaction data. However, even these types of data are
currently laden with noise and false positives, indicating that the technologies used to
measure them still show considerable room for improvement. Nevertheless, functional
genomics studies are generating a flood of data that can hardly be coped with. With
the maturation of the technologies to measure other state variables, such as protein and
metabolite levels, this data flood is expected to rise dramatically in the coming years.
On a longer time-scale, the development of miniaturized experimental platforms based
on microfluidics and nanotechnology promise to revolutionize the field of functional
genomics, in terms of measurement sensitivity as well as speed and cost (Hood et al.,
2004).
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1.3 Bioinformatics and computational biology
The functional genomics techniques described above generate enormous quantities of
data that cannot be analyzed adequately without computational methods, and math-
ematical models have become indispensable to describe complex biological systems.
Consequently, systems biology has become a highly interdisciplinary field, requiring
the input of molecular biologists, physicists, engineers, mathematicians and informati-
cians alike. The application of mathematical techniques is revolutionizing the field of
molecular biology, just as it has revolutionized physics centuries ago. Conversely, the
application of mathematics to biology has had considerable effect on the development
of new mathematical techniques, e.g. in the fields of statistics, machine learning, dy-
namical systems theory and graph theory (Levin, 1992; Cohen, 2004).
A firm foundation of biology as an information science was first established by the
discovery of the structure of DNA in 1953 and the digital code used to store genetic
information (Watson and Crick, 1953; Crick et al., 1961; Ouzounis and Valencia, 2003;
Hood and Galas, 2003). These discoveries, soon followed by the determination of the
sequences of increasing numbers of genes, proteins and eventually whole genomes,
led to the emergence of a new field of research, bioinformatics, aimed at decoding
the information stored in these sequences. In the early days, bioinformatics research
mainly focused on deciphering sequence-based information. Traditional (but continu-
ously evolving) subdisciplines include genome sequence assembly, genome annotation,
sequence alignment, molecular phylogenetics, comparative and evolutionary genomics
(including the study of gene and, more recently, genome duplications) and prediction
of protein function and structure (Benton, 1996; Andrade and Sander, 1997). In the
past decade, the ever-increasing amount of functional genomics data gave rise to an ex-
pansion of the field of bioinformatics beyond sequence-based research (Kanehisa and
Bork, 2002; Hood and Galas, 2003; Molidor et al., 2003).
Modern-day bioinformatics, also referred to as ’computational biology’, encompasses
all aspects of biological information processing, storage, distribution, analysis and in-
terpretation, and combines the tools and techniques of mathematics, computer science
and biology with the aim of understanding the biological significance of a variety of
data (Benton, 1996; Kanehisa and Bork, 2002). Hence, the field of bioinformatics is
characterized more by a general mindset for mathematics-driven biological problem
solving than by the biological problems themselves. The key unifying principle in
bioinformatics is the pragmatic openness to investigate the application of computa-
tional, mathematical or statistical methods to biological problems (Benton, 1996).
Given the present context, we will focus our discussion on the computational methods
used for the interpretation of large-scale datasets and the modeling of biological sys-
tems. In the following sections, we give a detailed overview of the steps that need to
be taken on the road from functional genomics data to detailed models of biological
systems. Each of these steps is more like a hurdle, presenting both technical and con-
ceptual challenges that have yet to be overcome. After highlighting the importance of
databases and repositories to store and structure all relevant data (section 1.3.1), we
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start out in section 1.3.2 by discussing the methods used for extracting information
out of single large-scale datasets, specifically gene expression profiling experiments.
The next hurdle is to integrate various sources of information in order to get a more
comprehensive view on the biological system from different angles and on different
levels of biological organization (see section 1.3.3). In particular, network representa-
tions provide a formidable tool for data integration and qualitative description of the
wiring of biological systems. In section 1.3.4, we discuss the systemic properties of bi-
ological networks that emerge from such topological descriptions, e.g. network motifs
and modules, and we comment on their relevance for the functioning and evolution of
biological systems. Finally, in section 1.3.5, we focus on the mathematical represen-
tations and methods used to model biological systems at different levels of resolution,
from qualitative static models to quantitative dynamic models.
1.3.1 Databases and public repositories
Functional genomics techniques can be used to assess the levels and interactions of
the various molecular entities on a large scale. However, these measurements in se
tell us little about the actual function of the genes. The use of functional genomics
approaches to elucidate biological systems critically hinges on the ability to interpret
the observed molecular phenotypes and interactions in the light of prior knowledge
on cellular processes and the function of genes. In this respect, the importance of
repositories and data structures to store the functional information that was painstak-
ingly gathered during decades of molecular biological research cannot be overesti-
mated. A multitude of publicly accessible databases have been set up that store in-
formation on a specific organism, e.g. SGD (www.yeastgenome.org) for S. cerevisiae
and TAIR (www.arabidopsis.org) for A. thaliana, or a specific type of data, e.g. BIND
(www.bind.ca/Action) for protein interactions and ArrayExpress (www.ebi.ac.uk/array-
express) for DNA microarray data. Of special interest for interpreting large-scale func-
tional genomics data are databases that provide biological knowledge in a structured
form that can be queried using computer algorithms. For example, the Gene Ontol-
ogy (GO) project (www.geneontology.org; Ashburner et al. (2000)), initiated in the
late 90’s, aims at capturing the increasing knowledge on gene function in a controlled
vocabulary applicable to all organisms. To this end, GO provides three hierarchically
structured vocabularies by means of which gene products can be described in terms
of their associated biological processes, molecular functions and cellular components.
Other ontologies are being developed to describe e.g. cell-types and phenotypes in
a structured fashion. A more general process on a higher level in the hierarchy (e.g.
cell cycle) becomes increasingly specified on lower levels (e.g. mitotic cell cycle, M
phase of mitotic cell cycle, . . . ). Genes may be annotated to one or several categories
in each hierarchy, at several annotation levels (heights in the hierarchy) depending on
the level of detail of their functional characterization. A similar data structure is found
in the MIPS FunCat database (mips.gsf.de/proj/funcatDB/). Related resources, such as
the KEGG pathway database (www.genome.ad.jp/kegg/pathway.html) and MetaCyc
(www.metacyc.org), focus on harnessing knowledge about the wiring of metabolic and
signaling pathways in various organisms, and the enzymes and metabolites involved.
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1.3.2 Data mining and clustering of expression data
An increasing number of methods are being developed to mine and analyze large-scale
datasets probing a specific aspect of cell function. To date, methods to analyze patterns
of gene expression have received most attention, because gene expression data were
the first type of data to become readily available in large amounts. As described in sec-
tion 1.2.2, there are two fundamentally different types of expression data: time-course
data and perturbational data. Both types of data have traditionally been analyzed with
global clustering techniques. However, in recent years, people have come to realize that
these clustering methods, which were designed to group genes by their overall similar-
ity in expression, are not able to analyze perturbational datasets to their full potential.
Indeed, by virtue of the fact that they group expression states measured under widely
different conditions, perturbational datasets are less coherent in nature. As a conse-
quence, it becomes important to be able to assess local, rather than global expression
similarity between genes. Therefore, specific clustering methods (generally known as
biclustering methods) have been developed that are able to detect expression similarity
between a group of genes under a subset of conditions (perturbations). Both types of
clustering are discussed below.
Clustering of expression data
Clustering of DNA microarray data allows the inference of functional correlations
through what was dubbed the ’guilt-by-association’ principle (Walker et al., 1999). A
classical unsupervised clustering process generally consists of two steps (Eisen et al.,
1998). First, a matrix of distances between expression profiles is calculated using a dis-
tance or similarity measure, such as Pearson’s centered correlation coefficient. Based
on this distance matrix, the actual clustering algorithm, for instance average linkage
hierarchical clustering, groups similar profiles together. A wide variety of clustering
methods has been developed (Butte, 2002; D’haeseleer, 2005), the principal methods
being hierarchical clustering, SOM clustering and k-means clustering.
Probably the most well-known and most widely used technique is hierarchical clus-
tering, which is an unsupervised approach in which genes with similar expression be-
havior are iteratively merged into larger gene sets of decreasing expression coherence,
resulting in a dendrogram whose branch lengths represent the degree of similarity be-
tween the sets (Eisen et al., 1998). Depending on the linkage rules by which gene
groups are merged, several subclasses can be distinguished, e.g. single linkage (’near-
est neighbor’), average linkage, complete linkage (’furthest neighbor’) and centroid
(’center of gravity’) linkage hierarchical clustering algorithms. In addition, several
measures can be used to assess similarity between individual profiles, e.g. Euclidean
distance, Pearson’s correlation, Spearman’s rank correlation, or mutual information
(Butte, 2002). Hierarchical clustering can in principle be applied to any kind of mole-
cular profiles. For example, Ravasz et al. (2002) applied hierarchical clustering on the
topological overlap matrix of an E. coli metabolite network.
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A second clustering approach is based on the principle of self-organizing maps (SOMs)
(Kohonen, 1997; Tamayo et al., 1999). A SOM is basically a multidimensional scal-
ing method, which projects data from a multidimensional input space to a lower-
dimensional (usually one- or two-dimensional) output space formed by neurons located
on a regular grid. Each neuron of the SOM is represented by an n-dimensional weight
vector, where n is the dimension of the input vectors (expression profiles). The number
of neurons in the SOM equals the number of expected clusters, and has to be set in
advance. The neurons are connected to adjacent neurons in a predefined grid pattern,
which is usually rectangular or hexagonal. In each training step, a sample profile from
the input data set is chosen randomly and a similarity measure is calculated between it
and the weight vectors of all neurons. The weight vector of the best-matching neuron
is moved closer to the input vector in the input space, but the weights of the neigh-
boring nodes, which are influenced through the grid connections, are also affected. In
this way, nearby nodes tend to be mapped to nearby points in n-dimensional space, or
in other words, adjacent clusters in the SOM map tend to exhibit similar expression
patterns.
Another commonly used clustering approach is k-means clustering, which is concep-
tually similar to SOM clustering, except that the clusters do not influence each other.
Starting from an initial random partition of expression profiles in k disjoint clusters
(where again k has to be specified in advance), genes are repeatedly reallocated to the
cluster whose mean expression profile is nearest (which depends on the distance mea-
sure used), in an attempt to minimize the within-cluster sum of squared distances from
the cluster means (Hartigan, 1975; Tavazoie et al., 1999).
Several other clustering strategies have been proposed, such as adaptive quality based
clustering (De Smet et al., 2002), model-based approaches (Yeung et al., 2001) and
graph-theoretic clustering methods (Ben-Dor et al., 1999; Sharan et al., 2003; Jiang
et al., 2004). Graph-theoretic methods have also been proposed for clustering protein
interaction networks (Bader and Hogue, 2002, 2003) and metabolic networks (Ravasz
et al., 2002). In general, the application of different algorithms and/or different sim-
ilarity measures can give rise to widely differing clustering results. Several internal
and external criteria have been developed to evaluate clustering performance (Halkidi
et al., 2001; Bolshakova and Azuaje, 2003; Handl et al., 2005). Internal criteria use in-
formation intrinsic to the data, for example the compactness and separation of clusters,
to assess the quality of the clustering. External criteria are criteria based on addi-
tional information about class membership that was not used in the clustering process,
for example gene functional annotations (whereby it is implicitly assumed that genes
of similar function should cluster together) (Gibbons and Roth, 2002; Handl et al.,
2005). However, the quality of a particular clustering remains largely in the eye of
the beholder, depending on the desired level of granularity and the user’s definition of
’expression similarity’.
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Biclustering of perturbational expression data
Perturbational compendia constitute an invaluable resource from a systems biology
perspective because they measure a variety of expression ’states’ resulting from the
perturbation of individual system components and contain a wealth of information con-
cerning the wiring of the underlying system. Although only a few such compendia
were established so far (Hughes et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2003), it is in-
creasingly recognized that such compendia are essential to identify the gene networks
underlying cellular function, which has stimulated efforts to build perturbational com-
pendia for different organisms and the development of methods that are able to analyze
perturbational datasets to their full potential.
The traditional clustering methods described in the previous section are well suited
for analyzing time-series microarray data, but they fall short when applied to pertur-
bational expression data, because the similarity measures they use only capture global
tendencies of co- or antiregulation between genes. However, in perturbational com-
pendia, genes are not necessarily coexpressed under all experimental circumstances:
they may be coregulated under some perturbations, and show uncorrelated or even
inversely correlated expression behavior under other perturbations. Assessing these
partial correlations is highly interesting from a systems biology perspective, because
such dichotomous behavior might identify genes that function at the interface between
several cellular processes, integrating signals and regulating metabolism or informa-
tion flows depending on the conditions (see also chapter 3).
The key to analyzing perturbational data is to detect groups of genes that exhibit sim-
ilar behavior across a subset of conditions. The process of detecting such subpatterns
is known as biclustering. Several biclustering strategies exist today, each using its own
heuristic approach to tackle this complex problem (Madeira and Oliveira (2004) and
references therein). Cheng and Church (2000) were among the first to apply biclus-
tering to gene expression data. Starting from the complete data matrix, they identify
biclusters one at a time by removing genes and experiments from the cluster until the
mean squared residue score, i.e. the variance of the set of all elements in the bicluster,
plus the mean row variance and the mean column variance, is smaller than a prede-
fined value. Other genes and experiments are then added to the bicluster as long as the
score does not increase. Previously found biclusters are masked with random numbers.
Kluger et al. (2003) reorganize the expression matrix into a ’checkerboard’ pattern of
biclusters using linear algebra. Getz et al. (2000) use an iterative two-way clustering
procedure to identify stable biclusters. At each iteration a two-way superparamagnetic
clustering (Blatt et al., 1996) is performed on all stable clusters identified in the pre-
vious step in an attempt to zero in on smaller robust biclusters. The iterative signature
algorithm developed by Ihmels et al. (2004a) is conceptually similar in the sense that
it also iteratively searches for biclusters, and that it uses local feature sets to update
gene and experiment signatures. Starting from a random gene sample, an experiment
signature is calculated by identifying the experimental conditions under which the gene
set (gene signature) is coregulated most tightly. Then, the gene signature is updated by
scanning the data for genes that show a significant and consistent change in expression
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under the experiment signature. This process is repeated until convergence is reached.
Tanay et al. (2002) adopt a graph-theoretic approach to biclustering. They model the
expression data as a bipartite graph consisting of genes on the one hand and conditions
on the other. An edge between a gene and a condition represents a significant change
in expression. Edges and non-edges are assigned weights based on a statistical model.
Under this model, the problem of finding significant biclusters reduces to finding dense
bipartite subgraphs. Other methods identify biclusters by proposing a statistical model
and estimating the distribution parameters that minimize a certain model fit criterion.
Lazzeroni and Owen (2002) developed a plaid model, considering the expression data
as a sum of overlapping layers (biclusters). Segal et al. (2003a) use probabilistic rela-
tional models to uncover overlapping biclusters, whereas Sheng et al. (2003) use Gibbs
sampling to detect biclusters.
Each of these methods has its own merits and drawbacks, and no single method is able
to extract all the information stored in large perturbational datasets. For example, some
of these methods are intrinsically less suited to find overlap between biclusters be-
cause they partition the data (Kluger et al., 2003) or mask previously found biclusters
with random noise (Cheng and Church, 2000; Sheng et al., 2003). Furthermore, some
biclustering methods make strong assumptions about the control logic underlying the
data. For example, the plaid model of Lazzeroni and Owen (2002) and the probabilistic
model of Segal et al. (2003a) both assume that the effect of several ’control layers’ or
’processes’ (underlying individual biclusters) on the expression of a given gene is ad-
ditive. Translated into biological terms, this would entail that transcription factors have
purely additive effects on the expression of genes, which is clearly an oversimplifica-
tion. Another drawback of most biclustering methods is that they provide no measure
for correlating the expression of individual genes. Instead, they focus on the emergent
properties of groups of genes and conditions in order to uncover statistically significant
subpatterns in the data, which inherently makes the analysis coarse-grained. However,
in some situations, e.g. when examining a specific pathway, the correlations between
individual components need to be resolved.
1.3.3 Data integration
Although we still struggle to get the most out of isolated large-scale datasets, develop-
ing strategies to integrate and jointly model these data is proving to be an even more
formidable challenge. Many of the fundamental issues regarding data integration are
still waiting to be tackled, let alone resolved.
In general, the purpose of data integration is two-fold. The primary objective is to get a
more comprehensive view on the biological process under study by probing the system
from different angles and at different functional levels. To this end, data on different
aspects of cell function need to be integrated into a unified representation. The second
objective is more technical in nature: since virtually all technologies that globally inter-
rogate biological systems have inherently high false-positive and false-negative rates,
each of these data sources on itself has only limited use (Gru¨nenfelder and Winzeler,
2002; Hwang et al., 2005a). The integration of data from different sources probing a
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particular aspect of cell function can be used to filter out the true positives and increase
the coverage of the system. Both types of data integration are covered in the following
sections. In addition, we briefly discuss a newly emerging type of data integration,
namely data integration across organisms.
Integrating data on related aspects of cell function
Different experimental technologies are often used to measure the same molecular state
variables (e.g. protein interactions) to differing depth and breadth. Since most func-
tional genomics platforms are notoriously noisy, the integration of complementary data
types has proved necessary to assess the reliability of individual observations. At the
same time, because different technologies have different biases, and different large-
scale experiments using the same technology highlight different parts of the biological
system or probe it to a different extent, integration of data from several experiments
or platforms should give us more coverage of the particular system aspect probed by
these platforms.
Unfortunately, striking the right balance between minimizing the false-positive rate
(maximizing the specificity) and at the same time maximizing the coverage (sensitiv-
ity) is a non-trivial task. Similar problems in other areas of biology, mostly related to
solving classification problems with machine learning methods, have been receiving
a lot of attention. In most of these cases, well-curated training data sets are available
to evaluate the performance of the computational algorithms applied. In the present
context, however, adequate training data sets are rarely available (Jansen and Gerstein,
2004). Therefore, most efforts to integrate several datasets have resorted to extreme so-
lutions, such as taking the union (maximal coverage) or the intersection (in an attempt
to maximize accuracy) of the datasets to be integrated.
For example, several high-throughput protein interaction datasets have been produced
for budding yeast (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001; Ho et al., 2002; Gavin et al., 2002,
2006). In addition, a large number of protein interactions derived from small-scale
experiments are available through databases such as BIND (Bader et al., 2003), DIP
(Salwinski et al., 2004), MIPS (Mewes et al., 2006) and YPD (Costanzo et al., 2001).
Furthermore, a large number of protein interactions have been predicted based on the
observation of gene fusion events, i.e. pairs of proteins that have homologs in another
organism fused into a single protein (Marcotte et al., 1999a,b; Enright et al., 1999), and
more indirect functional associations have been made through assessment of phyloge-
netic profile similarity (Pellegrini et al., 1999; Marcotte et al., 1999b). Several studies
have assessed the overlap of these datasets with other datasets and with benchmark
datasets, the latter usually being sets of manually curated small-scale interactions (i.e.
interactions that were assessed and validated in the context of specific studies) stored
in MIPS, YPD or DIP. The overlap between different protein interaction datasets is
usually remarkably small (Ito et al., 2001; Bader and Hogue, 2002; von Mering et al.,
2002; Bork et al., 2004), which reflects both methodological biases and differences in
the experimental focus, i.e. which proteins are screened, as well as high rates of inde-
pendently distributed false positives and false negatives.
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Joint analysis of several protein interaction networks has been almost exclusively based
on taking the intersection between different datasets, when the reliability of the result-
ing set of interactions was most important (von Mering et al., 2002; Han et al., 2004),
or, for more exploratory purposes, taking the union of several datasets (Schwikowski
et al., 2000; Bader and Hogue, 2002; Agrafioti et al., 2005). Neither of these solutions
is optimal. Only recently, statistical methods were proposed to integrate interaction
data from different sources (Jansen et al., 2003; Fraser and Marcotte, 2004; Jansen and
Gerstein, 2004; Lee et al., 2004c; Hwang et al., 2005a). Jansen et al. (2003) integrate
several protein interaction datasets into a probabilistic network by benchmarking the
quality of individual datasets against a ’gold standard’ of known positives (small-scale
interaction data) and negatives (pairs of proteins with different cellular localization)
and weighting the different datasets accordingly. Similarly, Lee et al. (2004c) devel-
oped a probabilistic scoring scheme based on Bayesian statistics and using KEGG
pathways and subcellular localization data as benchmarks. Recently, (Hwang et al.,
2005a) proposed a probabilistic data integration methodology that does not require a
curated training data set, using weighted versions of Fisher’s χ2 and Stouffer’s Z to
combine P-values from different datasets.
Another example is the integration of gene expression datasets across experiments and
platforms. Gene expression profiles generated with different platforms, e.g. Affymetrix
high-density oligonucleotide arrays and spotted cDNA arrays, are not directly com-
parable. Different platforms use different technologies and have different sensitivity,
probe specificity and other technological biases (Moreau et al., 2003; Irizarry et al.,
2005). One way to analyze these datasets in conjunction is to analyze them separately
and then perform a ’meta-analysis’ to combine the correlation values or P-values from
different platforms (Moreau et al., 2003; Rhodes et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2005). An-
other approach is to transform the data of different platforms in such a way that the
gene expression measures across platforms become comparable, e.g. using median
rank scores (Warnat et al., 2005). However, such transformations do not eliminate
platform-specific biases. Even when generated with the same technology, different mi-
croarray experiments often use different mRNA extraction and hybridization protocols,
different numbers of biological replicates, different normalization algorithms to correct
for background noise, technological biases, systematic errors and variations in sample
volume, and different ways to combine the measurements of multiple probes interrogat-
ing the same gene into a single expression value (Gautier et al., 2004). To some extent,
normalization problems can be solved by renormalizing the raw data of all experiments
with the same method. However, laboratory-specific biases (e.g. due to the use of dif-
ferent protocols and different machines) will likely persist. It can be argued that this is
mainly a problem when comparing the expression profiles from different experiments,
a set-up that is widely used in the medical world, e.g. for classifying tumor samples.
In the other dimension, i.e. when expression profiles of different genes are compared,
incoherent biases across experiments may be less of an issue, provided that it can be
assumed that most experiment-specific biases influence similarly expressed genes in
the same way. Although this assumption is not always justified, several studies have
successfully combined different microarray datasets without renormalizing them, with
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the purpose of identifying functionally related genes (Wu et al., 2002; Tanay et al.,
2005).
Several studies use expression data, promoter motif data, ChIP data and/or prior func-
tional information (e.g. GO classifications (Ashburner et al., 2000) or known regula-
tory network structures) in conjunction to elucidate transcriptional regulatory networks
(Pilpel et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2002; Herrga˚rd et al., 2003; Bar-Joseph et al., 2003;
Segal et al., 2003d; Luscombe et al., 2004; Beer and Tavazoie, 2004; Harbison et al.,
2004; Xu et al., 2004; Garten et al., 2005; Petti and Church, 2005; Van den Bulcke
et al., 2006). Some of these integration efforts are based on taking the intersection
between transcriptional interactions predicted by various platforms. For example, Har-
bison et al. (2004) used a combination of promoter motifs inferred from comparative
genome analysis of four related yeast species (see further) and ChIP data to reconstruct
the transcriptional regulatory code of S. cerevisiae, resulting in the most comprehen-
sive experimentally determined transcription factor network available so far. Although
the network of Harbison et al. (2004) reveals the topology of the transcription factor
network, it does not assess the effects of (combinations of) transcription factors on
gene expression. Most methods work the other way around, analyzing expression data
to unravel the ’control logic’ underlying specific expression patterns (see also section
1.3.5). This type of analysis typically requires more elaborate computational frame-
works. Pilpel et al. (2001) measured the expression coherence of groups of genes
containing specific promoter motif combinations to identify combinations that show
significant synergy in controlling gene expression. Beer and Tavazoie (2004) devel-
oped a Bayesian framework to learn synergistic motif combinations from expression
data. Whereas Pilpel et al. (2001) investigated combinations of known promoter ele-
ments, the method of Beer and Tavazoie (2004) also uncovers novel putative regula-
tory elements and the combinatorial rules (AND, OR and NOT logic) by which they
influence gene expression. Herrga˚rd et al. (2003) assessed the consistency of gene
expression data with known or putative regulatory network structures in order to vali-
date the biological relevance of regulatory network subcomponents. Bar-Joseph et al.
(2003) developed an algorithm (GRAM) that combines ChIP data and expression data
to uncover sets of genes with similar expression profiles and bound by a particular
set of transcription factors. The GRAM algorithm takes as input ChIP profiles and
expression profiles under a set of conditions relevant for a particular cellular state or
response, e.g. rich medium conditions or the rapamycin response (Bar-Joseph et al.,
2003), and generates a static regulatory network reflecting the transcriptional modules
formed under these conditions. Xu et al. (2004) use a probabilistic relational model
based on the work of Segal et al. (2003b) to learn transcriptional regulatory programs
from expression data, using ChIP data as prior information. In contrast to the GRAM
algorithm, the method of Segal et al. (2003b) and Xu et al. (2004) trace the regulatory
logic under different sets of conditions simultaneously, explaining the expression pat-
terns of target genes from the expression of a set of condition-specific regulators. In
a somewhat similar vein, Luscombe et al. (2004) also combine ChIP data and expres-
sion data to assess the activity of different parts of the ChIP network under different
circumstances. Building forth on the work of Pilpel et al. (2001), Garten et al. (2005)
use ChIP data, motif overrepresentation data and expression data to identify synergistic
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combinations of transcription factors and their putative targets. Through the integration
of motif data, ChIP data and expression data, Petti and Church (2005) specifically look
for transcriptional crosstalk between functional modules (MIPS functional categories),
i.e. transcription factors that target subsets of genes in different functional modules,
thereby partially coordinating the expression response of those modules.
A few studies use expression data in conjunction with metabolic pathway data or pro-
tein interaction data with the purpose of studying the dynamic properties of cellular
wiring. For example, metabolic pathway data has been combined with gene expres-
sion data in order to assess how metabolism is regulated transcriptionally, e.g. which
pathways are active under certain conditions (Vert and Kanehisa, 2003; Zaslaver et al.,
2004; Ihmels et al., 2004b). Another popular strategy is to combine expression data
with protein interaction data (Ge et al., 2001; Jansen et al., 2002; Kemmeren et al.,
2002; Segal et al., 2003c; Han et al., 2004; de Lichtenberg et al., 2005). Possible uses
include the discrimination of stable protein complexes and stable subaggregates of tran-
sient complexes (Ge et al., 2001; Jansen et al., 2002; Segal et al., 2003c), the study of
the dynamics of protein complex formation and protein network topology (Han et al.,
2004; de Lichtenberg et al., 2005) and the identification of false-positive protein inter-
actions (Kemmeren et al., 2002), although the latter use is debated, since interacting
proteins need not be coexpressed at all times (Han et al., 2004). In the aforementioned
studies, gene expression is used as a proxy for protein expression. However, the under-
lying assumption that mRNA levels and protein levels are correlated does not always
hold (Gygi et al., 1999b).
Integrating data on different aspects of cell function
In the data integration efforts discussed in the previous section, the integrated data types
probe similar aspects of cell function, or at least molecular state variables that can be
linked together in a logical fashion. The situation gets more complicated when the in-
tegration of more heterogeneous data types is considered. Data on protein interactions,
protein modifications, gene coexpression, genetic interactions, phylogenetic profiles,
phenotypic data, transcription factor binding, protein localization and metabolic path-
ways all shed light on fundamentally different aspects of cell function. Studying each
of these data types in isolation gives us only a selective view on the global system.
In order to unravel the wiring of a molecular system and ultimately model its dynam-
ics and predict the behavior of the system under perturbation, these different types
of data need to be integrated to get a fully comprehensive view of the interactions
between components at the various levels of biological organization. However, it is
difficult to conceptually link all these data sources in a logical framework that can be
computationally analyzed and at the same time has a clear biological interpretation.
Consequently, analyzing heterogeneous data in an integrated fashion has become one
of the major bottlenecks in systems biology. The types of data to be integrated range
from discrete (e.g. protein interactions) to continuous (e.g. mRNA expression levels).
Moreover, each dataset and technology has its own degree of reliability, types of error
and systematic biases. For example, most labeling-based mass spectrometry methods
(e.g. TAP) for protein complex identification tend to favor more abundant proteins (von
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Mering et al., 2002). Likewise, expression profiling and analysis methods give more
accurate information for high-abundant mRNAs. However, technologies such as ChIP
specifically focus on transcription factors, which are often low-abundant. Transcription
factors are also well-represented in functional databases, such as GO or SGD, due to
the fact that they are widely studied (because of their important regulatory role) and
readily recognizable based on sequence features.
Studies that integrate highly heterogeneous data types are fundamentally different in
purpose and scope from the ones discussed in the previous section. Two major ap-
proaches can be distinguished, depending on the level of biological detail they pursue.
In the first type of studies, large-scale integration of heterogeneous data is used to pre-
dict high-level properties of the system, such as general functional linkages between
genes or proteins (Marcotte et al., 1999b; Schlitt et al., 2003; Troyanskaya et al., 2003;
Karaoz et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004c; Tanay et al., 2004) or global organizing prin-
ciples of cellular wiring, such as modularity, crosstalk and network motifs (see also
section 1.3.4) (Lee et al., 2004c; Tanay et al., 2004; Yeger-Lotem et al., 2004; Zhang
et al., 2005a). In this respect, some of these studies can be considered similar in pur-
pose to gene expression data (bi)clustering strategies (see above), the principal differ-
ence being that they take into account more sources of evidence. Other studies predict
more specific types of functional linkages, such as genetic interactions (Wong et al.,
2004) or protein-protein interactions (Jansen et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004b).
On the other end of the spectrum, a handful of studies systematically integrate disparate
data types in order to generate a highly detailed and multifaceted view on a specific bi-
ological system, engendering very specific functional predictions and hypotheses. By
virtue of their limited scope, the data to be integrated can be adequately visualized and
analyzed in detail, often manually. Ideker et al. (2001b), in a pioneering study, inte-
grated data on mRNA expression levels, protein expression levels, protein interactions,
transcription factor binding data and metabolic pathway information to study the reg-
ulation of the yeast galactose-utilization pathway (Figure 1.3). Other processes that
have been studied in this fashion include yeast filamentous-form growth (Prinz et al.,
2004) and sea urchin embryonal development (Davidson et al., 2002b). A recent study
(Hwang et al., 2005b) proposed a hybrid approach in which all data pertaining to a
single level of functional organization (e.g. transcriptional control) is first integrated
using advanced statistical methods (Hwang et al. (2005a), see previous section), fol-
lowed by the integration of the different types of functional links for a specific system
in a detailed (visual) network model.
Even when using sophisticated computational procedures for information extraction
and data integration, in the end, human expertise is needed to interpret the results
and assess their biological relevance, especially for fine-grained studies on specific
processes. Therefore, an adequate visual representation of the integrated data is indis-
pensable. Several software platforms have been developed for the visualization and
analysis of heterogeneous data, for example Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003), ca-
WorkBench (http://amdec-bioinfo.cu-genome.org/html/caWorkBench3.htm), GeneX-
Press (http://genexpress.stanford.edu/), PathwayExplorer (Mlecnik et al., 2005), Map-
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Figure 1.3: Model of galactose utilization. Yeast metabolize galactose through a series of steps
involving the GAL2 transporter and enzymes produced by GAL1, GAL7, GAL10, and GAL5.
These genes are transcriptionally regulated by a mechanism consisting primarily of GAL4,
GAL80, and GAL3. GAL6 produces another regulatory factor thought to repress the GAL en-
zymes in a manner similar to GAL80. Dotted interactions denote model refinements through
integration of heterogeneous data. Reprinted from Ideker et al. (2001b).
Man (Usadel et al., 2005) and VisANT (Hu et al., 2005).
Integrating data across organisms
With more and more genomes being sequenced, and functional genomics data produc-
tion gearing up in several organisms, it has become feasible to integrate data over a
new dimension, namely across organisms. Several studies have looked at conservation
of gene expression modules (Stuart et al., 2003; Bergmann et al., 2004; Ihmels et al.,
2005) or protein complexes (Agrafioti et al., 2005; Campillos et al., 2006) across organ-
isms. Similarly, the elucidation of the transcriptional regulatory code of for example
budding yeast has greatly benefited from the genome-wide discovery of conserved tran-
scriptional regulatory elements through phylogenetic footprinting (Kellis et al., 2003;
Cliften et al., 2003; Pritsker et al., 2004; Harbison et al., 2004). Comparative genomics
approaches and comparative network analyses will undoubtedly further increase in im-
portance in the coming years.
In conclusion, the schemes and methods used for data integration vary widely, from
simply assessing overlaps and differences between datasets, over the integration of
disparate data in highly detailed visual models of specific processes, to elaborate sta-
tistical frameworks. Moreover, many of these statistical approaches depend heavily
on heuristics, ad hoc statistical scoring schemes without a firm theoretical background,
and greedy optimization algorithms. The unifying principles and theoretical paradigms
for heterogeneous data integration have yet to become established. Yet, despite the het-
erogeneity of the approaches used, one common theme is emerging out of almost all
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data integration studies performed so far: the use of biological network representations.
1.3.4 Networks in molecular biology
Biological systems are often depicted as networks of nodes (genes, proteins, metabo-
lites) connected through edges (interactions, reactions, functional links). The idea
of describing molecular biology in terms of networks is not new. A lot of molecu-
lar processes have been described in terms of cascades, pathways and networks for
decades, e.g. metabolic pathways, transcriptional regulatory networks, protein inter-
action networks and signal transduction cascades. Rather, the concept of networks in
biology has received a renewed impetus with the emergence of the systems biology
paradigm. Indeed, networks have proven to be an excellent framework to study the
functional organization of many complex systems, from food webs, neural networks
and social networks to electrical power grids and the world-wide web (WWW) (Stro-
gatz, 2001; Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004). Furthermore, given the natural network inter-
pretation of many biological processes, networks have emerged as the ideal framework
for integration of functional data on various levels of molecular organization (see sec-
tion 1.3.3). Moreover, most techniques to model the dynamic behavior of biological
systems depend heavily on network representations (see section 1.3.5).
The topology of different kinds of biological networks has been analyzed extensively
with the purpose of studying the ’emergent properties’ of biological systems, i.e. fea-
tures of biological systems that cannot be explained from the properties of individual
genes or proteins, such as their robustness against mutations and environmental pertur-
bations and their evolvability (i.e. their capacity to evolve). Indeed, living organisms
are incredibly robust: they can survive the deletion of most genes, often without ap-
parent phenotypic effects. In addition, they can adapt to a bewildering variety of stress
conditions and evolve to overcome even greater challenges. Network biology seeks to
explain these phenomena from the perspective of the wiring patterns of the cell. For
example, studying the network topology of biological systems may reveal how fast in-
formation or perturbations can spread through the system, how the system is buffered
against noise and perturbations, and to what extent backup mechanisms are provided
in case of more drastic events, such as node or edge failures (mutations or deletions).
Of special interest is the study of the basic building blocks of biological networks, such
as motifs and modules. A network motif is a recurrent wiring pattern between a small
number of nodes (genes, proteins). Especially in regulatory networks, such motifs
(e.g. feedback or feed-forward loops) can provide interesting insights into the organi-
zational and dynamic properties of the system. On a somewhat higher level, biological
networks are generally built up of modules, i.e. groups of genes or proteins involved in
a specific process that operate in relative independence of the rest of the system. The
modular nature of biological systems is believed to be crucial for both their robustness
and evolvability. At the same time, modularity and all other emergent properties are
the consequence of evolutionary processes, engendering considerable interest in figur-
ing out how these network properties evolved. Below, we discuss these issues in more
detail.
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Node degree distributions
In the wake of the rise of systems biology, a number of authors have studied the global
organizing principles of biological networks from a graph-theoretical and philosophi-
cal perspective. One particular discovery that has engendered a lot of enthusiasm and
controversy is the discovery that many biological networks, such as protein interaction
networks, metabolic networks and gene coexpression networks, share common design
principles with technological networks such as the WWW (Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004).
Particularly, most of these networks appear to be ’scale-free’ in nature (Jeong et al.,
2000; Fell and Wagner, 2000; Jeong et al., 2001; Strogatz, 2001; Farkas et al., 2003;
Bergmann et al., 2004). However, scale-free in this context actually means that the
distribution of the node degree k approximates a power-law P(k) ∼ k−γ , rather than
that the networks are self-similar at different scales of resolution, which is the usual
definition (Arita, 2005).
Power-law networks have some interesting properties for degree exponents 2 < γ < 3,
the range usually observed in biological networks (Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004). One
property that has attracted a lot of attention is their ’ultra-small-world’ character, mean-
ing that the average path length between two nodes, or diameter d of the network in-
creases as d ∼ ln(ln(N)) (N being the number of nodes in the network) as opposed to
random ’small-world’ networks, where d ∼ ln(N) (Amaral et al., 2000; Wagner and
Fell, 2001; Cohen and Havlin, 2003). In a small-world network, it is possible to link
any two vertices through only a few links. This in itself is already a property that tick-
les the imagination. A popular example, based on an empirical social network study by
Stanley Milgram in the 60’s (Milgram, 1967) that has been immortalized in folklore,
is that it is possible to link yourself to the pope or the president of the USA in on av-
erage six steps (Newman, 2001). Moreover, in power-law networks, this small-world
property appears to be particularly resilient against random node failure, i.e. random
removal of nodes (Albert et al., 2000; Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004). In other words, upon
progressive random deletion of nodes, it generally remains possible to reroute the in-
formation flow through other nodes, with only a marginal increase in the average path
length. Conversely, power-law networks are especially vulnerable to targeted attacks
against highly connected nodes, often referred to as ’hubs’.
This has inspired people to link the power-law character of biological networks to
the observed robustness of biological systems (Jeong et al., 2000; Albert et al., 2000;
Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004). It is believed by some that the small-world character of
biological networks promotes efficient information dispersal and adaptive responses
upon environmental perturbations, and efficient rewiring or buffering of the network
in response to mutations or gene deletions (Jeong et al., 2000; Wagner and Fell, 2001;
Featherstone and Broadie, 2003; Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004). On the other hand, Maslov
and Sneppen (2002) have determined that links between highly connected nodes (hubs),
for example in protein interaction networks and transcriptional regulatory networks,
are systematically suppressed. They argue that this ’disassortative’ property decreases
the amount of cross-talk between different functional modules in the cell, thereby in-
creasing the overall robustness of the network by localizing the effects of deleterious
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perturbations (Maslov and Sneppen, 2002; Rosvall et al., 2005), which is largely con-
tradictory with the adaptive response theory. Concerning the vulnerability against hub
attacks, several studies have suggested that the most highly connected nodes in protein
interaction networks (Jeong et al., 2001), gene expression networks (Bergmann et al.,
2004) and genetic interaction networks (Davierwala et al., 2005) are more likely to be
essential, although the effect is sometimes marginal.
In any case, the biological basis for these observations is not well understood, leaving
most of these theories dwelling in philosophical spheres. While topological properties
are conceivably relevant for the robustness of social or technological networks, such
as the Internet, the WWW or electrical power grids, that have a clear interpretation in
terms of information flow or transport of a specific commodity between qualitatively
similar nodes, extending these theories to biological networks is non-trivial. Although
the nodes in many biological networks, e.g. metabolic networks or protein interaction
networks, show some form of physical interaction and thus information transfer poten-
tial, these networks are highly heterogeneous in nature, both in terms of nodes and in
terms of inter-node connections. The highly specialized biological functions of individ-
ual proteins, protein interactions and metabolic reactions, which are not apparent from
the network topology but are highly relevant to cell function, pose heavy constraints
on the flexibility of biological networks (Alm and Arkin, 2003; Arita, 2004, 2005).
The relevance of these high-level abstractions for other networks, e.g. gene expression
networks or genetic interaction networks, where the interaction between nodes is more
often indirect than physical, is even more obscure.
Others have tried to explain the power-law nature of biological networks from a more
mechanistic evolutionary perspective, dismissing the selectionist ’evolved robustness’
theory (Eisenberg and Levanon, 2003; Wagner, 2003; Hahn et al., 2004). According
to Baraba´si and Albert (1999) (who also came up with the robustness hypothesis) and
others, the power-law structure of protein interaction and metabolic networks might be
the consequence of network evolution through preferential attachment of new nodes to
existing high-degree nodes, causing a ’rich-get-richer’ phenomenon (Strogatz, 2001;
Wagner, 2003; Proulx et al., 2005). One of the key predictions of this model is that
highly connected proteins or metabolites are evolutionary ’older’. Evidence in fa-
vor of this scenario has been forwarded by several studies (Wagner and Fell, 2001;
Featherstone and Broadie, 2003; Eisenberg and Levanon, 2003), although Kunin et al.
(2004) have found conflicting proof, namely that the most-connected group of pro-
teins in budding yeast dates to the eukaryotic radiation, and the more ancient group of
pre-eukaryotic proteins is less connected. A possible mechanistic explanation for the
preferential attachment effect could be the evolution of networks through gene dupli-
cation (Rzhetsky and Gomez, 2001; Bhan et al., 2002; Pastor-Satorras et al., 2003;
Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004), although this is not necessarily the (only) explanation
(Wagner, 2003; Kunin et al., 2004).
To complicate matters, doubt has been cast on the ubiquity of power-law networks in
biology. Some studies provide evidence that many power-law networks turn out to be
exponential when properly analyzed (Amaral et al., 2000; Tanaka et al., 2005). Others
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point out that the currently available networks are incomplete subgraphs of the real
networks, and that even under random sampling, the degree distribution of power-law
networks is not conserved (Stumpf et al., 2005). For non-randomly sampled networks,
which is the more common case due to technological and human biases in data pro-
duction, it can be shown that the degree distribution is not even conserved for classical
random graphs. Hence, any extrapolation about the topological nature of networks
should be treated with caution.
On the other hand, a recent study (Song et al., 2005) has argued that many biological
networks do not only have a power-law degree distribution but are also topologically
self-similar, a feature normally not associated with small-world (let alone power-law)
networks. Moreover, Song et al. (2005) were able to derive a relation between the
power-law exponent γ of these networks and two more fundamental indexes character-
izing topological length-scale invariance, indicating that power-law networks might be
truly ’scale-free’ after all. Evidently, the dust surrounding these issues has not settled
yet.
In any case, a degree distribution only reflects local structure properties of the network,
since it only reveals how many nodes are directly connected with a given node (Ma
and Zeng, 2003). Other measures, such as the average path length or centrality mea-
sures, can better reflect large-scale structural properties because they take into account
indirectly connected nodes and their distances. When tracing paths through networks
and assessing connectivity, an important issue, which is sometimes overlooked, is to
take into account the directionality of the edges. Ma and Zeng (2003) have found that,
when taking into account the directionality of metabolic reactions, metabolic networks
exhibit a ’bow-tie’ or ’hour-glass’ structure, in which a large and highly connected
core cluster, the giant strong component (GSC) or knot, is interfaced by less connected
clusters feeding in and draining out metabolites. Inside the GSC, any metabolite can be
converted to any other metabolite. However, metabolites in the draining clusters cannot
be converted to metabolites in the feeding clusters. Further inspection revealed that the
pathways in the GSC are often essential and strongly conserved pathways, such as gly-
colysis and the TCA cycle (Ma and Zeng, 2003; Csete and Doyle, 2004; Kitano, 2004).
This conserved architecture could facilitate the evolution of novel processes and path-
ways at the periphery of the GSC, by providing a conserved metabolic core that can
readily be interfaced through exchangeable ’common currencies’, creating a modular
plug-and-play set-up. Similar design principles involving common protocols and cur-
rencies are thought to underlie transcriptional, translational, cell communication and
signal transduction processes (Csete and Doyle, 2004; Kitano, 2004).
Modularity
In the previous paragraph, the notion of modularity was introduced rather casually. The
concept of modularity has probably been the most fruitful one in the study of biologi-
cal networks. In an influential article, Hartwell et al. (1999) argued that not individual
molecules, but functional modules are the most relevant organizational units in the cell.
Modules are defined as discrete entities of interacting components that perform a well-
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defined and relatively separable function in the cell (Hartwell et al., 1999) and have
identifiable input and output interfaces with other modules (Csete and Doyle, 2002).
Prominent examples of such modules are the protein complexes or ’molecular ma-
chines’ that carry out many of the major cellular processes (Alberts, 1998). Examples
of such complex machines, which often contain submodules themselves, include ri-
bosomes, spliceosomes, proteasomes, RNA polymerases and other enzyme complexes
performing a certain metabolic function, such as glycolysis (Campanella et al., 2005).
Many of these modules have been successfully reconstituted in vitro, proving their abil-
ity to function as autonomous units.
However, not all biological modules are separable protein complexes. Signal trans-
duction systems or metabolic pathways, for example, can be perceived as functional
modules whose isolation from other modules is achieved through substrate specificities
rather than through spatial constraints (Hartwell et al., 1999). In addition, biological
modules are not rigid, fixed structures. A module’s structure and make-up can vary
through time or depending on the conditions. A given component may even belong
to different modules under different circumstances. Similarly, biological modules are
almost never truly isolated entities. There is always a certain degree of crosstalk or a
certain form of information exchange between modules, which enables them to coordi-
nate their tasks, to respond to internal or external cues, and to function in an integrated
whole. Moreover, modules are often combined in a hierarchical fashion to form su-
permodules that integrate their function and output on a higher organizational level
(Hartwell et al., 1999; Ravasz et al., 2002; Ravasz and Baraba´si, 2003; Baraba´si and
Oltvai, 2004; Ihmels et al., 2004b). One of the advantages of a hierarchical architec-
ture is that it is an efficient means to coordinate different processes in complex systems,
and that it reduces the costs of regulation and information transmission (Stelling et al.,
2004), i.e. the system’s possible behavior on a lower level is constrained by regulatory
decisions taken at higher levels. For example, in eukaryotic transcription regulation,
high-level regulatory decisions, taken on the level of the basic transcription initiation
machinery (e.g. the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme and the general transcription fac-
tor TFIID), are progressively finetuned on lower levels by regulators that are increas-
ingly gene-specific (Holstege et al., 1998).
Modular organization has been found in nearly all molecular networks, from protein
interaction networks (Bader and Hogue, 2002; Rives and Galitski, 2003; Spirin and
Mirny, 2003; Han et al., 2004), metabolic networks (Ravasz et al., 2002) and gene
expression networks (Ihmels et al., 2002; Segal et al., 2003b; Bar-Joseph et al., 2003;
Ihmels et al., 2004b; Petti and Church, 2005) to integrated networks (Tanay et al., 2004,
2005). Even before the thorough establishment of the modularity concept, the modu-
lar nature of biological networks, which frequently consist of thousands of genes and
myriads of connections, has been thankfully used to reduce their dimensionality and
generate high-level descriptions that are understandable to humans, e.g. by clustering
genes with similar expression profiles (Eisen et al., 1998). However, there are deeper
reasons for the emergence of modular design in molecular networks. The principal
theories around today to explain modular design are again rooted in robustness and
network evolution. Modularity is perceived as an effective mechanism for containing
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perturbations and damage locally and minimizing their system-wide effects (Stelling
et al., 2004; Kitano, 2004). A related view is that modules are relatively isolated com-
ponents that can be tinkered with without overly disturbing the behavior of the rest of
the system (Csete and Doyle, 2002; Petti and Church, 2005), which already implicates
evolvability as a factor in the emergence of network modularity. From a more general
evolutionary perspective, modules can be regarded as basic building blocks that can
be duplicated and reused or assembled in alternative ways (rewired) to evolve novel
functions or adapt to changing conditions (Hartwell et al., 1999; Lipson et al., 2002;
Alon, 2003). Analogous advantages of modular design have long been recognized in
engineering. Upon modification of the design requirements, adapted devices or soft-
ware can easily be constructed from existing modules or subroutines (Lipson et al.,
2002; Alon, 2003). Electronic circuits performing novel functions can be constructed
by reusing and rewiring basic modular components that perform standard input-output
transformations, such as operational amplifiers (op-amps), oscillators or logic gates. In
contrast, non-modular devices are effectively frozen and cannot easily evolve to meet
new optimization conditions.
Network motifs
The previous paragraphs establish modules as the building blocks of molecular net-
works. However, some molecular networks, especially regulatory networks, exhibit
even more basic building blocks, namely small wiring patterns, called network motifs
or themes, that occur in a given network at frequencies much higher than expected in
randomized networks (see Figure 1.4). Unlike modules, a motif should not be per-
ceived as autonomous unit performing a specific biological duty, but rather as struc-
tural feature that facilitates a specific information-processing task in various biological
processes. Identical motifs have evolved to perform similar tasks in seemingly unre-
lated networks, such as developmental transcription networks, protein signal transduc-
tion networks and neuronal wiring networks (Milo et al., 2004). Furthermore, even
within the same type of network, e.g. transcription networks, motifs are not only
’reused’ through duplication and divergence (as has also been suggested for modules),
but they have repeatedly and independently been ’reinvented’ within and across organ-
isms (Conant and Wagner, 2003).
The most significant recurring circuit element in transcription networks is the feed-
forward loop (FFL) (Shen-Orr et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2002; Milo et al., 2002; Mangan
and Alon, 2003), composed of a transcription factor X that regulates a second tran-
scription factor Y , whereas both X and Y regulate the expression of a target gene Z.
Depending on the activating or repressing nature of the three interactions involved,
eight structural types of FFLs can be distinguished, which show different behavior. In
general, coherent FFLs (the sign of the direct regulation from X to Z is the same as
the overall sign of the indirect path through Y ) act as sign-sensitive delays, i.e. they
delay the response of Z following either X-activation steps or X-inactivation steps (for
example through phosphorylation of X), but not both. In contrast, incoherent FFLs
(opposite signs of direct and indirect regulation) act as sign-sensitive accelerators, and
some types can generate Z pulses (Mangan and Alon, 2003).
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Another frequently encountered motif in transcriptional regulation networks is the
single-input module (SIM), where one transcription factor controls the expression of
multiple target genes having no other regulatory inputs. In theory, SIMs are able to pro-
duce detailed temporal programs of expression by using different activation thresholds
for the different target promoters (Shen-Orr et al., 2002). This type of behavior was ob-
served experimentally in the transcriptional regulation of E. coli flagellar biosynthesis
and amino acid biosynthesis pathways (Kalir et al., 2001; Zaslaver et al., 2004). Ge-
netic studies in the 80’s showed that flagellar biosynthesis in S. typhimurium and E. coli
involves a regulatory cascade of three classes of operons, involving two SIMs, causing
groups of flagellar genes to be activated in an order that roughly parallels the order in
which they are needed for flagellar assembly (Kutsukake et al., 1990). Promoter ac-
tivity studies in E. coli revealed that within both SIMs, the temporal gene expression
program is further finetuned to match the order of assembly of the flagellar structure
even more closely (Kalir et al., 2001). Likewise, unbranched amino acid biosynthesis
pathways in E. coli were shown to exhibit a ’just-in-time’ transcription program where
genes are activated in an order that matches the enzyme order in the pathway (Zaslaver
et al., 2004). This kind of design is thought to optimize the response time and resource
economy of biological production processes (Klipp et al., 2002).
A third motif that is regularly encountered in transcription networks is the multiple in-
put module (MIM), or dense overlapping regulon, where multiple genes are regulated
by multiple transcription factors (Lee et al., 2002; Shen-Orr et al., 2002). MIMs of-
fer the potential to integrate a wide variety of stimuli and coordinate the expression
response of various cellular processes (Lee et al., 2002). In accordance, the MIMs in
E. coli form the top-level layer of the transcriptional network, integrating signals from
global transcription factors and feeding them to downstream FFLs and SIMs (Shen-Orr
et al., 2002).
Many other motifs are found in complex biological networks. However, different net-
works possess different combinations of motifs. The motifs shared by transcriptional
networks differ from those in food webs, neuronal wiring patterns and signal trans-
duction networks (Milo et al., 2002, 2004). Yet other motifs can be distinguished in
higher-order networks, e.g. integrated cellular networks of transcriptional regulatory
interactions and protein-protein interactions (Yeger-Lotem et al., 2004), or protein in-
teraction and domain interaction networks. Even in networks of the same type, the mo-
tif usage can differ considerably. For example, regulator chains (see Figure 1.4) are an
’anti-motif’ in the E. Coli and S. cerevisiae transcriptional networks (Milo et al., 2004),
meaning that they occur significantly less than expected at random, which reflects the
shallow architecture of transcriptional networks of microorganisms. In contrast, regu-
lator chains are observed more often in developmental transcription networks of higher
eukaryotes such as D. melanogaster and sea-urchin (Milo et al., 2002). However, it
is important to note that, although relatively few transcriptional cascades are found in
microorganisms, they are highly important from a biological perspective, for example
for regulating cell cycle progression in yeast (Lee et al., 2002). In general, because
of the time delay involved in each step of a transcriptional cascade, regulator chains
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Figure 1.4: Examples of network motifs in the yeast regulatory network. Regulators are rep-
resented by circles; gene promoters are represented by rectangles. Binding of a regulator to a
promoter is indicated by a solid arrow. Genes encoding regulators are linked to their respective
regulators by dashed arrows. For example, in the autoregulation motif, the Ste12 protein binds
to the STE12 gene, which is transcribed and translated into Ste12 protein. These network motifs
were uncovered by searching binding data with various algorithms. Reprinted from Lee et al.
(2002).
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can only be used for steering processes where a short response time is not of primary
importance (Milo et al., 2004).
In general, different molecular networks have different characteristic profiles of over-
and underrepresented motifs (Va´zquez et al., 2004; Milo et al., 2004). Similarly, the
network properties discussed in the previous subsections, such as modularity or hierar-
chy, take on different forms, serve different purposes or are relevant to varying extents
in different molecular networks or even within networks. For example, the distributed
modularity observed in gene coexpression networks is qualitatively different from that
of metabolic networks, which exhibit a ’plug-and-play’ modularity characterized by
one large central component interfaced by peripheral modules. Similarly, hierarchical
organization and network motifs in regulatory networks (signal transduction pathways,
transcription factor networks) serve to manage, integrate and distribute information. In
contrast, the purpose of the hierarchical organization of protein interaction networks, in
which protein complexes combine to form larger complexes, is often of a more struc-
tural or mechanical nature (i.e. they function as different parts of a machine), although
certain proteins interacting with multiple complexes, such as calmodulin, have regula-
tory functions. In accordance, Han et al. (2004) aptly made a distinction between ’party
hubs’, highly connected proteins which interlink proteins or complexes in a function-
ally coherent and relatively stable structure, and ’date hubs’, regulators or adaptors that
interact with different functional complexes under various conditions.
1.3.5 Different levels of modeling
The ultimate goal of systems biology is to describe cellular systems in detailed math-
ematical models that capture their wiring and dynamic behavior and that can predict
the outcome of novel experiments. Two strategies have emerged to tackle the con-
struction of such models. In ’top-down’ modeling, high-level modeling approaches are
applied to vast quantities of data in order to unravel the general structure of the system,
to decompose it into modules, and to uncover network components involved in spe-
cific processes. These high-level descriptions are then increasingly refined to describe
specific biological processes in more detail. In contrast, in the ’bottom-up’ modeling
paradigm, biological systems are built up from the bottom by using detailed informa-
tion on individual components to link them into small systems that can be modeled
using so-called low-level modeling approaches, e.g. differential equations. The model-
ing results may point to inconsistencies or missing links in the model that can be further
explored experimentally. When novel components or interactions are implicated, the
bottom-up model is expanded. However, bottom-up modeling generally relies on the
availability of very accurate information on the system’s components and interactions
and on detailed assessment of the relevant state variables. Therefore, the application
of bottom-up modeling approaches remains restricted to a few small systems that have
been studied experimentally for decades. Indeed, the bottleneck in bottom-up modeling
is the lack of adequate data, rather than a lack of modeling techniques (the methods for
bottom-up modeling of biological systems can largely be borrowed from other fields,
such as physics and engineering). Although large quantities of functional genomics
data are becoming available, these ’raw’ data are often not readily usable for bottom-
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up modeling; the functional information they contain is hidden among huge quantities
of data points. Thus, the most logical way to pursue the modeling of biological systems
is to use top-down modeling to break down large-scale functional genomics data into
network components and functional information that can be used to model biological
systems from the bottom up. In this respect, the top-down and bottom-up modeling
paradigms are not in opposition, but complementary. In this unified view, the data bot-
tleneck for bottom-up modeling is caused by the relative lack of top-down modeling
techniques that can extract useful ’bottom-up’ information from large-scale datasets.
Therefore, the development of adequate top-down modeling techniques is of the ut-
most importance for the future of systems biology. The existing range of high-level to
low-level modeling techniques is discussed below in more detail.
Most of the data integration methods and topological network analyses described in the
previous sections belong to the category of so-called ’high-level’ modeling approaches,
which generate highly abstracted models representing only the qualitative features of
a system (Ideker and Lauffenburger, 2003; Schlitt and Brazma, 2005). At the high-
est level of modeling, statistical data-mining techniques are used to elucidate the basic
structure of the system and to discover components involved in specific processes and
their potential interrelationships. These techniques, such as clustering and biclustering
of gene expression data, result in crude data partitions and topological models describ-
ing the connectivity of the system (Eisen et al., 1998; Ihmels et al., 2002; Tanay et al.,
2004; Maere et al., 2006).
At a somewhat lower (more specific) level of modeling, so-called control-logic models
go beyond purely assessing correlations between components and try to uncover the
direct or indirect causal dependencies underlying these correlations. Some of these
methods use Bayesian statistics to model conditional independencies and tentative
causal (activating, inhibitory) relationships in expression data (Friedman et al., 2000;
Pe’er et al., 2001; Friedman, 2004). Recently, Bayesian networks were also used to
derive causal influences in protein signaling networks (Sachs et al., 2005). Other stud-
ies infer a more structured transcriptional control logic with the use of decision trees
or a Boolean logic formalism. Segal et al. (2003b) developed a probabilistic graphi-
cal model to identify expression modules and their condition-specific regulators from
gene expression data. Each module is characterized by a decision tree describing its
condition-dependent regulatory program. Xu et al. (2004) expanded this approach by
including ChIP data on the binding of transcription factors as prior knowledge. Gat-
Viks and Shamir (2003) used chain functions, a type of Boolean regulation functions,
to characterize the transcriptional regulation of individual genes. Beer and Tavazoie
(2004) used Bayesian statistics in combination with Boolean logic to infer logical rules
predicting gene expression profiles based on combinations of promoter sequence mo-
tifs. Pilpel et al. (2001), using other statistical techniques, also aim to explain expres-
sion profiles by combinatorial analysis of promoter elements. Based on meticulous and
systematic perturbation experiments on developmental genes and their cis-regulatory
elements, Davidson et al. (2002a) expanded the control logic model of endomesoderm
specification in sea urchin embryonic development to what is now the largest transcrip-
tional control model in existence, containing approximately 50 genes to date (Davidson
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et al., 2002b; Oliveri and Davidson, 2004).
High-level modeling approaches are typically static analyses that largely neglect the
dynamic properties of the system. However, biological systems are highly dynamic
and flexible in nature, and even the connectivity of cellular networks, or rather the
activity or relevance of individual connections or parts of the network, varies consid-
erably in time and space (e.g. during development or in different tissues) (Han et al.,
2004; Longabaugh et al., 2005). Therefore, any inference based purely on high-level
network features such as topology (see section 1.3.4), although potentially valuable,
should be approached with caution. In particular, topological abstractions such as
small-worldliness or modularity can provide insight into the general design principles
of biological networks, but in the end, issues such as robustness and stability of cellu-
lar systems should be dealt with in a dynamic framework (Hasty et al., 2001; Stelling
et al., 2004). However, the application of dynamic modeling approaches remains re-
stricted to only a few cellular systems of very small size. One of the main reasons is that
for most cellular systems, a comprehensive assessment of the relevant components and
their interactions is currently lacking. A relatively detailed view on the layout and con-
trol logic of a particular network is indispensable for modeling its dynamic behavior.
However, even when the system topology and control logic are adequately resolved,
the measurements of kinetic constants needed to parametrize the arrows are often not
available (Oliveri and Davidson, 2004). As a result, even for the most elaborate con-
trol networks such as the sea urchin endomesodermal development network (Davidson
et al., 2002a), detailed dynamical modeling is only possible for small subsystems (Yuh
et al., 1998, 2001; Bolouri and Davidson, 2003).
Within the low-level dynamic modeling approaches, several subclasses can be distin-
guished depending on the methodology used. The simplest dynamic models are syn-
chronous Boolean network models, in which the components (genes) in the network
can assume two states, present/expressed/1 or absent/not expressed/0. Furthermore,
the control logic is described by Boolean functions, and the genes switch from one
state to another in a synchronous manner, depending on the global state of the network
at the previous time-point (de Jong, 2002). An interesting property of Boolean models
is that they allow regulatory networks to be abstracted in terms of state trajectories, i.e.
sequences of network states connected by logical transitions, which in the end reach a
particular endpoint or ’attractor’, either a steady state (point attractor) or a state cycle
(dynamic attractor) (Kauffman, 1969; de Jong, 2002; Schlitt and Brazma, 2005). Under
reasonable assumptions, most regulatory systems exhibit highly ordered dynamics and
converge on a limited number of attractors (Kauffman, 1969; de Jong, 2002). Boolean
models offer the possibility to enumerate all attractors and to assess which initial states
can reach a given attractor, and under which perturbations of the initial state the same
attractor is reached, thus providing a handle for studying network stability and robust-
ness in a dynamic setting (D’haeseleer et al., 2000). In continuous differential equation
models (see below), the number and the stability of steady states and the occurrence of
limit cycles can only be established in special cases.
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However, the two-state gene model and the fact that the state transitions occur syn-
chronously for all genes, apart from being too unrealistic from a biological perspec-
tive (de Jong, 2002), are known to elicit simulation artifacts (Thieffry and Sa´nchez,
2003). Therefore, more generalized logical modeling frameworks have been devel-
oped (Thomas, 1991, 1998; de Jong, 2002; Larrinaga et al., 2006), in which variables
are allowed to have more than two possible states and transitions between states occur
asynchronously. Generalized logical models have been successfully applied to study
small-scale regulatory systems, such as dorso-ventral pattern formation in Drosophila
(Sa´nchez and Thieffry, 2001, 2003; Thieffry and Sa´nchez, 2003) and the control of
flower morphogenesis or root hair development in A. thaliana (Mendoza et al., 1999;
Mendoza and Alvarez-Buylla, 2000). In general, it seems that logical models are well
suited for the analysis of robust switch-like systems with a relatively deterministic and
logically patterned outcome, such as many developmental processes. However, most
biological systems do not fall into this category. Although logical models can reveal
interesting insights into the principles of network organization and behavior, they are
too crude to capture many important aspects of network dynamics.
Piecewise-linear differential equation (PLDE) models are situated somewhere in be-
tween the logical models described in the previous paragraphs and ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODE) models described below (de Jong, 2002; de Jong et al., 2003,
2004; Vercruysse and Kuiper, 2005). The most important difference between PLDE
and ODE models is the approximation of gene regulation functions (often sigmoidal
curves in ODE models) by discontinuous step curves, giving rise to piecewise linear
equations. In PLDE models, qualitative states, trajectories and state transitions can still
be defined, and most (but not all) steady states of the system can be easily identified (de
Jong, 2002). At the same time, numerical simulations have shown that the results of
PLDE models are in most cases qualitatively similar to those of the corresponding ODE
models, a feature less evident for logical models. A major advantage of PLDE mod-
els over more complicated ODE models is the simplicity of the mathematical analysis
and simulation entailed by the form of PLDE equations (de Jong, 2002). A related
approach is the use of hybrid models containing Boolean logic and continuous func-
tions. For example, using such a hybrid model, Yuh et al. (1998, 2001) constructed a
dynamic model of the cis-regulatory control system of endo16, a gene involved in sea
urchin embryonic development.
Finally, several molecular systems have been modeled in detail and quantitatively us-
ing differential equations. Differential equations have been around since the days of
Newton and Leibniz, and they are arguably the most widespread formalism to model
dynamical systems in science and engineering. However, due to the complexity of
biological systems, the application of differential equation models in biology has not
been overwhelming. One of the problems hampering the use of detailed differential
equation models in biology is that in vivo or in vitro measurements of the kinetic
rate constants needed to parametrize the model are often lacking. The primary bottle-
neck is that standard biochemical methods for measuring kinetic constants cannot be
scaled up to a system-wide level. A possible solution is the development of alternative,
high-throughput methods to measure kinetic parameters (Ronen et al., 2002; Rosenfeld
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et al., 2005). Another approach is to devise methods to computationally optimize the
kinetic parameters to fit the system’s behavior given the model structure (Moles et al.,
2003; Kremling et al., 2004; Tsai and Wang, 2005; Rodriguez-Fernandez et al., 2006).
However, in most real-world biological cases, the exact structure of the system is un-
known or incomplete. Several methods have even been developed to reverse engineer
system structures (Koza et al., 2001; Tsai and Wang, 2005), but these methods have
to be used with care, since even for systems of moderate size, there are usually hun-
dreds of different wiring patterns and parametrizations that can produce qualitatively
similar results. Even if the model structure is relatively well defined, some essential
components and interactions might be missing, the characteristics of the interactions
(e.g. activation or repression) might be ill-defined, or too many components might have
been implicated, in which cases parameter estimation algorithms are prone to under-
or overfit the data.
In spite of these issues, a fair amount of systems have been modeled with differential
equations, albeit mostly on a small scale. Apart from metabolic reaction pathways,
some of the largest differential equation models include a model of the segment po-
larity gene network in Drosophila, containing 13 differential equations (von Dassow
et al., 2000), a model of the mammalian circadian clock (Leloup and Goldbeter (2003,
2004), 16 differential equations), and a dynamic model of cell cycle regulation in bud-
ding yeast (Chen et al. (2004), 36 differential equations until now). Frequently, the
simulation of cellular systems with differential equations is complemented with bi-
furcation analysis, i.e. the study of the sensitivity of the steady-state or limit-cycle
solution to changing parameter values (Tyson et al., 2001; de Jong, 2002; Goldbeter,
2002; Tyson et al., 2002). Bifurcation analysis can be considered the analog of at-
tractor analysis for logical models, which was discussed earlier, except that bifurcation
analysis is more often used to measure the stability of a particular attractor or solution
against changing parameters, e.g. kinetic rate constants, than for measuring the sta-
bility of the output against differences in the initial conditions. Another difference is
that bifurcation analysis is mostly limited to analyzing the effect of a single parame-
ter or initial value on a single output variable, whereas in logical models the effect of
simultaneous change of multiple input values can be assessed more efficiently. Many
biological systems turn out to be highly robust to parameter fluctuations (Hasty et al.,
2001; Stelling et al., 2004). For example, computer simulations have shown that the
segment polarity network in D. melanogaster tolerates tenfold or more variation in the
values of individual kinetic parameters (von Dassow et al., 2000). In some instances,
the robustness of cellular networks to variations in parameter settings has been probed
and confirmed computationally as well as experimentally, e.g. for the network gov-
erning exact adaptation of the chemotaxis system in E. coli (Barkai and Leibler, 1997;
Alon et al., 1999). These studies suggest that the robustness of cellular systems re-
lies not so much on the exact parameter values, but that they are an inherent feature
of the network’s architecture (topology) (Hasty et al., 2001; de Jong, 2002; Stelling
et al., 2004), justifying both the attempts to uncover robustness properties on the level
of network topology (section 1.3.4) and the efforts to parametrize differential equation
models with computationally derived ’ball-park’ kinetic constants.
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Differential equations allow cellular processes to be described quantitatively and in
great detail. Yet, on the molecular level, the implicit assumption of continuously and
deterministically varying substance concentrations might not always be true. In some
biological processes, an important role is played by molecules that are present at only
a few copies per cell, for example in the lysis-lysogeny switch in phage λ (McAdams
and Arkin, 1999; Hasty et al., 2001; Rao et al., 2002; Tian and Burrage, 2004). In this
regime, the discreteness of molecule counts and stochastic fluctuations become impor-
tant and particle-based models, stochastic differential equations or stochastic simula-
tions have to be used to model the system, which adds a whole new level of complexity
to the modeling process (Arkin et al., 1998; D’haeseleer et al., 2000; Rao et al., 2002).
Fortunately, most cellular systems, especially in eukaryotes, are designed to be robust
to stochastic fluctuations (McAdams and Arkin, 1999; D’haeseleer et al., 2000; Rao
et al., 2002), alleviating the need for stochastic simulation in most (but not all) sys-
tems.
1.4 Outline of this thesis
It is clear from the previous sections that dynamic modeling is currently not feasible
for most cellular systems. In fact, researchers are still struggling to understand the
dynamic behavior of the basic building blocks and elementary network motifs such
as feed-forward loops (Mangan and Alon, 2003; Kalir et al., 2005; Prill et al., 2005).
The major challenge in computational systems biology is now to bring more cellular
systems to a state in which they are amenable to low-level dynamic modeling (Ideker
and Lauffenburger, 2003). Besides the set-up of systematic large-scale experimental
screens on the various levels of biological organization, achieving this goal primarily
requires the development of higher-level modeling tools to integrate the resulting data
and to identify functional links between genes, basic network components and their
control logic.
In the first part of this thesis, we develop computational techniques and tools to help
build high-level models of biological systems and to decompose them into functionally
relevant subparts that can be analyzed in more detail. The capability to functionally
annotate parts of networks is indispensable for the identification of the network com-
ponents and subparts that are relevant to a particular process. To this end, we developed
BiNGO, a tool to assess overrepresentation of GO categories in biological subnetworks,
which is implemented as a plugin for the data visualization and integration platform
Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003). BiNGO is presented in chapter 2.
Given the fact that the gene expression level is until now the only level on which it
is possible to measure the molecular phenotype of perturbations on a genome-wide
scale, compendia of gene expression profiles under chemical, environmental or genetic
perturbations constitute a very important resource from a systems biology perspective.
However, the existing expression clustering methods cannot analyze these perturba-
tional data to their full potential. Their analysis requires tools that take into account the
specific properties of perturbational data. To this end, we developed a novel method,
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based on combinatorial statistics and graph clustering, to extract network components
(modules), functional links between genes and crosstalk between expression modules
from perturbational gene expression compendia. We applied this method to one of the
largest compendium datasets of perturbed gene expression profiles in existence, namely
the Rosetta compendium for S. cerevisiae (Hughes et al., 2000). The method and its
applications are outlined in chapter 3.
In the second part of this thesis, we focus on a more specific problem domain at the
interface of systems biology and evolution, namely the study of gene and genome du-
plications, in particular the generation, retention and loss of duplicate genes during
evolution, their expression divergence and their potential impact on the evolution of
complexity in higher plants. A brief introduction to the problem domain is given in
chapter 4. In chapter 5, we develop a mathematical model that simulates the popu-
lation dynamics of duplicate genes of various functional classes, taking into account
both small-scale an large-scale duplications. Possible implications of the modeling
results for the evolution of development and increased complexity in angiosperms are
discussed in chapter 6. In chapter 7, we take a closer look at the divergence of duplicate
gene expression following gene and genome duplications in plants. Gene expression
divergence is a major driving force in the functional divergence of duplicate genes,
and is thought to be especially relevant for the evolution of developmental processes.
Finally, some conclusions and future perspectives are outlined in chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
BiNGO: a Cytoscape plugin to
assess overrepresentation of
Gene Ontology categories in
Biological Networks
Steven Maere, Karel Heymans and Martin Kuiper
Bioinformatics 21: 3448-3449 (2005).
Abstract
BiNGO is an open-source Java tool to determine which Gene Ontology (GO) terms are
significantly overrepresented in a set of genes. BiNGO can be used either on a list of
genes, pasted as text, or interactively on subgraphs of biological networks visualized
in Cytoscape. BiNGO maps the predominant functional themes of the tested gene set
on the GO hierarchy, and takes advantage of Cytoscape’s versatile visualization envi-
ronment to produce an intuitive and customizable visual representation of the results.
Availability
http://www.psb.ugent.be/cbd/papers/BiNGO/
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2.1 Introduction
Over the last decade, the development of high-throughput technologies, such as micro-
array-based transcript profiling, has led to an exponential increase in the volume of
functional genomics data. Interpretation of these data is greatly facilitated by a struc-
tured description of known biological information at different levels of granularity. The
Gene Ontology (GO) project (Ashburner et al., 2000), initiated in the late 90’s, aims
at capturing the increasing knowledge on gene function in a controlled vocabulary ap-
plicable to all organisms. GO consists of three hierarchically structured vocabularies
that describe gene products in terms of their associated biological processes, molecular
functions and cellular components. Gene products may be annotated to one or several
nodes in each hierarchy.
The increasing complexity of functional genomics data also drives the development of
methods and tools for data integration and visualization. Cytoscape (Shannon et al.,
2003) is an open-source software platform for visualizing molecular interaction net-
works and integrating these interactions with gene expression profiles and other func-
tional genomics data. The Cytoscape platform actively supports the development of
plugin tools that extend the core functionality. We developed the Biological Networks
Gene Ontology tool (BiNGO) as a plugin for Cytoscape. BiNGO assesses the over-
representation of GO categories in a subgraph of a biological network, or any other
set of genes. Several tools exist to analyze GO term enrichment in a given gene set
(Berriz et al., 2003; Hosack et al., 2003; Zeeberg et al., 2003; Al-Shahrour et al., 2004;
Beißbarth and Speed, 2004; Boyle et al., 2004; Masseroli et al., 2004; Zhang et al.,
2004a). A comprehensive list can be found at http://www.geneontology.org/GO.tools.
shtml. The main advantage of BiNGO over these tools is its interactive use on molec-
ular interaction networks, e.g. protein interaction networks or transcriptional coregula-
tion networks, visualized in Cytoscape. Furthermore, BiNGO offers great flexibility in
the use of ontologies and annotations. Besides the traditional GO ontologies, BiNGO
also supports the use of GO Slim ontologies, as well as custom ontologies and anno-
tations. Finally, the Cytoscape graphs produced by BiNGO can be viewed, laid out,
modified and saved in various manners.
2.2 Methods and Implementation
There are two modes for selecting the set of genes to be functionally profiled. In the
default mode, a set of nodes can be selected from a Cytoscape network, either manually
or using other plugins, such as MCODE (Bader and Hogue, 2003). Alternatively, a test
set can be compiled from other sources, for instance a set of genes that are up-regulated
in a microarray experiment, and pasted in a text input box (see Figure 2.1). BiNGO
retrieves the relevant GO annotations and propagates them upwards through the GO
hierarchy, i.e. any gene annotated to a certain GO category is also explicitly included
in all parental categories. BiNGO currently provides two statistical tests for assessing
the enrichment of a GO term in the test set. The basic question answered by these tests
is : when sampling X genes (test set) out of N genes (reference set, either a graph or an
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Figure 2.1: The BiNGO settings window, set up to assess the overrepresentation of GO Molec-
ular Function categories in a set of Arabidopsis protein kinases pasted in the text input box.
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annotation), what is the probability that x or more of these genes belong to a functional
category C shared by n of the N genes in the reference set? The hypergeometric test,
in which sampling occurs without replacement, answers this question in the form of a
P-value. Its counterpart with replacement, the binomial test, provides only an approxi-
mate P-value, but requires less calculation time.
Because BiNGO tests the significance of all GO labels present in the test set, the num-
ber of statistical tests performed in a single analysis may amount to several hundreds.
When testing multiple hypotheses, the obtained P-values have to be corrected in order
to control the type I error (false positive) rate (Ge et al., 2003a). One of the most basic
multiple testing corrections is the Bonferroni correction, which strongly controls the
Family-Wise Error Rate (FWER), i.e. the probability of making at least one type I
error. The Bonferroni correction is generally assumed to be conservative, although it
might actually be rather liberal (Boyle et al., 2004), at least for FWER control, when
used for correcting tests that are not mutually independent, as is the case when testing
GO categories (see below). An alternative to FWER corrections is to control the False
Discovery Rate (FDR), i.e. the expected proportion of false positives among the pos-
itively identified tests. Generally, this type of correction is more appropriate for our
purposes, because we would typically prefer to have more power (less false negatives)
at the cost of a few more false positives. One of the most popular FDR corrections
is the Benjamini & Hochberg correction, which provides strong control over the FDR
under positive regression dependency of the test statistics (Benjamini and Yekutieli,
2001).In fact, it is unclear whether the GO hierarchy fulfils the requirement of positive
regression dependency. Nevertheless, the Benjamini & Hochberg correction is used
widely. BiNGO is an open-source Java package, distributed under the GNU General
Public Licence (http://www.gnu.org/). Extra statistical tests or more refined multiple
testing corrections can be added to BiNGO through the implementation of interfaces
provided for this purpose. However, the safest way to minimize the impact of multi-
ple testing issues is to test fewer categories. To this end, we provide several GO Slim
ontologies in BiNGO, which are organism-specific slimmed-down versions of the full
GO hierarchy. When using these GO Slims in combination with a standard or custom
annotation, the organism’s full GO annotation is remapped onto the chosen GO Slim,
with the full GO ontology as a remapping guide, thereby eliminating the need for sep-
arate GO Slim annotation files.
BiNGO provides annotations for a wide range of organisms. These default annotations
are parsed from the GO information available from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/Ftp/). Several gene identifiers are supported. Probably the most stable one is
the Entrez GeneID, which is the unique identifier for a gene in NCBI’s Entrez Gene
(formerly LocusLink) database, and to a lesser extent the LocusTag identifier, which
is unique to a particular locus (e.g. ORF names for baker’s yeast or AGI codes for
Arabidopsis). Official Gene Symbols and Unigene IDs are generally less stable, or at
least more prone to misinterpretation. We deliberately chose not to support the use
of synonyms or other commonly used names. These alternative names are frequently
non-unique and may lead to confusion, so we do not want to encourage their use.
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Figure 2.2: A sample BiNGO result for a set of Arabidopsis protein kinases, as visualized in
Cytoscape. Dark orange categories are most significantly overrepresented. White nodes are not
significantly overrepresented ; they are included to show the colored nodes in the context of the
GO hierarchy. The area of a node is proportional to the number of genes in the test set annotated
to the corresponding GO category.
Although BiNGO is primarily designed for use with GO ontologies, other classification
systems (e.g. the MIPS Functional Catalogue (Ruepp et al., 2004)) can be used as well,
provided that the classification information is parsed into the right format. More infor-
mation about the required formats is available at our website (http://www.psb.ugent.be/
cbd/papers/BiNGO/).
BiNGO assesses the functional themes that are present in a set of genes. Whereas a P-
value gives a good indication about the prominence of a certain functional category, it is
risky to draw conclusions solely based on P-values. The P-values returned by BiNGO
should be regarded as suggestions, and interpreted in the light of other evidence. Due
to the interdependency of functional categories in the GO hierarchy, it is very likely
that not one category, but a whole branch of the GO hierarchy is highlighted as being
significantly overrepresented (Figure 2.2). In such cases, interpretation can be more
difficult. The most intensely colored nodes that are farthest down the hierarchy are
probably the most relevant ones. For example, let us suppose that a branch of ’catalytic
activity’ subcategories is highlighted (Figure 2.2), then we cannot conclude that genes
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involved in ’catalytic activity’ as a whole are significantly overrepresented in the test
set. In fact, ’protein kinase activity’ is the relevant category, and the overrepresentation
of the ’transferase activity’ and ’catalytic activity’ categories merely results from the
presence of ’protein kinase activity’ genes. Would there be a substantial contribution
of genes in the ’catalytic activity’ category other than ’protein kinase activity’ genes,
then the ’catalytic activity’ node would be bigger in size, which is not the case. Next
to the visual representation, BiNGO produces a tab-delimited text file containing more
detailed results. Apart from a listing of the analysis options, the results file contains
the (adjusted) P-value for each significantly overrepresented GO class, the number of
genes in the test set annotated to that class and their identity, and the number of genes
annotated to that class in the reference set.
BiNGO is a flexible, extendable tool to analyze GO term overrepresentation in biologi-
cal networks. We believe that its embedding in Cytoscape will further the establishment
of Cytoscape as an integrated suite of tools for the analysis of biological networks. As
Cytoscape continues to evolve, BiNGO will evolve alongside it. Comments and feature
requests will be considered thoroughly.
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Chapter 3
Reconstructing gene expression
networks by combinatorial
analysis of perturbed expression
profiles
Steven Maere, Patrick Van Dijck and Martin Kuiper
(submitted)
Abstract
One of the goals of systems biology is to unravel the regulatory wiring of living or-
ganisms by systematically perturbing conditions, genes and pathways, measuring the
resulting molecular phenotypes on a genome-wide scale, and integrating these data into
models that describe and predict the behavior of the system. In this respect, large-scale
compendia of gene expression profiles under chemical, environmental or genetic per-
turbations constitute an invaluable resource. However, because of their perturbational
nature, these datasets are particularly recalcitrant to computational analysis. Here, we
present a novel method, based on combinatorial statistics and graph theory, to extract
partial expression correlations from large-scale perturbational microarray data and to
build a network of overlapping expression modules. We applied our method to the
Rosetta compendium of expression profiles for S. cerevisiae, and show that the re-
sulting fine-grained coexpression network not only advances the functional study of
specific genes, subsystems and pathways, but that it also provides a better resolution of
the global network topology and the crosstalk between modules.
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3.1 Introduction
Over the last decade, the availability of fully sequenced genomes and the development
of high-throughput technologies such as DNA microarray-based transcript profiling
have fuelled an exponential increase in the volume of functional genomics data. This
has led to a renewed interest in the study of molecular biology at the system level (Ki-
tano, 2002b; Ideker et al., 2001a; Hohmann, 2005).
The paradigm in systems theory is that one can learn about a system by perturbing it
and measuring the response. This principle also applies to biological systems. Since
mRNA levels can nowadays easily be measured on a genome-wide scale, expression
profiling has become a first method of choice for assessing the molecular response to
experimental perturbation (the molecular phenotype). Considerable efforts are put into
creating compendia of expression profiles under genetic, chemical or environmental
perturbations (Hughes et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2003) or in differ-
ent tissues (Kim et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2004c; Schmid et al., 2005). Such data
compendia basically constitute a series of snapshots of expression states under these
conditions, and they contain a wealth of information concerning the underlying tran-
scriptional network structure of an organism. The challenge now is to devise methods
to efficiently and reliably extract that information.
Clustering of DNA microarray data allows the inference of functional correlations
through what was dubbed the ’guilt-by-association’ principle (Walker et al., 1999).
A classical clustering process generally consists of two steps (Eisen et al., 1998). First,
a matrix of distances between expression profiles is calculated using a distance or sim-
ilarity measure, such as Pearson’s centered correlation coefficient (PCC). Based on this
distance matrix, the actual clustering algorithm, for instance average linkage hierarchi-
cal clustering, groups similar profiles together. Traditional distance measures such as
PCC are well suited for analyzing time-series microarray data, but they fall short when
applied to perturbational data, because they only capture global tendencies of co- or
antiregulation. In compendia of perturbed expression profiles, genes do not necessarily
show similar behavior under all experimental conditions: they may be coexpressed un-
der some perturbations, and show uncorrelated or even inversely correlated expression
under other perturbations.
This observation stimulated the development of alternative clustering strategies. The
process of detecting subsets of genes that exhibit similar expression behavior across
a subset of conditions is known as biclustering. Several biclustering strategies exist
today, each using its own heuristic approach to tackle this complex problem (Madeira
and Oliveira (2004) and references therein). Some biclustering methods use a greedy
iterative search strategy to uncover biclusters, progressively subdividing, or adding and
removing rows and columns from the biclusters obtained in a previous iteration in order
to maximize a local score function (Cheng and Church, 2000; Getz et al., 2000; Ihmels
et al., 2004a). Others use linear algebra (Kluger et al., 2003) or adopt a graph-theoretic
approach to biclustering (Tanay et al., 2002). Yet other methods identify biclusters by
proposing a statistical model and estimating the distribution parameters that minimize
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a certain model fit criterion (Lazzeroni and Owen, 2002; Segal et al., 2003a,b; Sheng
et al., 2003).
Evidently, a wide variety of biclustering algorithms exist, each of them having their
own strengths and weaknesses. For example, some of the existing methods are intrin-
sically less suited to find overlapping biclusters because they mask previously found
biclusters with random noise (Cheng and Church, 2000; Sheng et al., 2003), or because
they inherently partition the data (Kluger et al., 2003). However, a feature that most
of these methods share is that they do not explicitly define alternative similarity mea-
sures (to perform pair-wise comparison of genes or conditions) on the global space of
expression profiles. Some methods (Getz et al., 2000) use local measures instead, i.e.
they calculate a standard pair-wise distance measure between two genes/conditions on
a subset of features (conditions/genes). However, most algorithms (Cheng and Church,
2000; Tanay et al., 2002; Ihmels et al., 2004a; Lazzeroni and Owen, 2002; Kluger
et al., 2003; Segal et al., 2003a,b; Sheng et al., 2003) avoid pair-wise comparison of
genes or conditions altogether, instead focusing on the emergent properties of groups
of genes and conditions in order to identify statistically significant subpatterns in the
data.
Although these methods are perfectly capable of finding biologically relevant biclus-
ters, their inability to compare individual expression profiles can be a disadvantage in
some situations. For example, the study of the expression behavior of particular path-
ways or other subnetworks, such as the transcription factor (TF) network, requires a
finer-grained coexpression network, where the correlations between individual com-
ponents are resolved. The functional study of single genes might also benefit from
high-resolution coexpression analysis. For example, Wu et al. (2002) demonstrated
that, in order to predict the function of an uncharacterized gene, simply analyzing the
functional profile of the top-10 correlated genes is more efficient than analyzing the
output of any of the clustering algorithms they tested. Traditional similarity measures,
such as PCC, meet this resolution requirement, but they are less suited to uncover par-
tial correlations in expression.
Here, we introduce a combinatorial statistic (CS) for pair-wise comparison of perturba-
tional expression profiles. The probabilistic nature of our approach allows us to assign
P-values to each correlation and to apply multiple testing corrections. The resulting
pair-wise correlations are translated to edges in a coexpression network, which is then
clustered into expression modules using a greedy graph clustering algorithm. A global
overview of the methodology is given in Figure 3.1.
The aims of this study are: (i) to develop a method which can extract partial expression
correlations between individual genes (ii) to construct a coexpression network based
on perturbational microarray data for budding yeast (Hughes et al., 2000), identify ex-
pression modules from this network and assess overlap or crosstalk between modules,
(iii) to study the properties of the coexpression and module networks in relation to a co-
expression network generated with PCC, a global similarity measure, (iv) to integrate
the coexpression network with chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) data (Harbison
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Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the methodology. First, the expression profiles of two genes
A and B are discretized into three categories : upregulated, downregulated or undecided (grey
squares denote missing values). Then, the profiles are compared using a combinatorial statis-
tic (CS), and the resulting P-values are corrected for multiple testing. Pairs of genes that are
significantly co- or anti-expressed are translated to edges in the coexpression network. Using a
greedy graph clustering algorithm, this network is then clustered into overlapping modules of co-
expressed genes. For each module, a relevant condition set is calculated, resulting in biclusters
whose substructure can be examined in more detail. The high-level module network is inte-
grated with ChIP and GO data. Gene functional prediction is performed based on the low-level
coexpression network, which also allows the study of specific subgraphs.
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et al., 2004) and study a specific subnetwork, namely the TF network, to assess the
finer-grained analysis potential of our method, (v) to predict the function of uncharac-
terized genes, or additional functions for known genes, based on their position in the
coexpression network, and (vi) to validate some of these predictions in vivo, and to
illustrate the potential of the CS method to drive wet-lab research, by focusing on the
mating system in S. cerevisiae.
3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Coexpression network definition and resolution: CS versus
PCC
We tested our methodology on the Rosetta compendium of expression profiles for
S. cerevisiae, representing data on 300 different experimental perturbations (Hughes
et al., 2000). In order to compare our combinatorial statistic (CS) with global distance
measures, the expression profiles of all genes were correlated with PCC in addition to
the CS described in the Methods section. In both cases, we constructed a coexpression
network in which the nodes represent genes and the edges represent significant expres-
sion correlations. The construction of these networks requires setting a threshold for
the significance of expression correlations. While the choice of a threshold for the CS
network naturally follows from the statistical formalism, setting a threshold for PCC
significance is less obvious. In theory, it is possible to determine whether a PCC is
significantly different from zero by assuming that the distribution of correlations under
the null hypothesis of no correlation follows a t-distribution with 298 (300 experiments
-2) degrees of freedom. Adopting a (conservative) Bonferroni correction in order to
control the family-wise error rate at α = 0.01, the critical PCC would be of the order
of 0.02, which is of no practical use. Instead, we determined a PCC threshold by requir-
ing that the overall density of connections be similar in the CS and PCC subnetworks
encompassing only the nodes (genes) shared between the two networks. However, our
results are qualitatively independent from the PCC threshold choice.
Using a false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of 0.01, the combinatorial statistic iden-
tified 61,694 and 9,182 significant positive and negative correlations, respectively, in-
volving 2,306 genes. For the construction of the PCC network, a Pearson correlation
threshold of ±0.5 was used. Within the subnetworks containing shared nodes (2,146)
only, the number of edges for PCC (62,748 positive and 21,638 negative) is in the same
order of magnitude as that for CS (59,498 positive and 8,672 negative). 42,970 pos-
itive edges and 3,536 negative edges are shared between the CS and PCC networks.
The total PCC network contains 145,353 positive and 72,015 negative correlation links
between 4,979 genes.
Figure 3.7F depicts the difference between both networks in the number of positive
links (node degree k, only positive edges) for each of the 6,132 S. cerevisiae genes.
The set of genes with a higher degree in the PCC network is mainly enriched in ribo-
somal genes (see Figure 3.2). On the other hand, the set of genes with a higher degree
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Figure 3.2: Functional profile of the set of genes with a higher degree in the PCC than in the
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< 5E-02). Dark orange categories are most significantly overrepresented (P < 5E-07). White
nodes are not significantly overrepresented, they are included to show the colored nodes in the
context of the GO hierarchy. The area of a node is proportional to the number of genes in the
test set annotated to the corresponding GO category.
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Figure 3.3: Functional profile of the set of genes with a higher degree in the CS than in the PCC
network. Interpretation is as in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Functional profile of the set of genes perturbed in Hughes et al. (2000) using deletion
mutants or tetracycline-regulatable alleles. Interpretation is as in Figure 3.2.
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in the CS network is highly enriched in genes involved in a.o. conjugation (mating),
ergosterol metabolism, (iron) ion transport, amino acid biosynthesis, cell wall orga-
nization and biogenesis, and genes whose function is still unknown (see Figure 3.3).
Many of these categories are closely related to the pathways that were perturbed in the
original experiments (Hughes et al., 2000) (Figure 3.4). So, while it might be argued
that information is lost by discretizing the expression data, as done for the CS network
(see Methods and Figure 3.1), we observe that the resolution of the CS network, in
terms of edge counts, is actually better for the processes that are targeted by or re-
sponding to the applied perturbations. Connections between genes that show similar
global expression behavior but do not specifically respond to the perturbations (little
or consistent up- or downregulation, regardless of the perturbations applied), such as
ribosomal genes, are generally better resolved in the PCC network.
3.2.2 Clustering and integration with ChIP data
Both networks were clustered using a greedy graph clustering procedure designed to
identify densely connected components in a network (see Methods). The clustering
procedure depends on two parameters that control the size and density of individual
clusters (ν1), and the overlap between clusters (ν2). After testing several parameter
configurations, we used the values (ν1, ν2) = (0.55, 0.45) for both the CS and the PCC
networks (see Methods and Figure 3.5). A global overview of the resulting CS expres-
sion module network is shown in Figure 3.6. For each gene module, we determined
the relevant condition set as described in the Methods section. All gene clusters were
annotated using GO (see Methods and Figure 3.6). From Figure 3.6, it is obvious that
most modules have a moderate to high degree of functional coherence, indicating that
our method indeed uncovers biologically relevant expression clusters in the data.
To confirm this, we screened each module for enrichment of ChIP-determined targets
for 102 TFs (Harbison et al., 2004). We found that most modules are indeed enriched
in targets of one or more TFs. Adjacent modules frequently differ in only one or a few
TFs, and, with only three exceptions, no two modules are linked to the exact same set
of TFs. Taken together, this suggests that these TFs are at least partially responsible for
the regulation (and hence formation) of the expression modules. Consequently, genes
in the intersection of multiple modules should be bound by more TFs than genes found
in a single module. Indeed, we found a weak but significant correlation between the
number of modules that a gene belongs to and the number of TFs that bind it (Spearman
rank correlation 0.109, P = 1.55E-07). A similar analysis on the PCC network yields
a considerably lower correlation (Spearman rank correlation 0.048, P = 7.84E-04),
indicating that CS is better than PCC in identifying overlap between modules. The fact
that the correlation is weak is understandable considering that the 276 gene deletion
strains profiled in the Rosetta compendium (Hughes et al., 2000) represent less than
5% of the genome. However, it remains to be seen whether the correlation will improve
when more perturbations are analyzed.
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the S. cerevisiae expression module network under the Rosetta pertur-
bations. Yellow nodes, representing expression modules, are labeled by the most relevant GO
Biological Process category and the corresponding FDR-corrected P-value. The hue of an ex-
pression module reflects its density, measured by its clustering coefficient (denser clusters are
colored brighter). The area of a node reflects the number of genes in the corresponding module.
Two expression modules are connected with a gray (orange) line if at least 40% of all possible
inter-cluster gene pairs are significantly correlated (anti-correlated) in expression. The line width
is proportional to the percentage of possible inter-cluster connections that is present in the CS
network. Blue nodes correspond to TFs for which ChIP data is available (Harbison et al., 2004),
and blue lines connect these TFs to expression clusters in which their ChIP-determined targets
are overrepresented at FDR = 0.05. This figure was produced with Cytoscape (Shannon et al.,
2003).
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Figure 3.7: A, B. Semilog rank-degree plots for the PCC (A) and the CS (B) network. Only
positive edges are taken into account. C, D, E. Plots of the clustering coefficient for each node as
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3.2.3 Global topological characteristics
Since many cellular functions are carried out in a highly modular manner (Hartwell
et al., 1999), most cellular networks, including protein interaction networks, metabolic
networks and gene expression networks, are modular in nature (Ihmels et al., 2002;
Ravasz et al., 2002; Bar-Joseph et al., 2003; Rives and Galitski, 2003; Han et al., 2004;
Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004). On the other hand, many cellular networks, including co-
expression networks, have been claimed to exhibit a node degree distribution of the
power-law type, P(k)∼ k−γ , indicating that they have scale-free properties (Albert and
Baraba´si, 2002; Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004; Bergmann et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2005).
The coexistence of modularity and a scale-free degree distribution can be explained by
assuming a hierarchical modular network organization (Ravasz et al., 2002; Baraba´si
and Oltvai, 2004; Bergmann et al., 2004). According to this view, the network con-
sists of a hierarchy of nested topological modules of increasing size and decreasing
coherence. In other words, small coherent modules combine to form larger and less
coherent modules in a hierarchical fashion. At reasonable levels of module resolution,
the modules consist mainly of sparsely connected but highly clustered nodes (low k,
high C). The modules are linked together through a small number of highly connected
nodes with a low clustering coefficient (high k, low C), often referred to as hubs. In the
case of coexpression networks, these hubs represent genes that are linked to different
expression modules depending on the experimental conditions.
We investigated the global topological characteristics of the coexpression networks ob-
tained with PCC and CS (only positive correlations were taken into account, hence k
is the positive degree of a node). A few papers (Amaral et al., 2000; Tanaka et al.,
2005) have cast doubt on the ubiquity of power-law degree distributions in biological
networks, claiming that some of the supposed power-laws actually turn out to be closer
to exponentials when rigorously analyzed. Indeed, the degree distributions of both the
PCC and the CS network both appear to be exponentially distributed (Figure 3.7A and
3.7B), at least for lower k. For higher k, the picture is different. Relative to the dis-
tribution obtained for lower degrees, the most highly connected nodes (hubs) seem to
be underconnected. Especially for the PCC network, there seems to be a degree cutoff.
This observation is exactly the opposite of what would be expected for a power-law
(’fat-tailed’) degree distribution (i.e. highly connected nodes should be overconnected
with respect to the exponential distribution), indicating that the coexpression hubs are
not nearly as central in the network as would be the case in a scale-free network. How-
ever, from the plots of the clustering coefficient C versus the degree k (Figure 3.7C and
3.7D), it is apparent that the highly connected nodes still possess hub-like character-
istics: they generally have a lower clustering coefficient and are assigned to multiple
modules.
Thus, highly connected nodes act more as local hubs that hold together a few mod-
ules. However, the PCC and CS networks are markedly different in this respect. In
the CS network, the most highly connected genes have very low clustering coefficients
and belong to six or more modules, suggesting that they are genuine hubs that provide
links between different, otherwise unconnected transcriptional clusters. In contrast, the
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number of genes in the PCC network belonging to multiple clusters is more limited,
and their topological hub-characteristics (high k, low C) are less pronounced. This dif-
ference could be partially due to the lower overall density d in the PCC network (d
= 0.012 versus d = 0.023 for the CS network; d is the number of actual edges in the
network divided by the number of possible edges in the network, which is n(n−1)/2
for a network of n nodes), yet for the PCC subnetwork restricted to CS nodes (Figure
3.7E), which has nearly the same density (d = 0.024) as the CS network, the difference
is even more striking. These results indicate that CS, more than traditional distance
measures, is able to uncover crosstalk between expression modules.
The hubs in the CS network, by virtue of their polytomous expression behavior, could
be good candidates for key metabolic or regulatory functions. In order to assess whether
particular functional classes of genes are more likely to belong to multiple clusters, we
functionally profiled the hubs in the CS and the PCC networks using their GO Slim an-
notation and BiNGO (Maere et al., 2005b). Relative to all genes on the microarray, the
set of CS hubs is enriched (at FDR = 0.05) in cell wall, extracellular region and plasma
membrane genes, oxidoreductases, vitamin, carbohydrate and amino acid metabolism
genes, transporters and conjugation related genes (see Table 3.1). However, when the
hubs are profiled relative to all genes in the CS network (i.e. the genes that show a
substantial response to the perturbations), most of these categories are no longer over-
represented (Table 3.1), which means that the apparent enrichment of these functional
categories among hubs is probably the result of the particular experiments performed
by Hughes et al. (2000), rather than being the reflection of which kind of genes are
truly more likely to show perturbation-dependent association with several expression
clusters.
The PCC hubs are also moderately enriched in cell wall and carbohydrate metabolism
genes when profiled against all genes on the microarray, as well as highly enriched in
ribosomal genes, even when profiled against the PCC network. However, ribosomal
genes are underrepresented among CS hubs (P = 9.97E-07), leading us to believe that
their enrichment in PCC hubs is an artifact. Although no functional trends are found
among hubs, individual hubs might still represent genes that hold key positions in the
response to the applied perturbations (see below).
3.2.4 Reconstruction of the ChIP-based TF network
To assess the potential of our method for finer-grained analysis, at the level of partial
correlations between individual genes, we studied a specific subnetwork, namely the
TF network (i.e. the set of interregulatory relationships between TFs). As a template,
we used an interregulatory network for 102 TFs, derived from the ChIP data generated
by Harbison et al. (2004). Self-regulatory interactions were not taken into account. The
resulting ChIP TF network contains 206 interactions involving 79 of the 102 TFs. We
investigated which portion of this network could be reconstructed based on the Rosetta
expression profile compendium, using CS and PCC (see Methods).
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GO category GO description CS hubs against PCC hubs against
chip network chip network
GO:0008372 cellular component unknown 7.22E-12 1.17E-02 - -
GO:0005618 cell wall 7.22E-12 6.07E-03 4.13E-02 -
GO:0006766 vitamin metabolism 5.95E-08 6.07E-03 - -
GO:0016491 oxidoreductase activity 1.06E-05 - - -
GO:0005886 plasma membrane 4.99E-05 - - -
GO:0005215 transporter activity 6.13E-04 - - -
GO:0005975 carbohydrate metabolism 7.12E-04 - 6.21E-04 1.70E-03
GO:0005576 extracellular region 8.98E-04 - - -
GO:0000004 biological process unknown 2.32E-03 - - -
GO:0006519 amino acid and derivative
metabolism
6.44E-03 - - -
GO:0007047 cell wall organization and biogene-
sis
1.84E-02 - - -
GO:0000746 conjugation 3.01E-02 - - -
GO:0005840 ribosome - - 4.20E-21 5.19E-15
GO:0042254 ribosome biogenesis and assembly - - 2.54E-17 4.56E-13
GO:0005198 structural molecule activity - - 1.09E-13 4.34E-10
GO:0005730 nucleolus - - 6.42E-13 3.50E-09
GO:0006416 protein biosynthesis - - 4.49E-11 1.73E-07
GO:0016070 RNA metabolism - - 6.21E-04 2.06E-03
GO:0003723 RNA binding - - 8.17E-04 1.43E-03
GO:0006091 generation of precursor metabolites
and energy
- - 1.33E-03 2.24E-02
GO:0005737 cytoplasm - - 1.85E-02 -
Table 3.1: Overrepresented GO Slim categories amongst hubs in the CS and PCC networks
profiled against all genes in the network or on the microarray chip. The numbers represent FDR
corrected P-values.
The CS method uncovers 38 coexpression relationships between the 102 TF, 9 of which
are confirmed by the ChIP network. In contrast, the PCC method yields 67 edges, only
5 of which are confirmed by ChIP. Because a lot of the ’false positive’ edges in the CS
TF network emanate from TFs with only a few or no connections in the ChIP TF net-
work, we investigated whether these nodes could represent TFs that are less amenable
to ChIP-based target identification. In this case, some of the unconfirmed edges in
the CS TF network could be false negatives in the ChIP network. Indeed, several of
the TFs were found to have very few ChIP targets genome-wide, which indicates that
ChIP was less efficient for these TFs. When we subsequently discarded TFs with fewer
than 5, 10 (see Figure 3.8) or 15 ChIP targets, the fraction of confirmed edges in the
CS TF network increased from 9/38 (23.7%) in the full network to 6/21 (28.6%), 6/16
(37.5%) and 6/14 (42.9%), respectively, whereas the fraction of confirmed edges in the
PCC TF network remained relatively stable, going from 5/67 (7.5%) to 2/43 (4.7%),
2/36 (5.6%) and 2/32 (6.3%) respectively. Thus, some of the unconfirmed CS TF edges
might represent true interactions that were missed in the ChIP analysis, although we
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Figure 3.8: The TF network as derived from ChIP data (Harbison et al., 2004), limited to TFs
with more than 10 targets genome-wide (nodes). Only genes showing significant self-similarity
in the CS network are shown. Since the self-correlation P-value for a given gene is the lowest
P-value that can be obtained for that gene, we cannot hope to find back interactions for TFs that
are not significantly self-similar. Arrows represent ChIP-determined interactions. Green arrows
are coexpression links found by the CS method and confirmed by ChIP, and black edges are CS
coexpression links that are not confirmed by ChIP data.
did not perform experiments to validate this claim. Some other unconfirmed CS TF
edges can be explained as indirect interactions, originating through regulation of two
TFs by a common TF (see Figure 3.8).
A substantial fraction of the CS edges were confirmed by ChIP data. Conversely, only
a minor fraction (∼ 5%) of the ChIP TF network could be reconstructed based on
expression data. Again, this observation is not so surprising given that the genetic per-
turbations of the Rosetta compendium cover less than 5% of the genome. Furthermore,
much of the regulation in the TF network occurs at the posttranscriptional level and is
therefore de facto undetectable through expression correlation analysis.
3.2.5 Functional prediction of known and uncharacterized genes
We predicted potential functions for all genes based on the functional profile of their
neighbors in the CS network (see Methods). Because of the fact that our method cap-
tures partial expression correlations and crosstalk between modules, these functional
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predictions might associate a gene with more than one biological process. Furthermore,
they might not only associate a gene with the biological processes it genuinely belongs
to, but possibly also with related processes in which the gene is indirectly involved.
Therefore, it is equally interesting to functionally profile known genes, in an attempt to
uncover additional processes with which they show affinity (at least in expression).
In particular, the hubs in the CS network are prime candidates to show functional link-
age to multiple processes. The top-25 hubs for the CS network are listed in Table 3.2.
The first (YDL244W, THI13) and fourth (YJR156C, THI11) gene in the ranking code
for proteins involved in synthesis of the thiamine precursor hydroxymethylpyrimidine.
They are members of a subtelomeric gene family including THI5, THI11, THI12, and
THI13. Based on the analysis of the CS network, THI11 is predicted to be involved
a.o. in vitamin biosynthesis (P = 1.18E-08) and thiamine biosynthesis (P = 1.76E-
07), but also in hexose transport (P = 3.46E-05) and carbohydrate metabolism (P =
3.46E-05). Predictions for THI13 also include vitamin biosynthesis (P = 1.09E-06),
thiamine biosynthesis (P = 1.26E-04), hexose transport (P = 1.23E-05) and carbohy-
drate metabolism (P = 1.43E-05). Furthermore, THI5 (YFL058W, hub 45) and THI12
(YNL332W, hub 179) also appear to be linked to hexose transport and carbohydrate
metabolism (data not shown). In the PCC network, only THI13 is linked to hexose
transport (P = 1.584E-04).
Interestingly, THI11 and THI13 are found on homologous segments (on chromosomes
X-R and IV-L respectively) that contain genes encoding enzymes involved in carbo-
hydrate metabolism, more specifically MPH3, SOR1 and HXT16 (close to THI11)
and MPH2, SOR2, and HXT15 (close to THI13) (Wightman and Meacock, 2003).
The sorbitol dehydrogenase encoding gene SOR1 (YJR159W) is also one of the top-
25 hubs, while the two hexose transporter-like genes HXT15 (YDL245C) and HXT16
(YJR158W) feature among the top-150 hubs (data not shown). In the PCC network,
only HXT15 and HXT16 feature among the top-150 hubs, while THI13 and THI11 are
ranked 395th and 2370th, respectively. Wightman and Meacock (2003) suggested that
the expansion of the THI5 gene family in sensu stricto Saccharomyces species might be
due to a strong metabolic need to produce large amounts of the pathway end-product,
thiamine diphosphate (ThdP), or one of the intermediates. They also noted that the fate
of the glycolysis end-product pyruvate, towards either fermentation products or respira-
tory metabolism, requires ThdP-dependent reactions. In this respect, the co-duplication
and co-regulation of THI11 and THI13 with sugar transporters and carbohydrate me-
tabolizing enzymes makes sense.
Another example is YKL035W (UGP1, hub 13). UGP1 codes for UDP-glucose py-
rophosphorylase, which catalyzes the reversible formation of UDP-glucose from glu-
cose 1-phosphate and UTP. UDP-glucose plays a pivotal role in yeast metabolism since
it serves as a glucosyl donor in several metabolic pathways including the biosynthesis
of glycogen and trehalose, the formation of cell wall β -glucans and glucomannopro-
teins, protein N-glycosylation, and galactose entry into glycolysis (Daran et al., 1997).
Furthermore, UGP1 might also catalyze the conversion of galactose-1-phosphate and
UTP to form UDP-galactose (Lai and Elsas, 2000). The regulation of UGP1 is known
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ORF # modules k C CYGD description
YDL244W 20 327 0.21 strong similarity to THI5P, YJR156c, YNL332w
and A. parasiticus, S.pombe NMT1 protein
YPR015C 16 370 0.24 similarity to transcription factors
YPL222W 14 318 0.20 similarity to C.perfringens hypothetical protein
YJR156C 14 303 0.20 thiamine regulated gene, homologous to nmt1a in
S. pombe
YPR078C 13 322 0.24 hypothetical protein
YIR039C 13 307 0.23 GPI-anchored aspartic protease (Yapsin 6)
YBR072W 13 273 0.25 heat shock protein
YMR251W 13 236 0.22 strong similarity to YKR076w and YGR154c
YNR058W 12 411 0.26 DAPA aminotransferase
YBR297W 12 401 0.25 maltose fermentation regulatory protein
YJR159W 12 342 0.23 sorbitol dehydrogenase
YPL282C 12 303 0.29 strong similarity to subtelomeric encoded pro-
teins
YKL035W 12 280 0.23 UTP–glucose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase
YKR076W 12 251 0.25 involved in cell wall biogenesis and architecture
YBR054W 12 250 0.22 strong similarity to HSP30 heat shock protein
Yro1p
YHR071W 11 346 0.32 cyclin like protein interacting with PHO85P
YGR032W 11 298 0.27 1,3-beta-D-glucan synthase subunit
YPL054W 11 291 0.28 similarity to S. pombe scp3/SPAC3A11.02 spin-
dle poison sensitivity related protein
YBR147W 11 287 0.36 strong similarity to hypothetical protein
YOL092w
YGR043C 11 282 0.30 strong similarity to transaldolase
YEL060C 11 272 0.26 protease B, vacuolar
YPL223C 11 266 0.20 induced by osmotic stress
YMR008C 11 263 0.32 phospholipase B (lysophospholipase)
YBR066C 11 251 0.32 weak similarity to A.niger carbon catabolite re-
pressor protein
YLR149C 11 246 0.29 weak similarity to hypothetical protein
SPCC4G3.03 S. pombe
Table 3.2: Top-25 hubs in the CS network. The second column contains the number of modules
that the hub is assigned to, the third column contains the positive degree of the hub in the CS
network, and the fourth column its clustering coefficient.
Figure 3.9: (opposite page) Expression matrix for a selected set of genes linked to YKL035W in
the CS network. Only YKL035W neighbors belonging to the GO categories GO:0005975 (car-
bohydrate metabolism), GO:0015980 (energy derivation by oxidation of organic compounds)
and GO:0006412 (protein biosynthesis) or subcategories are shown. YKL035W is indicated by
the black arrow. The horizontal red bar delineates a set of glycolysis and translation-related
genes that are coordinately downregulated with YKL035W under perturbation of ribosomal func-
tion and to a lesser extent bud-site selection and ergosterol biosynthesis (the core and expanded
condition sets are indicated by red and orange vertical bars, respectively).
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to be dependent a.o. on the cell cycle (transcriptional; Nishizawa et al. 2001) and nu-
trient sensing (post-translational; Rutter et al. (2002)). Confirming its pivotal status,
UGP1 is identified as a hub in the CS network belonging to 12 expression modules
(Table 3.2). In contrast, UGP1 is ranked only 595th in the PCC network.
Based on GO analysis of the CS and PCC expression networks, UGP1 is a.o. im-
plicated in glucan metabolism (CS P = 4.13E-05; PCC P = 7.98E-03) and glycogen
metabolism (CS P = 1.37E-04; PCC P = 1.92E-02). CS also yields a link between
UGP1 and glycolysis (P = 1.34E-03), which fits very well with the finding that tre-
halose metabolism (which requires Ugp1) plays an important role in the flux through
glycolysis (Thevelein and Hohmann, 1995). In contrast, coexpression links between
UGP1 and glycolytic enzymes are totally absent in the PCC network. More detailed in-
spection reveals that the expression of YKL035W and several glycolysis and translation
related genes is coordinately downregulated under perturbations associated with ribo-
somal function and to a lesser extent bud-site selection and ergosterol biosynthesis (see
Figure 3.9). Rutter et al. (2002) have previously identified a posttranslational mech-
anism that coordinates the regulation of sugar flux (with a prominent role for UGP1)
and translation in response to nutrient sensing, with the purpose of tuning energy need
(growth, protein biosynthesis) to energy production (glycolysis) and vice versa, given
the nutrient status. Our results might point to a mechanism of similar purpose at the
transcriptional level, regulating the sugar flux and translation in times of limited trans-
lational capacity. However, a detailed investigation is beyond the scope of this study.
We also predicted potential functions for uncharacterized genes, i.e. genes without GO
Biological Process annotation or annotated to the class ’biological process unknown’.
Based on the functional profile of their coexpressed neighbors in the CS network, 477
uncharacterized genes were assigned to one or more GO Biological Process classes.
Similarly, 147 uncharacterized genes were found to be anti-expressed with one or more
biological processes.
3.2.6 The CS approach applied to specific processes: the mating
system
In order to illustrate the power of CS clustering for discovering interesting expression
(sub)patterns for specific processes, and to assess in more detail the validity of some
of our predictions, we focused on the mating system. Since the Rosetta compendium
contains expression data on at least 20 (based on GO annotation) perturbations related
to the mating system, we expected that the mating system would be well resolved in
the coexpression network.
Using the functional annotation strategy outlined above, 96 genes were linked, posi-
tively or negatively, to the mating process with P < 0.01 (see Table 3.3). 25 of those
genes are annotated to ’conjugation’ (GO:0000746) or a subcategory in GO, leaving
71 candidate mating-related genes (Table 3.4). Another 11 candidate genes could be
linked with high confidence to mating or pheromone response based on alternative GO
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Prediction Method Candidate genes
based on
GO Literature Novel Total
Coexpression CS/PCC 14 (14/12)1 6 (6/4) 10 (9/6) 30 (29/22)
CS only 8 (5) 2 (2) 28 (17) 38 (24)
PCC only 2 (1) 3 (2) 12 (5) 17(8)
Sum 24 (20) 11 (10) 50 (31) 85 (61)
Antiexpression CS/PCC 0 0 0 0
CS only 1 (1) 0 6 (6) 7 (7)
PCC only 0 0 4 (2) 4 (2)
Sum 1 (1) 0 10 (8) 11 (9)
Total 25 (21) 11 (10) 60 (39) 96 (70)
1 Numbers between parentheses correspond to CS and PCC predictions, respectively.
Table 3.3: The number of genes predicted to be involved in mating based on coexpression or
antiexpression with mating genes. The ’GO’ and ’Literature’ columns contain the number of
candidate genes that are known to be involved in mating based on GO information and litera-
ture, respectively. Between parentheses is the number of genes for which mating was the best
prediction.
annotations or their description in the literature. In other words, these genes are known
to be mating-related but are as yet not annotated accordingly in GO. Of the remaining
60 genes, 10 are found with both CS and PCC (all positive), 34 are CS-specific (28
positive, 6 negative), and 16 are PCC-specific (12 positive, 4 negative).
A considerable fraction of the genes in Table 3.4 contain bona fide binding places for
one or several of the pheromone response-related TFs Ste12, Dig1, Mcm1 and Tec1
in their promoters (data from Harbison et al. (2004)). In addition, most of the top
25 predictions made with CS match predictions from an earlier computational study
by Tanay et al. (2004) using different methodology and additional sources of infor-
mation. There are only four exceptions: two genes coregulated with mating genes
(YGR040W and YLR343W), and two genes antiregulated with mating genes (YGL262W
and YJL078C). YGR040W cannot be considered a truly novel prediction, since it is
known to be a mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) involved in signal transduc-
tion pathways that control filamentous growth and pheromone response. Two CS pre-
dictions, YFL027C and YOL106W, have previously been tested in vivo by Tanay et al.
(2004). A strain deleted for YOL106W exhibited reduced mating ability compared to
wild type. For YFL027C, no effect on the mating ability could be observed.
Most (but not all) of the top CS candidate genes belong to the two CS modules in which
conjugation-related genes are strongly overrepresented (see Table 3.4, Figure 3.6 and
Figure 3.10). These clusters overlap substantially in both the gene and the condition
dimension. Nevertheless, CS yields distinctive expression patterns for genes belonging
to either one of the clusters, or to both (Figure 3.10). Furthermore, in the YNR044W
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YNL279W    + 1.00E-23   1.14E-07    Dig1, Ste12 YLR364W U  + 3.28E-04        
YKL209C    + 7.94E-21   1.69E-14    Dig1, Ste12,   Mcm1 YLR338W N/A  - 7.46E-04       (N/A) 
YLR042C U  + 6.10E-19   3.11E-07     YMR316C-B N/A  - 8.21E-04       (N/A) 
YGR014W    + 7.95E-19       Dig1, Ste12,   Tec1 YKR013W U  + 1.67E-03       Dig1, Ste12 
YIL015W    + 3.32E-18          
Dig1, Ste12
 YIL057C U  - 1.84E-03        
YLR334C N/A  + 2.42E-16       N/A YPR077C N/A  + 2.21E-03       N/A 
YBR083W    + 1.26E-15   5.46E-15      Tec1  YGR126W U  + 2.58E-03        
YIL082W N/A  + 1.39E-15   2.32E-06     YKL104C    + 2.67E-03   3.06E-03    Dig1, Ste12,      Tec1 
YOL104C    + 1.24E-13   1.93E-08    Dig1, Ste12,   Tec1 (3') YKL043W    + 2.93E-03       Dig1  
YBR067C    + 5.15E-13       Ste12 (3') YGR161C    - 3.97E-03        
YMR232W    + 1.13E-12   7.32E-05    Dig1, Ste12,   Tec1 YMR196W U  + 4.86E-03        
YDR124W U  + 1.22E-12   6.10E-04     YPR191W    + 4.96E-03        
YPL192C    + 8.20E-12   9.21E-04    Dig1, Ste12 YMR304C-A N/A  + 5.14E-03       N/A 
YDR366C U  + 1.21E-10       N/A YKL148C    + 6.42E-03        
YGR040W    + 1.36E-10   3.92E-04    Mcm1 (3') YJR149W U  + 8.96E-03        
YGL262W U  - 2.85E-10        YER187W U  + 9.01E-03       Dig1, Ste12  (3') 
YJR153W    + 1.78E-09   8.28E-05     YKL189W     +     9.78E-06    Dig1, Ste12 
YIL060W U  + 1.94E-09       N/A YGR122C-A N/A   +     3.96E-04    N/A 
YDR125C    + 2.57E-09        YIL135C     +     6.31E-04     
YOL106W N/A  + 4.17E-09       N/A YBL052C     +     9.78E-04     
YLR307W    + 1.22E-08        YDR520C U   -     1.55E-03     
YFL027C    + 7.43E-08   1.07E-05    Dig1, Ste12,   Mcm1 YDL095W     +     1.91E-03     
YLR343W U  + 1.78E-07        YER023W     +     2.09E-03     
YJL078C U  - 3.51E-07        YMR126C U   -     2.11E-03     
YMR198W    + 3.76E-07       Dig1, Ste12 YMR158C-B N/A   +     2.83E-03    N/A 
YGL033W    + 5.85E-07   3.53E-03     YKL127W     +     3.22E-03    Tec1 
YDR309C    + 2.62E-06   4.19E-03    Dig1, Ste12,   Tec1 YKR091W     +     3.67E-03   
 Dig1, Ste12,  
 Tec1 
YDL127W    + 7.14E-06       Dig1, Ste12,   Tec1 YPL127C     +     6.25E-03     
YGL205W    + 1.56E-05        YBR078W     +     6.49E-03    Ste12 
YHR152W    + 5.95E-05       Ste12, Mcm1 YLR332W     +     7.37E-03    Dig1, Ste12 
YFL012W U  + 7.33E-05        YKR029C     -     8.36E-03     
YNL042W    + 1.01E-04   4.92E-05     YMR001C     +     8.42E-03    Mcm1 
YGL230C U  + 1.49E-04        YER090W     -     8.52E-03     
YIL168W N/A  + 1.51E-04       N/A YPL163C     +     8.69E-03    Dig1, Ste12,   Tec1 
YOR214C U  + 1.81E-04        YAL023C     +     8.75E-03     
YNL332W    + 3.11E-04                         
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cluster we can discern a group of genes that specifically show upregulation under a
subset of conditions. These genes are also part of the cluster YDR537C, which is mod-
erately enriched in amino acid and derivative metabolism genes (P = 1.25E-05), again
illustrating the capability of our method to uncover partial correlations in expression
patterns and overlap between expression modules. Most of the genes in this subset are
ranked highly among the CS predictions in Table 3.4 and are not picked up by the PCC
method.
Therefore, we further focused our validation efforts on the genes in the intersection of
the expression modules YNR044W and YDR537C. Interestingly, one of these genes is
TEC1 (YBR083W), which encodes a transcription factor that is believed to mediate an
invasive growth response upon low levels of pheromone signaling (Bao et al., 2004;
Erdman and Snyder, 2001). Moreover, most of the intersection genes are specifically
downregulated upon haploid TEC1 deletion (indicated by arrow on Figure 3.10). In-
triguingly, none of these genes, with the exception of TEC1 itself, seem to have Tec1
binding sites in their promoter (Table 3.4), but several of them are flanked by or over-
lapping with an antisense Ty1 retrotransposon long terminal repeat (LTR) (YOL104C,
YLR343W, YLR334C, YOL106W) or Ty2 LTR (YIL060W) on the 3’ side. The presence
of these Ty elements is highly relevant, since TEC1 was originally described as a gene
required for full Ty1 expression (Laloux et al., 1990). One possibility is that Tec1
enhances transcription of the aforementioned genes through these Ty1 elements. Al-
ternatively, Tec1 activation of Ty1 could cause the production of antisense transcripts
of these loci. Since the probes spotted on the microarray used by Hughes et al. (2000)
contained both strands of the gene sequences, these antisense transcripts might be re-
sponsible for the observed coexpression of the intersection genes with TEC1. In either
case, it remains to be determined whether the supposedly Ty1-mediated coexpression
is functionally relevant for the mating process. Besides TEC1, only two other intersec-
tion genes (YIL117C and YDR085C) are known to be involved in mating. Neither of
them is flanked by a Ty1 LTR. Only one gene overlapping with a Ty1 LTR, YOL106W,
Table 3.4: (opposite page) There are 71 genes, unknown to be involved in mating according
to their GO annotation, that have a significant association with mating-related genes in the CS
and/or PCC networks. Genes for which a potential link to mating could be deduced from their
description or GO annotation are marked yellow in the status column (bright yellow: very likely,
contain mating-related term in their description; soft yellow : potentially involved in mating). U
denotes genes annotated to the ’biological process unknown’ category, N/A denotes genes for
which there is no annotation available. The other genes are annotated to non-mating GO terms.
Genes that belong to either of the mating clusters depicted on Figure 3.10 have a green field in
the cluster column. Genes that were assigned to a mating-related cluster in Tanay et al (2004)
are indicated by a capital ’T’ in the cluster column. Genes that show coexpression with mating
genes have a plus sign in the ’c/a’ column, genes that show anti-expression are similarly labelled
with a minus sign and highlighted in red. For every gene, the P columns contain the lowest of
all mating-related P-values, i.e. P-values for GO categories below ’conjugation’ (GO:0000746).
An orange field in the CS or PCC best hit column indicates that conjugation or a child category
is the best functional prediction for that gene in the given network.
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Figure 3.10: Subset of the expression matrix encompassing the genes and conditions that define
two mating clusters. The colors of individual spots reflect the expression ratio (experiment vs.
control). Red and green bars clarify the membership of genes/conditions in the cluster YNR044W
and YMR198W, respectively. Genes that are YNR044W-specific (block a) show down-regulation
under condition sets 2 and 4, and a less pronounced up-regulation under condition set 3. Genes
that are YMR198W-specific (block d) show less down-regulation under condition sets 2 and 4,
but a more pronounced up-regulation under part of condition set 3. Genes in both clusters show
a combination of these features. The blue bar delineates a group of genes that also belongs to the
YDR537C cluster, which is enriched in genes involved in amino acid metabolism. These genes
clearly have a specific expression pattern in sector b(c)1, and no clear down-regulation pattern
in b4. The expression matrix was visualized using Genesis (Sturn et al., 2002).
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Figure 3.11: Halo test for α-factor based growth inhibition. Yeast strains (OD600=1) were plated
on YPD plates and 1000 pmol of α-factor was spotted. The pictures are taken after 48 hours of
incubation at 30 ◦C. Strains: A: Wild type BY4741 (MATα his3∆1 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0),
B: sst2∆, C: ylr343w∆.
was previously shown to elicit a mating-related phenotype upon deletion (Tanay et al.,
2004). We performed mating experiments for three other intersection genes that were
picked up exclusively by the CS method, namely YLR334C (overlapping antisense Ty1
LTR), YLR343W (non-overlapping antisense Ty1 LTR) and YBR067C (no Ty1 LTR),
in addition to a wild type (WT) strain and sst2∆, a mutant supersensitive to mating
factor-induced G1-arrest.
In the halo assay, the strain deleted for YLR343W exhibited an interesting phenotype,
characterized by extensive colony formation inside the halo (Figure 3.11), which in-
dicates that deletion of YLR343W somehow facilitates the recovery from α-factor in-
duced growth arrest. However, in the mating and growth assays, we did not observe
any effect of YLR343W deletion on the mating ability (see Table 3.5, Table 3.6 and
Figure 3.12). YLR343W (GAS2) is homologous to GAS1, which encodes a 1,3-β -
glucanosyltransferase required for cell wall assembly. However, whereas Gas1 local-
izes to the cell surface via a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor, Gas2 is found
in the cytoplasm (Huh et al., 2003). Still, there might be a link to mating, since in a
large-scale two-hybrid screen (Ito et al., 2001), Gas2 was found to interact with Sec53,
a phosphomannomutase required for folding and glycosylation of secretory proteins on
the cytoplasmic surface of the endoplasmic reticulum (Feldman et al., 1987; Ruohola
and Ferro-Novick, 1987). One of the proteins that is heavily glycosylated during its
passage through the secretory pathway is Bar1, a secreted protease made specifically
by MATa cells that cleaves and inactivates α-factor, allowing cells to recover from
α-factor-induced cell cycle arrest (MacKay et al., 1988). It has been shown that full
glycosylation of Bar1 is not required for protease activity (Ballensiefen and Schmitt,
1997). Rather, it is believed that the strong glycosylation of Bar1 favors the forma-
tion of oligomers, which prevents the release of exported enzymes from the periplas-
mic space (Ballensiefen and Schmitt, 1997). Therefore, altered glycosylation of Bar1
might have an effect on its localization, which might in turn influence the efficiency
with which it inactivates α-factor. Obviously, this is only a hypothesis, and further ex-
perimentation is needed to unravel how these functional data are linked to the observed
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mating phenotype.
The ylr334c∆ and ybr067c∆ deletion strains yielded halos indistinguishable from the
WT strain. Also, deletion of YBR067C did not produce any effect on the mating ability.
In contrast, the ylr334c∆ mutant strain exhibited reduced mating ability compared to
the WT strain. This effect was more pronounced after 4 hours than after 24 hours, in-
dicating that deletion of YLR334C (see Table 3.5, Table 3.6 and Figure 3.12) primarily
leads to a retardation of the mating response.
In summary, we believe that the occurrence of Ty1 LTRs in the neighborhood of genes
associated with TEC1 is not coincidental, but that they mediate Tec1-driven expres-
sion of these genes or the corresponding antisense transcripts. Furthermore, given the
fact that deletion of several Ty1 LTR associated genes gives rise to a mating-related
phenotype (YLR343W, YLR334C: this study; YOL106W: Tanay et al. (2004)), the pro-
posed role of Ty1 elements in transcriptional control might be functionally relevant for
the mating process. Obviously, further experiments are needed to confirm or disprove
these hypotheses, but this is beyond the scope of the present study, which is rather
aimed at establishing the potential of the proposed methodology to generate hypothe-
ses that can drive wet-lab research.
3.3 Conclusion
We have developed a novel method to analyze perturbational microarray data. The
major innovation of our methodology is the use of a combinatorial statistic to compare
expression profiles. Contrary to most biclustering methods, this statistic probes expres-
sion correlation between individual genes, rather than assessing expression coherence
in a group of genes under a group of conditions. Hence, our method is one of the first
to produce not only a high-level representation of the modular expression network, but
also a detailed network of significant pair-wise expression correlations under subsets
of conditions.
In our re-analysis of the Rosetta compendium (Hughes et al., 2000), we have shown
that our combinatorial statistic captures meaningful partial correlations in expression,
in contrast to global correlation measures such as PCC. In spite of the fact that our
method requires discretization, and thereby data reduction, of the expression profiles,
we were able to uncover a detailed coexpression network that, compared to the PCC
network, showed enhanced resolution of the processes originally perturbed by Hughes
et al. (2000). We have shown that this fine-grained network of partial correlations
not only advances the study of specific genes, subsystems or pathways, but that it
also provides a better resolution of the global network topology and the overlap or
crosstalk between expression modules, compared to coexpression networks based on
global correlation measures such as PCC (Featherstone and Broadie, 2003; Bergmann
et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004b). Indeed, we were able to uncover a considerable overlap
between expression modules, indicative of extensive crosstalk between processes at the
transcriptional level.
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Figure 3.12: Growth curves for the tested yeast strains in SDglu without lysine and methionine,
after 4 hours of mating.
lys- met- met-lys-
0h 4h 24h 0h 4h 24h 0h 4h 24h
WT 9 97 570 9 127 400 0 9 320
ybr067c∆ 12 121 780 11 112 400 0 15 510
ylr334c∆ 13 92 700 14 93 750 0 2 300
ylr452c∆ 9 31 40 11 122 1080 0 1 10
ylr343w∆ 13 139 440 14 138 390 0 15 230
Table 3.5: Cell counts (x 104) for haploid MATa (lys-) and MATα (met-) cells and diploid cells
(met-lys-) in 100 µl culture samples after 0h, 4h and 24h.
diploid/MATa diploid/MATα MATa/MATα
0h 4h 24h 0h 4h 24h 0h 4h 24h
WT 0 9.3 56.1 0 7.1 80 100 76.4 142.5
ybr067c∆ 0 12.4 65.4 0 13.4 127.5 109.1 108 195
ylr334c∆ 0 2.2 42.9 0 2.2 40 92.9 98.9 93.3
ylr452c∆ 0 3.2 25 0 0.8 0.9 81.8 25.4 3.7
ylr343w∆ 0 10.8 52.3 0 10.9 59 92.9 100.7 112.8
Table 3.6: Percentages of diploid cells relative to MATa and MATα cells, and of MATa cells
relative to MATα after 0h, 4h and 24h.
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One of the regulatory networks that can be probed to a certain extent using microarray
data is the transcription factor network. By applying our method to the transcription
factor network in S. cerevisiae, we have shown that our statistic can be used to analyze
specific subnetworks in greater detail. In contrast with the PCC-based TF network,
the CS TF network shows a considerable overlap with the ChIP-based TF network.
Moreover, when discarding transcription factors with very few ChIP targets (i.e. those
for which ChIP-based target identification might have been less efficient), the overlap
improved, which suggests that CS might be useful for predicting interactions that were
missed by ChIP analysis.
As for most other computational methods, the main use for our method is to decom-
pose the data into interesting subparts that can be analyzed in more detail to generate
hypotheses that can be tested in the lab. We assessed such use in an analysis of the
mating system of S. cerevisiae, and we identified several candidate genes previously
unknown to be involved in mating. In addition, we were able to discriminate a subset
of genes involved in multiple expression modules and characterized by a distinctive ex-
pression pattern. These genes are coexpressed with the transcription factor gene TEC1,
and specifically downregulated upon TEC1 deletion, but they seem to lack Tec1 bin-
ding motifs in their promoters. Instead, several of these genes are closely linked to
antisense Ty1 LTR elements. We formulated the hypothesis that TEC1 influences the
expression of these genes through interaction with the Ty1 LTRs, and that this effect
could be functionally relevant for the mating process. Preliminary mating experiments
confirmed that several of these Ty1 LTR associated genes cause a mating-related phe-
notype upon deletion.
Although many different approaches have already been used to mine the Rosetta
compendium (Hughes et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2002; Bergmann et al., 2004; Tanay et al.,
2004), our analysis method allowed us to uncover yet novel information from the data.
This demonstrates that no single approach can extract all the information hidden in
large compendium datasets. The elucidation of the regulatory networks governing the
many different aspects of cellular function will therefore not only require the integra-
tion of different types of data, but also the integrated use of several complementary
methods to analyze these data. We have demonstrated the potential of our method to
generate hypotheses that can drive wet-lab research, and we believe that it constitutes
a powerful addition to the existing repertoire of analysis methods.
3.4 Methods
3.4.1 Expression data
All the analyses were performed on the so-called Rosetta compendium of expression
profiles for S. cerevisiae, representing data on 300 different experimental perturbations
(Hughes et al., 2000). The data were downloaded in prenormalized and preprocessed
form. We used the mean log10 values of the expression ratios (perturbation vs. control).
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3.4.2 Combinatorial distribution
Consider the expression profiles of two genes A and B under N perturbations. Each
gene is represented by a profile of N fields (Figure 3.1). A gene is considered to be
upregulated in a given perturbation experiment if the expression ratio (perturbation vs.
control) is at least two. These fields are labeled blue. Experiments in which the gene is
downregulated (ratio ≤ 0.5) are similarly labeled yellow, and the remaining fields are
labeled black. In order to compare the profiles of the two genes A and B, let us assume
that profiles A and B have ax and bx blue fields respectively, as well as ay and by yellow
fields, and that they have x blue and y yellow fields in common.
We want to assess whether this overlap is statistically significant. If the response of the
genes A and B to the perturbations were uncorrelated (null hypothesis), the blue and
yellow fields would be independently distributed on both profiles. Under this hypothe-
sis (if we randomly distribute ax blue and ay yellow fields on profile A, and bx blue and
by yellow fields on profile B) the probability that the profiles overlap on exactly x blue
and y yellow positions is given by the following recursive formula:
P(x,y) =
(
ax
x
)(
ay
y
)(N−x−y
bx−x
)(N−bx−y
by−y
)(N
bx
)(N−bx
by
) −min(ax,bx)∑
x’=x
min(ay,by)
∑
y’=y
(x′,y′)6=(x,y)
(
x′
x
)(
y′
y
)
P(x′,y′) (3.1)
The probability of observing an overlap of at least x blue and y yellow fields by chance
is then expressed by the cumulative distribution:
Pc(x,y) =
min(ax,bx)
∑
x′=x
min(ay,by)
∑
y′=y
P(x′,y′) (3.2)
Equation 3.1 can be understood by assuming that profile A is given, and that we ran-
domly distribute bx blue and by yellow positions on profile B. The denominator of the
first term then represents the total number of possible profiles B. The numerator repre-
sents the combinations in which x blue and y yellow matching positions are selected,
and the residual positions are chosen at random. However, in this manner, a number
of combinations are selected while having more than exactly x blue and/or y yellow
matching positions. Moreover, combinations with x′ > x blue and/or y′ > y yellow
matching positions are counted C(x′,x).C(y′,y) times, hence the second term (see Ap-
pendix A). Anticorrelation of expression is probed with the same statistic by switching
the blue and yellow fields in one of the profiles.
3.4.3 Multiple testing correction on coexpression P-values
In our probabilistic framework, each comparison of two profiles can be considered an
individual test. For each gene, 6,132 tests were performed to fish for correlated expres-
sion partners. As a consequence, the obtained P-values have to be adjusted in order to
control the type I error rate. The combinatorial P-values were corrected for multiple
testing with the Benjamini & Hochberg procedure, which controls the False Discovery
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Rate (FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). FDR correction was performed on the
6,132 P-values obtained for each individual gene.
3.4.4 Graph-based clustering
The set of significant partial expression correlations was translated to a correlation
network, with nodes and edges representing genes and significant correlations, respec-
tively (for the thresholds used, see section 3.2.1). We used a graph-based clustering
technique to identify expression modules from the correlation network. To this end,
we adapted an algorithm that has previously been used for clustering protein interac-
tion networks for our purposes (Bader and Hogue, 2003).
To identify potential cluster seeds, all nodes v are weighted based on the density of the
highest k-core of the node neighborhood (denoted as the kmax-core of v). A k-core of a
graph is a maximal subgraph in which each node has at least degree k. The density of
these kmax-cores is further optimized by progressively removing nodes that lower the
core-clustering coefficient of the seed while keeping the minimal degree in the seed at
kmax. Analogous to Bader and Hogue (2003), the core-clustering coefficient Ccore of v
is defined as the density of the kmax-core of v, and the weight of v as the product of the
Ccore of v and kmax.
The kmax-core of the node with the highest weight is taken as the first cluster seed. This
cluster seed then grows by accreting nodes on which it exerts a pull above a certain
threshold ν1. The pull of a cluster with seed S on a node v outside the cluster is defined
as the number of nodes in the neighborhood of v that belong to S, divided by the size
of S. The next cluster is then initiated by taking the kmax-core of the node with the
highest weight in the remaining graph. An additional constraint is set by requiring that,
relative to the kmax-seed size, the overlap between the new seed and any existing cluster
does not exceed ν2. While the threshold ν1 controls the size and density of individual
clusters, ν2 controls the spacing or overlap between clusters. Clusters are named after
the gene that defined its seed.
3.4.5 Clustering parameter optimization
No clear-cut criterion exists to score the clustering performance as a function of the
parameters ν1 and ν2. Standard internal criteria for partitional clustering performance,
such as the silhouette width or Dunn’s index (Halkidi et al., 2001; Bolshakova and
Azuaje, 2003), don’t apply for clustering strategies in which clusters are allowed to
overlap. Furthermore, the definition of the ideal clustering remains largely subjective,
depending for example on the desired level of granularity. Therefore, we chose a more
pragmatic approach and modified a performance criterion, introduced by van Dongen
(2000), that measures the extent and efficiency with which edges in the network are
covered by a clustering. The modified van Dongen criterion is defined as:
Cov(G,C) = ∑
v
(
1− #
1
out(G,Cv,v)+#0in(G,Cv,v)
|Sv∪Cv|
)
.wv
/
∑
v
wv (3.3)
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where G is the graph, C is the clustering, Cv is the union of the clusters containing node
v, Sv is the set of neighbors of v, #1out(G,Cv,v) and #0in(G,Cv,v) denote the number of
edges going out from v not covered by Cv, and the number of edges suggested by Cv but
absent from G, respectively, and wv is a weight factor that equals the positive degree
of v in G. In this manner, it is considered more important to adequately cluster highly
connected nodes than sparsely connected nodes.
Because there is no penalty for the number of clusters making up Cv, the clustering that
would maximize the coverage criterion would contain every edge as a separate cluster.
In contrast, our intuitive idea of a good clustering is to have a good coverage with a
minimal number of clusters. We determined Cov(G,C) and the number of clusters for
a wide range of parameter values. We tested all parameter combinations with 0.30 ≤
ν1 ≤ 1.00 and 0.10≤ ν2 ≤ 0.70, using a step size of 0.05 for both parameters. For every
ν2, we found that Cov(G,C) as a function of ν1 is convex with a well-defined maximum.
Hence, the optimal ν1 is readily found for fixed ν2. Figure 3.5 plots the number of
clusters against Cov(G,C) for the tested range of ν2, with optimal ν1. The choice of the
parameters ν1 and ν2 remains largely subjective, depending on the desired granularity
of the module network. We chose reasonable settings for ν1 and ν2 by selecting those
parameters beyond which the increase in the number of clusters becomes unfavorable
with respect to the gain in Cov(G,C). We used (ν1,ν2) = (0.55, 0.45) for both the CS
and the PCC network (see Figure 3.5). However, the results reported here are, within
broad limits, qualitatively independent of the parameter values used.
3.4.6 Calculating condition sets
For each gene cluster, we determined a condition set by selecting those conditions that
show a significant overrepresentation of two-fold up- or downregulations in the clus-
ter (relative to the whole microarray), using hypergeometric tests and FDR correction
(5% threshold). Thus, for a given cluster, the condition set contains the experimental
conditions that elicit a significant and specific response in the cluster (as compared to
the overall response) and, by consequence, have been most influential in shaping the
cluster. The resulting bicluster does not necessarily have a uniform expression pat-
tern over all genes, but may show subpatterns for some genes under certain conditions,
indicating involvement in another expression module. Although conditions that show
differential patterning within one cluster might appear to be irrelevant for the cluster as
a whole, they are important for at least part of the cluster and may provide insight into
inter-cluster connections or further substructure within the cluster. For this purpose,
we visualized the biclusters with the clustering package Genesis (Sturn et al., 2002).
3.4.7 Integration with ChIP data and the TF network
We obtained data on genome-wide binding and phylogenetically conserved motifs for
102 TFs from Harbison et al. (2004). Only genes that were bound with P < 0.005
and showing motif conservation in at least one other Saccharomyces species (besides
S. cerevisiae) were considered true targets. For each TF, we determined whether its tar-
gets were significantly enriched in any expression module using hypergeometric tests
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and FDR correction (5% threshold).
We used the same data to assess the interregulatory relationships between the 102 TFs,
not taking into account self-regulatory interactions. We tried to reconstruct the result-
ing ChIP-based TF network based on expression data. To this end, we made a CS
network restricted to the 102 TFs, using the methodology outlined above. The main
difference with the global CS network, in addition to the node restriction, is the ex-
tent of multiple testing correction. Indeed, since there are fewer nodes in the CS TF
network, fewer tests are performed, which has repercussions on the multiple testing
correction of the P-values. Also, contrary to the global CS network, we only kept CS
TF edges that were significant at FDR = 0.01 in both directions (every edge is probed
twice, from the perspective of each of the genes). The PCC TF network was parsed
from the global PCC network by taking the appropriate subgraph.
3.4.8 GO-overrepresentation analysis
On several occasions during our analyses, we used the Gene Ontology (GO) (The
Gene Ontology Consortium 2000) to functionally annotate expression modules or other
groups of genes. Some of the analyses were performed using BiNGO (Maere et al.,
2005b), although we used Perl scripts for the enrichment analyses on expression mod-
ules and for the functional predictions (see below). For the script-based analyses, the
GO biological process ontology and the GO annotation for S. cerevisiae were obtained
from the GO Consortium website (www.geneontology.org, release of June 8th 2005)
and the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) (www.yeastgenome.org, release of
June 8th 2005) respectively. In all cases, the representation of GO categories in a given
cluster was evaluated using hypergeometric tests and FDR-correction. In the enrich-
ment analyses on expression modules and for functional predictions, genes without
biological process annotation or annotated to the ’biological process unknown’ cate-
gory (GO:000004) were not taken into account.
3.4.9 Functional prediction
Functional predictions for a given gene were based on the GO annotation of its neigh-
bors in the correlation graph. For each gene, we performed two neighbor analyses, one
based on the coexpression edges connecting the gene and one based on the antiexpres-
sion edges, the idea behind the latter being that knowledge of the processes that a gene
is antiregulated with might also be helpful for determining its function. In some cases,
a gene (for instance a repressor) might be transcriptionally anti-regulated with the very
process it functions in. Overrepresentation of GO categories in each set of neighbors
was assessed using hypergeometric tests and FDR correction (5% threshold).
3.4.10 Mating experiments
Yeast strains were grown overnight in YPD [yeast extract (1%), peptone (2%) and
glucose (2%)] and diluted to an OD600 = 0.5 in fresh YPD. 500 µl of each strain
(MATa) was mixed with 500 µl of the wild type strain (MATα). The cells were shaken
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with 180 rpm at 30 ◦C. At time points 0h, 4h and 24h, 100 µl samples were serially
diluted and plated on medium lacking either methionine (MATα), lysine (MATa) or
methionine and lysine (diploids).
3.4.11 Halo assay
A halo assay to measure response to and recovery from pheromone-induced growth
arrest was performed as follows. Yeast cells (MATa) were grown overnight and diluted
to OD600=1. 500 µl was plated on YPD plates (1.5% agar in YPD). When the plates
were dry, 2 µl of the α mating factor (= 1000 pmol) was spotted. The cells were
allowed to grow for 48 hrs before the plates were scanned.
3.4.12 Growth assay
Yeast strains (MATa) were incubated with the wild type strain (MATα) for 4 hours
as described above and diluted to OD600= 0.1. The length of the lag phase and the
maximum growth rate of yeast strains in SDglu without lysine and methionine were
monitored automatically by OD600 measurements with a BioscreenC apparatus (Lab-
systems). The parameters were as follows: 300 µl of culture in each well, 30 s of
shaking each 3 min (medium intensity), and OD600 measurement every hour. Readings
are saturated at OD600s above 1.5.
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Chapter 4
Genome duplications and
evolution
In the second part of this thesis, we focus on a particularly interesting problem domain
at the interface of systems biology and evolution, namely the study of gene and genome
duplications, in particular the generation, retention and loss of duplicate genes during
evolution, their expression divergence and their potential impact on the evolution of
complexity in angiosperms.
Many studies try to explain the emergent properties of cellular systems, such as their
modularity and robustness, from an evolutionary perspective (Csete and Doyle, 2002;
Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004; Kitano, 2004; Stelling et al., 2004; Petti and Church, 2005).
One of the factors that is considered a major force in the evolution of cellular networks
is gene duplication and subsequent functional diversification of the duplicate genes
(Hartwell et al., 1999; Rzhetsky and Gomez, 2001; Bhan et al., 2002; Lipson et al.,
2002; Alon, 2003; Pastor-Satorras et al., 2003; Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004). Recent
studies have revealed a surprisingly large number of duplicated genes in eukaryotic
genomes (Lynch and Conery, 2000; Li et al., 2003). Furthermore, many of these dupli-
cated genes seem to have been created in large-scale or even genome-wide duplication
events (Wolfe, 2001; Van de Peer, 2004). Such events, in which vast numbers of du-
plicated genes are created simultaneously, could have a severe impact on the wiring of
living organisms, and consequently their morphological evolution.
Gene duplication has been implicated as a driving force in the generation of evolution-
ary novelties and the evolution of increasingly complex organisms since the early 20th
century (Haldane, 1932; Ohno, 1970; Taylor and Raes, 2004). In contrast to small-
scale gene duplications, which are more commonly associated with gradual evolution-
ary change, genome duplications have been associated with more drastic evolution-
ary events such as major developmental transitions and adaptive radiations of species,
thereby invigorating the polemic around gradual versus punctuated evolution, a con-
troversy which has been going on for decades. The theory of punctuated evolution
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was initially established to explain a commonly found evolutionary pattern in the fos-
sil record, characterized by long periods of morphological stasis interrupted by rare
but rapid bursts of morphological innovation accompanied by the splitting of lineages
(speciation events) (Eldredge and Gould, 1972; Gould and Eldredge, 1977). Prob-
ably the best known example of such a pattern is the Cambrian explosion, i.e. the
rapid diversification of animal body plans in the Early Cambrian [around 540 million
years ago (Mya)]. Another prominent example of a punctuated evolutionary pattern is
the sudden appearance and rapid diversification of the angiosperms (flowering plants)
in the fossil record, described by Darwin as ’an abominable mystery’. Primitive an-
giosperms first appear in the fossil record during the Jurassic (208-145 Mya), with
no obvious ancestors for a period of 80-90 million years before their appearance. By
the end of the Early Cretaceous (145-125 Mya), the defining features of angiosperms
(flowers, carpels, double fertilization) had been established and lineages with affinities
to diverse extant angiosperm lineages, including monocots, had originated. These lin-
eages further diversified rapidly over the course of the next 35 million years, making
angiosperm radiation one of the greatest terrestrial radiations of all time, resulting in
> 250,000 extant species. With the recent discovery of ancient genome duplications
in numerous flowering plants (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004b), there has been considerable
interest in establishing possible causal links between milestones in the developmental
evolution of the angiosperms and the occurrence of specific genome duplications.
Whole genome duplication is particularly prominent in plants and most of the an-
giosperms are believed to be ancient polyploids, including a large proportion of our
most important crops (Masterston, 1994; Otto and Whitton, 2000; Wendel, 2000; Blanc
and Wolfe, 2004b). For instance, there is compelling evidence, based on the identifica-
tion and delineation of intergenomic homology and phylogenetics, that the Arabidopsis
thaliana genome has been duplicated three times (events hereafter referred to as 1R,
2R, and 3R) in the last 350 million years (Vision et al., 2000; Simillion et al., 2002;
Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003). However, little is known about the mechanisms
underlying evolutionary innovation through genome duplication. The study of genome
duplications is severely complicated by the fact that the genome is highly plastic in
nature, causing rapid degradation of ’the signature’ (i.e. duplicated blocks of genes
with conserved gene content and order, see below) of large-scale duplications. Studies
on synthetic polyploids have shown that polyploidy events are immediately followed
by a turbulent phase of intensive genomic rearrangements and enhanced activity of
transposable elements, possibly in an attempt to achieve rapid genetic and cytologi-
cal diploidization (i.e. return to a diploid-like gene expression state and chromosomal
state, respectively), which might be crucial for the initial stabilization of nascent poly-
ploids (Liu and Wendel, 2003), or for effecting near-immediate polyploid phenotypes
that are visible to natural selection and allow its establishment (Adams and Wendel,
2005a,b; De Bodt et al., 2005). These mechanisms degrade the genomic signal of
genome duplications right from the start. The remaining signal is gradually lost in the
course of time through continuous genome rearrangements, gene translocations and the
loss of duplicated genes and entire duplicated segments.
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Nevertheless, with sophisticated methods, duplicated segments in which gene content
and order were sufficiently conserved over time can still be identified (Vision et al.,
2000; Simillion et al., 2002; Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003). Only the dupli-
cate pairs that are located on such duplicated segments (referred to as anchor points)
can be linked unambiguously to a genome (or other large-scale) duplication, although
it is often not clear which one. As a first step towards studying the impact of genome
duplication on the developmental evolution of angiosperms, several studies have tried
to assess whether there are functional classes of genes that were preferentially retained
after genome duplication in plants, by investigating the overrepresentation of func-
tional categories of genes among the anchor points with respect to the preduplication
Arabidopsis genome (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004). However,
due to the mechanisms described above, the anchor points represent only a fraction of
all genome duplicates present in the genome, especially for the older genome duplica-
tions 1R and 2R. Many more genome duplicates were retained but were, somewhere
in the course of millions of years, translocated outside their duplicated segments, mak-
ing them de facto unrecognizable. Alternatively, genome duplicates may have become
undetectable because the duplicated blocks they lie in have degraded beyond recog-
nition. Because of this loss of signal, which evidently increases with the time since
duplication, duplicate retention studies based on functional profiling of anchor points
have only attempted to assess preferential gene loss and retention after the most recent
genome duplication (3R) (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004), al-
though even for 3R, the anchor points represent only ≈ 60 % of the retained genome
duplicates (unpublished results). However, 3R is arguably the least interesting genome
duplication from an evolutionary point of view, since all major morphological charac-
teristics of the core eudicots were long established by the time 3R took place. 1R and
2R might have been much more influential in the evolution of Arabidopsis thaliana,
and angiosperms in general.
An alternative strategy is to model the global evolutionary demography of duplicate
genes, irrespective of their origin, and try to filter out the contribution of genome dupli-
cations. Lynch and Conery (2000, 2003) were the first to try and model the present-day
age distribution of gene duplicates. Using the number of synonymous substitutions
per synonymous site (KS) of a duplicate pair as a proxy for the time since duplica-
tion, Lynch and Conery (2000) assessed the birth and decay of gene duplicates in the
’continuous mode’ of small-scale duplications by fitting an exponential curve to the KS
distribution for newborn duplicates (KS < 0.25) in several organisms. However, they
did not take into account whole-genome duplications, and they did not study the age
distributions for different functional classes of duplicates. The former might be due
to the fact that the KS distributions used by Lynch and Conery (2000) were of limited
resolution, causing ancient genome duplications to be indiscernable or only partially
resolved. Another obstacle that hampers accurate modeling of duplication dynamics
based on KS-distributions is the growing uncertainty in the KS-versus-time relationship
with increasing time, whereby genome duplications do not appear as sharp peaks but as
distributions, widening with age and blurring into the continuous mode of small-scale
duplications.
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In chapter 5, we present an evolutionary model that addresses these issues and simu-
lates the population dynamics of duplicate genes in Arabidopsis for different functional
classes of genes, considering all three genome-wide duplication events and a continu-
ous mode of gene duplication. We use this model to assess the importance of different
duplication modes for the expansion of gene families involved in specific functions
or processes. The potential implications of our results for unraveling the ’abominable
mysteries’ in the evolution of angiosperms are discussed in 6. Finally, in chapter 7,
we study the divergence of gene expression following gene duplication in A. thaliana.
Generally, functional divergence of the gene duplicates is considered the only means to
save duplicate genes from pseudogenization. However, the classical population genet-
ics model, which assumes that a newly duplicated gene is selectively neutral, predicts
that most newly duplicated genes should become nonfunctional within a few million
years by accumulating deleterious mutations. Although the assumption of neutrality
to selection might not always hold, especially for regulatory genes, the observed rates
of duplicate preservation suggest that primary functional divergence occurs through a
mechanism other than divergence of the coding sequence. A potentially very fast way
to achieve functional divergence between duplicates is through subfunctionalization of
their gene expression patterns in time and/or in space, e.g. through relocation of a du-
plicated gene or a block of genes within the genome or through epigenetic changes,
both of which are known to occur soon after polyploid formation (Adams and Wendel,
2005a,b; Rodin et al., 2005). In addition to their relevance for explaining the retention
of duplicates, expression divergence mechanisms probably also play an important role
in the evolution of developmental patterns (evo-devo, see also the closing discussion in
chapter 8).
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Abstract
Recent analysis of complete eukaryotic genome sequences has revealed that gene du-
plication has been rampant. Moreover, next to a continuous mode of gene duplication,
in many eukaryotic organisms the complete genome has been duplicated in their evo-
lutionary past. Such large-scale gene duplication events have been associated with im-
portant evolutionary transitions or major leaps in development and adaptive radiations
of species. Here, we present an evolutionary model that simulates the duplication dy-
namics of genes, considering genome-wide duplication events and a continuous mode
of gene duplication. Modeling the evolution of the different functional categories of
genes assesses the importance of different duplication events for gene families involved
in specific functions or processes. By applying our model to the Arabidopsis genome,
for which there is compelling evidence for three whole-genome duplications, we show
that gene loss is strikingly different for large-scale and small-scale duplication events
and highly biased toward certain functional classes. We provide evidence that some
categories of genes were almost exclusively expanded through large-scale gene du-
plication events. In particular, we show that the three whole-genome duplications in
Arabidopsis have been directly responsible for > 90% of the increase in transcription
factors, signal transducers, and developmental genes in the last 350 million years. Our
evolutionary model is widely applicable and can be used to evaluate different assump-
tions regarding small- or large-scale gene duplication events in eukaryotic genomes.
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5.1 Introduction
Thirty-five years ago, Susumu Ohno (Ohno, 1970) outlined the potential role of gene
duplication as the driving force behind the evolution of increasingly complex organ-
isms. Recent analysis of complete eukaryotic genome sequences has revealed that gene
duplication has indeed been rampant (Lynch and Conery, 2000; Li et al., 2003; Lynch
and Conery, 2003). Furthermore, many eukaryotic organisms had their whole genome
duplicated, sometimes more than once (Wolfe, 2001; Van de Peer, 2004). In particu-
lar such large-scale gene duplication events have been considered of major importance
for evolution and increase in biological complexity (Ohno, 1970; Otto and Whitton,
2000; Wendel, 2000; Aburomia et al., 2003; Holland, 2003). Lynch and Conery (2000)
were among the first to investigate the overall degree of gene duplication and gene loss
in completely sequenced genomes. When the number of duplicated pairs of genes is
plotted against their age, inferred from the number of synonymous substitutions per
synonymous site (KS), the resulting age distributions exhibit a typical L shape, with
many recently duplicated genes and much fewer older duplicates. Based on these age
distributions, Lynch and Conery (2000) suggested a steady-state stochastic birth-death
model for the dynamics of duplicate populations, from which they inferred the over-
all rate of gene duplication and gene loss. However, the gene birth and death model
proposed by Lynch and Conery (2000) does not take into account larger-scale gene
duplication events, such as paleopolyploidy events.
Here, we propose a generally applicable evolutionary model that simulates the birth and
death of genes based on observed age distributions of duplicates, considering small-
scale, continuously occurring local duplication events (hereafter referred to as 0R) and
duplication events affecting the whole genome. In the present study, this model is ap-
plied to the Arabidopsis genome. There is compelling evidence based on the identifica-
tion and delineation of intergenomic homology and phylogenetics that the Arabidopsis
genome has been duplicated three times (events hereafter referred to as 1R, 2R, and 3R)
during the last ≈ 350 million years (Vision et al., 2000; Simillion et al., 2002; Blanc
et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003). Because Arabidopsis has undergone several well
documented rounds of genome duplication, it is an ideal model system to study gene
retention that occurs after ancient polyploidy events versus small-scale gene duplica-
tion events. Furthermore, by applying this computational model to different functional
categories of genes, we can assess the importance of different gene duplication events
for the evolution of specific gene functions or biological processes and pathways.
The aims of our study were fivefold: (i) to develop an evolutionary model that can take
into account whole-genome duplication events in addition to the continuous mode of
duplication, (ii) to use this model to investigate whether there is a difference in gene
loss for genes created during small-scale (continuous) or large-scale (global) duplica-
tion events, (iii) to investigate whether duplicated genes indeed form a functionally
biased set in small-scale and large-scale gene duplication events, (iv) to investigate
whether gene decay and gene retention were similar for the successive whole-genome
duplication events in Arabidopsis, and (v) to infer the number of Arabidopsis genes
before the gene and genome duplication events considered in the present study.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Identification of paralogs
An all-against-all protein sequence similarity search was performed by using BLASTP
(with an E-value cut off of E-10) (Altschul et al., 1990). Sequences alignable over a
length of 150 amino acids with an identity score of 30% were defined as paralogs, ac-
cording to Li et al. (2001). Gene families were built through single-linkage clustering.
5.2.2 Dating of paralogous gene pairs
Synonymous substitutions do not result in amino acid replacements and are, in general,
not under selection. Consequently, the rate of fixation of these substitutions is expected
to be relatively constant in different protein coding genes and, therefore, to reflect the
overall mutation rate. As a result, the fraction of synonymous substitutions per synony-
mous site (KS) is used to estimate the time of duplication between two sequences. All
pairwise alignments of the paralogous nucleotide sequences belonging to a gene fam-
ily were made by using CLUSTALW (Thompson et al., 1994), with the corresponding
protein sequences as alignment guides. Gaps and adjacent divergent positions in the
alignments were removed. KS estimates were obtained with the CODEML program
(Goldman and Yang, 1994) of the PAML package (Yang, 1997). Codon frequencies
were calculated from the average nucleotide frequencies at the three codon positions
(F3 x 4), whereas a constant KN/KS (nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous
site over synonymous substitutions per synonymous site, reflecting selection pressure)
was assumed (codon model 0) for every pairwise comparison. Calculations were re-
peated five times to avoid incorrect KS estimations because of suboptimal local max-
ima.
5.2.3 Building age distributions of duplicated genes in Arabidopsis
Only gene pairs with a KS estimate of < 5 were considered for further evaluation. Large
gene families were subdivided into subfamilies for which KS values between genes did
not exceed a value of 5. A gene family of n members originates from n− 1 retained
single gene duplications, whereas the number of possible pairwise comparisons (KS
measurements) within a gene family is [n(n−1)]/2. To correct for the redundancy of
KS values when building the age distribution for duplicated genes, we use an approach
similar to that adopted by Blanc and Wolfe (2004b). More specifically, we constructed
tentative phylogenetic trees for each gene family with an average linkage clustering
algorithm using KS as a distance measure. Starting from each gene as a separate clus-
ter, the two clusters with the lowest mean inter-cluster KS value (i.e. the mean of all
observed KS values between two clusters) were iteratively merged. The splits in the
resulting average linkage tree represent the n−1 retained duplication events. For each
split, the m KS measurements between the two merged gene clusters were added to the
KS distribution with a weight 1/m. In other words, all KS estimates for a particular
duplication event were added to the KS distribution, while the total weight of a single
duplication event sums up to one.
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5.2.4 Functional classification of the paranome
In order to investigate the relative impact of small-scale and large-scale gene dupli-
cations on different functional categories of genes in Arabidopsis, we subdivided the
global KS distribution according to the Gene Ontology (GO) annotation, which pro-
vides a standardized and hierarchical vocabulary to describe the function of genes
(Ashburner et al., 2000). The GO annotation for Arabidopsis thaliana was downloaded
from The Arabidopsis Information Resource (www.arabidopsis.org; version April 10,
2004) and remapped to the plant specific GO Slim ontology (www.geneontology.org)
(Ashburner et al., 2000). In the GO Slim ontology, categories close to the leaves of the
GO hierarchy are mapped onto the more general parental categories. As such, these
GO Slim categories generally contain enough duplicated genes to construct reliable
KS distributions and to model their duplication history. A few extra subdivisions were
added to the GO Slim ’structural molecule activity’ and ’transporter activity’ categories
(see Figure 5.1). Genes mapped to a particular GO Slim category were also explicitly
included into all parental categories. Individual gene families were included in one or
more KS distributions depending on their GO Slim annotation.
A visual representation of the KS distributions for the various functional classes mapped
onto the GO Slim hierarchy can be found in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. To assign a given gene
family to a certain GO Slim class, a threshold was used that is expressed as a percent-
age of genes in the family assigned to that class. Using no threshold, meaning that a
gene family is included in the KS distribution of a GO Slim class as soon as one gene is
assigned to that class, would be unacceptable because of the high false-positive rate in
the GO annotations. Although the GO annotation for Arabidopsis genes has recently
been improved considerably (Berardini et al., 2004), it still contains errors (false posi-
tives) while for many genes the annotation is missing or incomplete (false negatives).
On the other hand, a high threshold would discard too many families with incomplete
annotations, leading to sparser distributions and lower sensitivity. A threshold of 40%,
for example, would already require two genes in a family of three to be annotated to
some category, a number that is hard to reach given the current status of GO anno-
tation and knowledge about gene function in Arabidopsis, especially for Biological
Process categories. To determine the robustness of the GO class-specific KS distribu-
tions against threshold variations, we compared three thresholds, namely 10%, 20%,
and 30% (see Figure 5.3). As can be observed, GO Molecular Function categories tend
to be relatively indifferent to threshold changes (see Figure 5.3C), reflecting the fact
that most genes in a family are, often electronically, annotated to the same Molecu-
lar Function. The same holds true for general Biological Process categories, such as
metabolism (see Figure 5.3A). For more specific Biological Process categories, such
as development, the distribution degrades more quickly when the threshold is raised,
although the shape of the distribution, which is our main concern, is largely preserved
(see Figure 5.3B).
Individual gene family KS distributions were only added to a particular GO Slim cate-
gory KS distribution if > 20% of the genes in the family were annotated to that category
(see Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). However, our results are qualitatively independent of the
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exact threshold choice. GO Slim categories containing > 50 retained duplicates (i.e.,
very sparse distributions) were a priori discarded as candidates for further modeling.
After modeling, some other categories were removed for interpretation and discussion
because of low confidence parameter estimates (see below).
5.2.5 Estimation of the number of ancestral genes G0
For each GO Slim class, the number of ancestral genes G0 existing at time point KS = 5
was estimated as follows. Each gene family (i.e. subfamily where KS measurements
between genes do not exceed 5) in the GO Slim category KS distribution is the progeny
of a single ancestor gene that existed at KS = 5, which sets the ancestor count at the
number of gene families included in the GO Slim distribution. To this number, we
added the number of singletons (i.e. genes that did not retain any duplicates after
KS = 5) annotated to the GO Slim class to get the final estimate of G0 (see Table B.1).
5.2.6 Population dynamics model for duplicate genes in Arabidop-
sis
Our model simulates the dynamics of a population of duplicated genes, as reflected by
their KS age distribution, in 50 time steps, each time step corresponding to an average
KS interval of 0.1 (see Figure 5.4). This sampling rate gives us sufficiently high resolu-
tion with respect to the features that we want to model while keeping the computational
cost minimal. The principal equations of the model are summarized below.
D0(1, t) = ν
[ ∞
∑
x′=1
Dtot(x′, t−1)+G0
]
Di(1, t) =
[ ∞
∑
x′=1
Dtot(x′, t−1)+G0
]
δ (t, ti) for i = 1,2,3
Di(x, t) = Di(x−1, t−1)
( x
x−1
)−αi
for x > 1 and i = 0,1,2,3
Dtot(x, t) = ∑
i
Di(x, t) (5.1)
In this set of equations, Di(x, t) stands for the number of retained duplicates in the i-th
duplication mode (i = 0 for the continuous mode, i = 1,2,3 for 1R, 2R and 3R, respec-
tively) having an age x (measured in 0.1 synonymous substitutions per synonymous
site equivalents, see Results and Discussion) at time step t in the simulation. Dtot(x, t)
is the total number of duplicates of age x at time step t, which is fed back to time step
t +1. G0 represents the number of ancestral genes at KS = 5 (see section 5.2.5).
The first equation describes the birth of duplicates in the continuous mode at a birth
rate of ν duplicates per gene and per time step. Because the birth rate is assumed to be
the same for all GO categories, ν was estimated once from the category with the high-
est resolution, namely the whole-paranome category (see Results and Discussion). The
same birth rate was then used throughout all simulations for all functional categories,
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Figure S1. KS age distributions for the Molecular Function categories. The topology of the 
Molecular Function GO Slim for plants is shown, as laid out by Cytoscape [3]. Histograms in blue 
show the KS age distributions for each function category, with the axes defined as in Fig. 1 (see 
article). Categories with less than 50 retained duplicates or with more than 2 low confidence 
parameter estimates, which are not used for further analyses are indicated in grey (see article 
text for more details). 
Figure 5.1: KS age distributions for the Molecular Function categories. The topology of the
Molecular Function GO Slim for plants is shown, as laid out by Cytoscape (Shann n et al.,
2003). Extra subdivisions (not in GO Slim) were added to the ’structural molecule activity’ and
’transporter activity’ categories. Histograms in blue show the KS age distributions for each func-
tion category, with the axes defined as in Figure 5.4. Categories with < 50 retained duplicates
or with > 2 low-confidence parameter estimates, which are not used for further analyses, are
indicated in gray (see main text for more details).
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Figure S2. KS age distributions for the Biological Process categories. The topology of the 
Biological Process GO Slim for plants is shown, as laid out by Cytoscape [3]. Histograms in blue 
show the KS age distributions for each process category, with the axes defined as in Fig. 1 (see 
article). Categories with less than 50 retained duplicates or with more than 2 low confidence 
parameter estimates, which are not used for further analyses, are indicated in grey (see article 
text for more details). 
 
 
Figure 5.2: KS age distributions for the Biological Process categories. The topology of the Bi-
ological Process GO Slim for plants is shown, as laid out by Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003).
Histograms in blue show the KS age distributions for each function category, with the axes de-
fined as in Figure 5.4. Categories with < 50 retained duplicates or with > 2 low-confidence
parameter estimates, which are not used for further analyses, are indicated in gray (see main text
for more details).
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Figure 5.3: KS distributions for different Gene Ontology (GO) classes based on different thresh-
olds for assigning gene families to functional categories. (A) KS distribution for the metabolism
GO category. (B) More specific Biological Process categories, such as the ’development’ cate-
gory, with larger variations in their KS distribution for different thresholds. (C) KS distribution
for the transcription factor activity GO category.
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Figure 5.4: Age distribution of the Arabidopsis paranome based on KS values. 1R, 2R, and
3R refer to the three genome-wide duplication events that have occurred in Arabidopsis or its
predecessors (Simillion et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003)
reducing the number of parameters that need to be optimized by one. The second equa-
tion models the discrete (hence the δ function) large-scale duplication events at time
steps ti. The third equation models the loss of duplicates from one time step to the next,
with power-law decay constants αi. The last equation ensures the coupling between all
duplication modes.
The equations 5.1 are recursively evaluated 50 times in the course of a single simula-
tion. The resulting distribution Dtot(x,50) is the simulated present-day age distribution
of the duplicate population for a given choice of parameters αi, which are the parame-
ters to be optimized.
5.2.7 Age versus KS distributions
Dtot(x,50) is an age distribution featuring discrete large-scale duplication peaks as op-
posed to the relatively wide peaks observed in the KS distributions. In order to fit our
model to the observations, the simulated age distribution needs to be converted to a
KS distribution, which implies that we have to consider the processes that cause the
growing uncertainty in KS as a function of age.
The basic process responsible for peak broadening in KS spectra is the process of syn-
onymous substitution, used to infer KS values from sequence data. A given site has a
particular probability per unit of time of undergoing a synonymous substitution (Zuck-
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erkandl and Pauling, 1965; Jukes and Cantor, 1969). For example, in an ensemble
of sequence pairs with say L completely unrestricted synonymous sites, the number
of synonymous substitutions after any given length of time λ (measured in KS time
equivalents, see below) will be Poisson-distributed with mean λL and standard devi-
ation
√
λL. Consequently, the corresponding KS distribution will be a scaled Poisson
distribution with mean λ and standard deviation
√
λ/L. As the peak width varies with
the length of the sequences, the distribution of KS values for a set of sequence pairs of
varying length will be a superposition of several such scaled Poisson distributions.
Furthermore, factors that impose selective constraints on synonymous sites increase
the basic peak width by lowering the ’effective number’ L of synonymous sites (Li,
1997). For example, sites which are only twofold degenerate are effectively counted
as one-third of a synonymous site in the calculation of KS values (Li, 1997). Other
important factors influencing the effective number of synonymous sites include, but
are not limited to, codon bias and RNA secondary structure constraints. Peak widening
is also enhanced by errors in KS measurement and correction for multiple substitutions.
It is virtually impossible to take into account the influence of all these factors in detail.
Instead, we found that, phenomenologically, the KS distribution of sequence pairs of
age λ (measured in KS time equivalents) can be approximated by a scaled Poisson
distribution with mean λ and standard deviation
√
λ/10 , suggesting that the number
of effective synonymous sites in an average Arabidopsis gene is only of the order of 10
(neglecting the effect of measurement errors). Note that when λ is measured in 0.1 KS
time equivalent units instead of KS time equivalents (which boils down to multiplying
the above values for mean and standard deviation by 10 and substituting 10λ by λ ), the
scaled Poisson distribution reduces to a Poisson distribution with mean λ and stardard
deviation
√
λ . Thus, the modeled age distribution of retained duplicates Dtot(x,50) is
converted to a KS distribution by Poisson distributing the duplicate count of each age
bin:
D′(x,~α) =
∞
∑
λ=1
Dtot(λ ,50)
λ xe−λ
x!
(5.2)
where x is the KS bin, λ is the age bin, D(λ ,50) is the modeled age-distribution after
50 time steps and D′(x,~α) is the corresponding model KS distribution after Poisson
smoothing, with decay parameters ~α = (α0,α1,α2,α3). The net effect is a broadening
of discrete peaks in the modeled age spectra, increasing with age, as observed in the
initially obtained KS distributions (see Figure 5.4).
5.2.8 Parameter optimization strategy
The model parameters ~α are optimized to give the best possible fit of D′(x,~α) to the
observed KS distribution. A classic Monte Carlo Simulated Annealing optimization
strategy was used with an exponential temperature decay (Metropolis and Ulam, 1949;
Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). Starting from an initial (random) guess for the parameters
~α , random steps are taken in parameter space. In practice, a step size of 0.05 was
employed. A step is accepted if
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rand(1)< e−∆χ2/kT (5.3)
with rand(1) a random number drawn uniformly from the interval [0,1], ∆χ2 the change
in optimization potential and kT the simulated annealing parameter (kinetic energy
scale at temperature T ), which gradually decreases over four orders of magnitude (from
kT = 10 to kT = 0.001) during the course of the optimization, according to the expo-
nential scheme kTi = 0.995kTi−1. The optimization potential is defined by the reduced
χ2 (goodness-of-fit) statistic
χ2(~α) =
50
∑
x=1
[F(x)−D′(x,~α)
σ(x)
]2/
46 (5.4)
where ~α = (α0,α1,α2,α3) is the vector of parameter estimates, x the KS bin, F(x) the
observed KS distribution, D′(x,~α) the simulated KS distribution with parameters~α , and
σ(x) the standard deviation for bin x. The χ2 values are divided by a normalization
factor (46) defined by the number of error degrees of freedom (50) minus the number
of free parameters in the model (4 α’s). Good fits should have reduced χ2 values in the
order of magnitude of 1. The standard deviations σ(x) were estimated by constructing
a cubic smoothing spline S(x) to the observed KS distribution F(x), with a smoothing
parameter of 0.3 (csaps function in MATLAB Spline Toolbox). σ(x) is then approxi-
mated by
√
S(x) (Figure 5.5).
The times of occurrence ti of the whole-genome duplications in Equations 5.1, esti-
mated through simulations of the duplication history of the whole paranome (see Re-
sults and Discussion), were allowed to deviate slightly (±1 time step) during the course
of a single simulation. In other words, we used a tolerance of ±1 time step on the age
of the whole-genome duplications. This improved the ability of our model to fit the
large-scale duplication peaks for different classes as well as the performance of our
optimization procedure (better convergence towards global minimum, improved abil-
ity to overcome local minima). The parameters αi were optimized 10 times for each
functional category in order to monitor the convergence of the parameter estimates.
Confidence intervals for the parameters were calculated based on the covariance ma-
trix for the best fit (see Appendix B and Table B.3). GO Slim categories with more than
two low-confidence parameter estimates were discarded in all further analyses (colored
gray in Figures 5.1 and 5.2; see also Table B.3).
5.3 Results and Discussion
The age distribution of all duplicated genes of Arabidopsis, including all 3,472 gene
families (see Table B.1), clearly shows two peaks or waves (Figure 5.4), of which the
youngest can be attributed to the youngest duplication event (Simillion et al., 2002;
Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003), whereas the second wave corresponds to the
two older genome duplications (Simillion et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003) that have
become almost indistinguishable (see below). In previous studies, the second wave
had been missing mainly either because large multigene families had been excluded
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from the analyses (Lynch and Conery, 2000) or because only small KS values had been
considered (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004b). As shown earlier, many of the genes in these
waves lie in so-called paralogons, i.e., intragenomic homologous segments (Simillion
et al., 2002; Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003). However, many duplicates that
originated from large-scale duplication events are found outside those paralogons, par-
ticularly for the older genome duplication events, because of gene translocation events.
These duplicates were largely ignored in previous studies (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a;
Seoighe and Gehring, 2004) because they cannot be distinguished from duplicates gen-
erated in the continuous mode. In our model, this problem is circumvented by simulat-
ing, rather than enumerating, the number of duplicates generated in each duplication
mode, regardless of whether they belong to paralogons.
5.3.1 The functional landscape of the Arabidopsis paranome
To investigate the relative impact of small-scale and large-scale gene duplications on
different functional categories of genes in Arabidopsis, we subdivided the global KS
distribution according to the GO Slim ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000). Based on
the current status of the GO annotations and on the robustness of the age distributions
for different thresholds (see Methods and Figure 5.3), we chose to add individual gene
families to a particular GO Slim category distribution if > 20% of the genes in the fam-
ily were assigned to that category. Despite using a 20% threshold for individual gene
families, the minimum overall percentage of genes in a GO Slim class distribution that
are annotated accordingly in GO is 58% (for the ’carbohydrate binding’ category) (see
Table B.1).
We do recognize the risk of assigning gene families to a particular GO Slim function
or process that are only partially involved in that function or process. Although we
found no direct evidence of such cases, the KS distribution for, e.g., the ’response to
abiotic stimulus’ category should be considered as the KS distribution for gene families
that during their history have been important in the evolution of the response to abiotic
stimulus rather than the distribution for duplicate genes involved in the response to
abiotic stimulus sensu stricto. The size of the gene families, the total number of genes
ascribed to a functional category based on these gene families, the proportion of those
genes directly annotated by GO to that functional category, and the number of retained
duplicates and the estimated number of ancestral genes for that functional category can
be found in Table B.1.
5.3.2 Modeling gene and genome duplications
To quantify the differences in KS distribution between the GO categories, a population
dynamics model was developed that is able to accurately simulate the observed KS dis-
tributions and characterize them in terms of only a few parameters. The simulation
starts at time step 1 (5.0 KS time equivalents ago) from a number of ancestral genes
G0 (see Table B.1) and evolves this ancestral genome to the present-day size by gene
duplication and gene loss, thereby creating a simulated KS distribution. Four distinct
modes of gene duplication are included, namely a continuous mode of small-scale gene
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Figure 5.5: Deviation (blue) of the measured number of retained duplicates F(x) from the spline
S(x) in comparison with±2√S(x) (red), corresponding with the estimated 95% error confidence
interval.
duplication (0R) and three large-scale duplication modes (1R, 2R, and 3R). The dupli-
cates created during the whole-genome duplication events and the continuous mode
of duplication are lost with mode-specific time-dependent decay rates αi/t (i = 1 for
1R, i = 2 for 2R, and i = 3 for 3R) and α0/t (0R), respectively. The model itself is
described in more detail in the Methods section, but the principal assumptions and po-
tential shortcomings of our model will be considered here.
The calibration of time since duplication versus KS by means of estimating an aver-
age rate of synonymous substitution (number of synonymous substitutions per site per
million years) is highly controversial. For example, Lynch and Conery (2000) and
Koch et al. (2000) propose quite different rates of synonymous substitution in dicots.
Moreover, the synonymous substitution rate can probably not be assumed constant
over physical time at an evolutionary time scale (Seo et al., 2004), making any linear
relationship between KS and time suspect. Therefore, all calculations were performed
based on KS time equivalents without explicit conversion to real time, and time since
duplication is expressed in KS-based time throughout this chapter. A KS time equiva-
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lent is defined as the time needed to produce an average KS difference of 1. Working in
KS-based time also solves some other issues related to modeling duplication dynamics.
For instance, it allowed us to assume a constant birth rate ν of duplicates in the con-
tinuous mode of small-scale duplications (0R). Similar to the synonymous substitution
rate, the birth rate of small-scale duplicates can not be assumed constant over physical
time. ν might depend for example on the generation time of the ancestors of Arabidop-
sis in the course of evolution. However, when measuring time in KS time equivalents,
the effect of generation time on the birth rate of new duplicates is largely cancelled
out, because KS and ν depend on the generation time in the same fashion. Of course,
this does not validate our constant birth rate assumption entirely, because other factors
(e.g. effective population size) could influence the birth rate of new duplicates and the
rate of synonymous substitution in different ways. The validity of the constant birth
rate assumption can to a certain extent be assessed from the modeling results. Local
fluctuations of the birth rate ν with time are averaged out over longer time periods, but
systematic deviations from a constant birth rate (e.g., systematic increase of birth rate
with KS-based time) or prolonged time periods with a significantly altered birth rate
would be reflected by the inability of our model to reproduce the observed KS distri-
bution. In our case, it proved to be unnecessary to make more elaborate assumptions
(Occam’s razor). The average birth rate ν of new duplicates was estimated to be 0.03
per gene and per 0.1 KS time equivalent based on optimization of the model fit to the
whole paranome KS distribution for several values of ν (Figure 5.6). Our estimate is
about twice as high as the one proposed by Lynch and Conery (2001).
On top of the continuous duplication mode, we have modeled three whole-genome
duplications occurring at time steps ti = 20,31, and 44 in the simulation (respectively
3.1, 2.0, and 0.7 KS time equivalents ago). These values correspond to the three previ-
ously described large-scale duplication events in the evolutionary past of Arabidopsis
(Simillion et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003). The times of occurrence ti of the dif-
ferent whole-genome duplications were estimated through optimizing the model fit of
the ’whole paranome’ KS distribution as a function of varying ti. The resulting esti-
mates were subsequently used throughout the simulations for all GO Slim categories.
A model based on only two large-scale duplications, assuming that 1R did not take
place, gave considerably worse fits (Figures 5.7A and B), again providing evidence
that three large-scale duplications have, indeed, occurred in the evolutionary past of
Arabidopsis. The model is able to compensate in part for the lack of genes created
by 1R by increasing the retention of duplicates in the continuous mode (lower decay
parameters α0), especially for GO categories with moderate to low retention after 1R,
such as the ’whole paranome’ category. However, categories with a high retention sub-
sequent to 1R, such as ’development’, show pronounced bias in the residuals. We also
assumed that the three large-scale duplication events were complete genome duplica-
tions. Although for the youngest event there is substantial evidence that at least 80%
of the genome was duplicated (Simillion et al., 2002; Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al.,
2003), it is very difficult to assess whether the older large-scale duplication events
were also genome-wide. The validity of our assumption can, at least to some extent,
be examined by modeling alternative assumptions. For example, if we assume that the
second large-scale event (2R) only affected half of the genome, the effects thereof will
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Figure 5.6: Optimal birth rate ν of duplicates in the continuous mode estimated by optimizing
α parameters for the whole paranome for a range of fixed ν values and assessing the best model
fit for each ν value by means of the minimal ’goodness-of-fit’ χ2. The minimum χ2 is minimal
at ν ≈ 0.03. This estimate was used throughout the simulations.
propagate to later time points (smaller KS), by means of the coupling of all duplication
modes. More specifically, the continuous mode of duplication will then have acted on
considerably less genetic material right after 2R, resulting in the inability of the model
to reproduce the duplicate count observed in the actual KS distribution between KS =
1.0 and 2.0, after 2R (Figure 5.7C). This effect is more pronounced for GO categories
with a low decay rate (or high retention) in the continuous mode. The 2R peak itself
(KS = 2.0) is still fitted reasonably well by lowering the 2R decay parameter α2.
As mentioned above, the duplicates created during the whole-genome duplication events
and the continuous mode of duplication are lost with mode-specific time-dependent
decay rates αi/t. A decay rate αi/t leads to a decay of the power-law form: Di(t) =
Di(0)t−αi , where Di(t) represents the number of duplicates in the ith duplication mode
after a time t. Compared to an exponential decay with a constant decay rate αi , as sug-
gested by Lynch and Conery (2000), a power-law decay exhibits a flattened tail. We
observed that an exponential decay model could not adequately reproduce the observed
KS distributions, in particular for high KS values (Figure 5.7D). Also, decay parameters
αi obtained with the exponential model steadily increase with the decreasing age of
the duplication mode (α1 < α2 < α3 < α0), which cannot be biologically motivated.
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Figure 5.7: Optimal fits and parameters (Upper) and residual errors (Lower) for the ’whole para-
nome’ and ’development’ GO categories, simulated under various model assumptions. (Upper)
The green curves show the observed KS distributions, and the blue curves represent the simulated
KS distributions. (Lower) The residual error is defined as the difference between the observed
and the simulated distributions. Biased residual errors, meaning that they are consistently posi-
tive or negative for prolonged KS intervals, hint at unrealistic model assumptions. (A) Model fits
under the assumption that there were three whole-genome duplications and that gene decay fol-
lows a power law. The residual errors show very little bias. (B) Model fits under the assumption
that 1R did not occur. (C) Model fits under the assumption that 2R was partial and involved only
50% of the genome. (D) Model fits under the assumption that the number of retained duplicates
decays exponentially.
Indeed, a constant decay rate is unrealistic from a biological viewpoint. If duplicates
have been retained for a longer time, it is more probable that they confer added value or
fitness to the organism, which reduces their chance of being lost (Long and Thornton,
2001). In other words, the decay rate should asymptotically tend to zero for increasing
time since duplication. This scheme allows for rapid initial gene loss that gradually
evolves toward a preferential retention of older duplicates under selective constraints.
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5.3.3 Small-scale versus large-scale duplications and biased reten-
tion of duplicates
Gene decay rates were estimated by the model through fitting of the age distributions
drawn for the different functional categories (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Figure 5.8 shows
examples of the four different decay parameters, namely those for 0R, 1R, 2R, and
3R, for some specific GO classes, such as transcription, development, and secondary
metabolism. A table with the decay parameters for other functional categories and for
confidence values for these parameters can be found in Table B.3. A clustered color
representation of gene decay is shown in Figure 5.9 for all GO classes that could be
modeled adequately (evaluated based on confidence intervals; see Methods and Table
B.3).
One of the most striking observations is that, for many functional categories, gene
decay rates differ considerably for genes created during large-scale (1R, 2R, or 3R)
and small-scale (0R) duplication events. As a matter of fact, for a majority of GO
Slim categories, an almost opposite picture is obtained for genes created during whole-
genome or small-scale duplication events. Probably most prominently, gene decay is
low for genes involved in kinase activity, transcription, protein binding and modifica-
tion, and signal transduction pathways when created in large-scale gene duplication
events, whereas gene decay is very high for such genes when created by individual,
small-scale duplication events (Figure 5.9). Accordingly, Blanc and Wolfe (2004a),
considering only the most recent polyploidy event in Arabidopsis, also observed a
high retention of genes with regulatory functions, such as transcription factors, kinases,
phosphatases, and calcium-binding proteins. Seoighe and Gehring (2004) also found
that genes involved in transcription regulation and signal transduction had a signifi-
cantly higher survivability after genome duplication than other functional categories.
Rapid loss of these duplicated genes after small-scale gene duplication events may be
explained by the fact that regulatory genes involved in signal transduction and tran-
scription tend to show a high dosage effect in multicellular eukaryotes (Birchler et al.,
2001). That transcription factors and kinases are often active as protein complexes and
need to be present in stoichiometric quantities for their correct functioning is congru-
ent with their high retention rate after whole-genome duplication events in contrast to
small-scale duplication events (Krylov et al., 2003; Papp et al., 2003).
On the other hand, genes belonging to other functional categories show a markedly dif-
ferent behavior and are retained in excess after large-scale and small-scale duplication
events. Examples are genes involved in secondary metabolism and response to biotic
stimulus. Because plants are sessile organisms, secondary metabolite pathways and
genes governing the response to biotic stimulus have been crucial to develop survival
strategies against herbivores, insects, snails, and plant pathogens (Chen et al., 2003).
The low decay rate of these genes in small- and large-scale duplication modes (Figure
5.9) furthers the evidence that secondary metabolites represent important adaptive traits
that are heavily selected for during evolution to protect plants against a wide variety of
enemies imposing a constant need for adaptation. Genes involved in conserved biolog-
ical processes are generally little retained (Figure 5.9). Examples are DNA metabolism
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Figure 5.8: Observed (blue line) versus simulated (green and yellow surface areas) KS distrib-
utions for some GO classes discussed in the text. The parameters in the upper right corners of
each graph specify the simulated decay rates for the continuous mode of gene duplication (α0)
and for the whole-genome duplications 1R (α1), 2R (α2), and 3R (α3) and their confidence in-
tervals (Table B.3). The colored areas show the simulated fraction of retained duplicates created
by each duplication mode as a function of KS.
Figure 5.9: (Opposite page) Clustered color representation of the decay parameters for all du-
plication modes and GO Slim categories. Light blue corresponds to high gene decay or low
retention, and bright yellow corresponds to low decay or high gene retention. The numerical
values and confidence intervals of the decay parameters can be found in Appendix B. The de-
cay parameter of 0.70 (black) was chosen to match the continuous-mode decay for the whole
paranome. P denotes the Biological Process categories, and F denotes the Molecular Function
categories.
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1R 2R 3R 0R
(P) cell cycle
(P) cell proliferation
(P) morphogenesis
(P) regulation of gene expression, epigenetic
(P) reproduction
(P) organismal physiological process
(P) cell differentiation
(P) energy pathways
(F) kinase activity
(P) signal transduction
(F) transferase activity
(F) carbohydrate binding
(P) cell communication
(F) transporter activity
(F) enzyme regulator activity
(P) protein modification
(F) channel/pore class transporter activity
(F) ion transporter activity
(F) transcription factor activity
(P) cellular process
(F) protein binding
(F) carrier activity
(P) cell growth and/or maintenance
(P) transport
(P) transcription
(F) transcription regulator activity
(F) DNA binding
(P) nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism
(F) electron transporter activity
(P) flower development
(P) post-embryonic development
(P) development
(F) chaperone activity
(F) nuclease activity
(P) DNAmetabolism
(F) RNA binding
(F) nucleic acid binding
whole paranome
(P) response to endogenous stimulus
(P) protein biosynthesis
(P) macromolecule biosynthesis
(P) cell organization and biogenesis
(F) binding
(P) cellular physiological process
(F) catalytic activity
(F) nucleotide binding
(P) physiological process
(P) biosynthesis
(F) signal transducer activity
(P) electron transport
(P) protein metabolism
(P) metabolism
(P) amino acid and derivative metabolism
(P) response to stress
(P) lipid metabolism
(P) response to stimulus
(P) response to external stimulus
(F) hydrolase activity
(P) catabolism
(P) response to abiotic stimulus
(P) carbohydrate metabolism
(F) hydrolase activity, acting on ester bonds
(P) response to biotic stimulus
(P) secondary metabolism
(F) oxygen binding
(F) structural constituent of ribosome
(F) structural molecule activity
(F) receptor activity
(F) lipid binding
(P) death
(P) cell death
0.7>1.0 <0.4
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genes (which includes DNA repair, DNA replication, and DNA recombination), ribo-
somal genes (except for 3R), nucleases, RNA binding genes, and (to a lesser extent)
cell cycle genes and protein and macromolecule biosynthesis genes.
Our model also shows that gene decay is not the same for different whole-genome
duplication events, although the general trends are similar. For instance, gene decay
occurring after the youngest duplication event (3R) seems to be higher (Figure 5.9, blue
coloring in the whole paranome row at column 3R) and less biased toward functional
class (Figure 5.9, less deviation from the mean reflected by an overall darker coloring
in column 3R) than for 1R and 2R. In particular, genes encoding transcriptional regu-
lators and genes involved in development are better retained after the second genome
duplication event than after the other duplication events. This finding seems to be con-
gruent with what is known about the rise and early diversification of the angiosperms,
but this topic will be discussed in chapter 6.
The impact of small- and large-scale duplications on the expansion of specific func-
tional categories of genes becomes even clearer when we consider the actual numbers
of genes retained subsequent to 0R, 1R, 2R and 3R. Based on integration of the mode-
specific KS distributions (Figure 5.8, colored areas), we estimate that the three genome
duplication events are directly responsible for ≈ 90% of all transcription factors in
higher plants created in the last ≈ 350 million years (roughly corresponding to KS =
5.0 ; Table B.2). Similarly, we estimate that 1R, 2R, and 3R taken together account for
92% of all developmental genes and 99% of the kinases and genes involved in signal
transduction created since the time corresponding with a KS value of 5.0. For most
categories related to metabolism, stress response, or cell death, the percentage of large-
scale gene duplicates ranges from 50% to 70%, reflecting the fact that these categories
show relatively higher gene retention after small-scale gene duplication events.
From the simulation results, we can also infer the number of genes that was initially
created in each mode. We estimate that 17,193 duplicates were created by 1R, of
which 771 (or 4.4%) duplicates have been retained; 20,316 duplicates were created by
2R, of which 2,765 (13.6%) were retained; and 24,351 duplicates were created by 3R,
of which 3,947 (16.2%) duplicates have survived. In contrast, 0R created 33,182 du-
plicates in the last 350-400 million years and is responsible for 5,266 (15.8%) retained
duplicates (see Table B.2).
It is clear from these numbers that, although a considerable number of genes has been
retained after gene duplication, gene loss is by far the most likely fate of duplicate
genes. Overall, the three genome duplications in Arabidopsis have been directly re-
sponsible for≈ 59% of the total number of duplicates that have been retained during the
last ≈ 350 million years, which means that more than half of the Arabidopsis genome
expansion, from ≈ 14,800 genes in the ancestral genome at time point KS = 5.0 (G0
for the whole paranome in Table B.1) to ≈ 27,500 genes now (from GO; Table B.1),
is directly caused by genome duplications. Still, ≈ 40% of the genome expansion is
caused by gradual accumulation of small-scale gene duplicates.
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In conclusion, we have developed an evolutionary model that simulates the population
dynamics of duplicate genes created by small- and large-scale duplication events based
on their age distribution in a genome. One of the main advantages of our modeling
approach is that it provides a means to study gene retention occurring after genome
duplications without the need to attribute every gene to a particular duplication event.
Applying our model to the Arabidopsis genome shows that much of the genetic mater-
ial in extant plants, i.e., ≈ 60%, has been created by ancient genome duplication events.
More importantly, it seems that a major fraction of that material could have been re-
tained only because it was created through large-scale gene duplication events (Figures
5.8 and 5.9). In particular, transcription factors, signal transducers, and developmental
genes have been retained subsequent to large-scale gene duplication events, in partic-
ular, to the second genome duplication (2R), whereas the contribution of small-scale
gene duplications to the increase of regulatory and developmental genes has been very
limited. Because the divergence of regulatory genes is being considered necessary to
bring about phenotypic variation and increase in biological complexity, it is tempting
to conclude that such large-scale gene duplication events have indeed been of major
importance for evolution in general, as suggested by Ohno (1970), Otto and Whitton
(2000), Aburomia et al. (2003), Holland (2003) and Postlethwait et al. (2004).
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Abstract
Despite intensive research, little is known about the origin of the angiosperms and their
rise to ecological dominance during the Early Cretaceous. Based on whole-genome
analyses of Arabidopsis thaliana, there is compelling evidence that angiosperms un-
derwent two whole-genome duplication events early during their evolutionary history.
Recent studies have shown that these events were crucial for the creation of many
important developmental and regulatory genes found in extant angiosperm genomes.
Here, we argue that these ancient polyploidy events might have also had an important
role in the origin and diversification of the angiosperms.
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Glossary
Allopolyploidy: an allo(tetra)polyploid originates by the fusion of the
genomes of two different, but closely related, species.
Autopolyploidy: a polyploid in which all the chromosomes come from the
same species; i.e., a tetraploid is formed by the doubling of its own
genome.
Eudicots: a monophyletic clade that is strongly supported by molecular data
and by a single morphological synapomorphy, namely triaperturate
pollen (pollen with three grooves). This pollen type is distinct from
the uniaperturate pollen of basal dicots (other dicots that are not mono-
phyletic with the eudicots) and monocots. The eudicot clade contains
most of the flowering plants, outnumbering all other plant groups put
together.
Hybrid vigor: heterosis, the phenomenon whereby hybrid individuals dis-
play characteristics that exceed even the better of the two parents. Het-
erosis is produced by increased heterozygosity.
KS: the number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site. Because
synonymous substitutions do not result in amino-acid replacements, the
rate of fixation of these substitutions is expected to be relatively con-
stant in different protein-encoding genes, and to reflect the overall mu-
tation rate. The time of duplication (T ) between two sequences can then
be calculated as T = KS/2λ , where KS is the fraction of synonymous
substitutions per synonymous site, and λ is the mean rate of synony-
mous substitution.
Monocots: the number of cotyledons found in the embryo is the basis for
distinguishing the two classes of flowering plants, and is the source of
the names monocots and dicots. The cotyledons are the seed leaves
produced by the embryo and serve to absorb nutrients packaged in the
seed until the seedling is able to produce its first true leaves and begins
photosynthesizing. The monocots comprise approximately one-quarter
of all flowering plant species and include some of the largest and most
familiar groups of plants, such as lilies, orchids, agaves, palms and
grasses. Some monocots, such as corn, rice, wheat, and barley, are
among our most important food crops. Sugar cane, pineapples, dates,
bananas, and many of our familiar tropical fruits also come from mono-
cots.
Paranome: collection of all duplicated genes in a genome.
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Polyploid: a polyploid organism has more than two sets of chromosomes.
Stoichiometric quantities (of protein complex partners): quantities of
protein complex partners that reflect their relative abundance in the
complex.
6.1 The rise of the angiosperms
’An abominable mystery’ is how Charles Darwin referred to the rise and early diversi-
fication of the angiosperms (flowering plants), one of the greatest terrestrial radiations
that has resulted in > 250,000 species (Figure 6.1). Since then, plant biologists have
been studying the evolution of the angiosperms to understand their origin and their rise
to ecological dominance. However, in spite of much research and analyses of different
sources of data (e.g. fossil record and phylogenetic analyses using molecular and mor-
phological characters), the origin of the angiosperms remains unclear.
Angiosperms appear rather suddenly in the fossil record during the Jurassic [208-145
million years ago (Mya)], with no obvious ancestors for a period of 80-90 million years
before their appearance. Nevertheless, the existence during the Jurassic of all known
sister taxa to the angiosperms implies that the angiosperm lineage must have been es-
tablished by that time (Doyle and Donoghue, 1993). However, this ancestral lineage,
coined ’angiophytes’, is unlikely to be equivalent to angiosperms as known from the
Cretaceous (145 Mya) through to recent forms because it might have lacked many of
the characteristic angiosperm features (Wing and Boucher, 1998). It is presumed that
angiophytes went through a period of little diversification during the Late Triassic (220
Mya) and Jurassic, either because the diversity-enhancing features, such as flowers, of
the crown-group angiosperms had not yet evolved in stem angiophytes or because the
diversity among angiophytes was inhibited during the Jurassic by environmental con-
ditions or biotic interactions (Wing and Boucher, 1998).
Evidence from the history of other major clades of land plants, such as seed ferns,
suggests that the characteristic features of angiosperms were acquired sequentially
through time (Friis et al., 2005). The recent transitional-combinational theory of the
angiosperm origin suggests an evolution from Jurassic seed ferns through three funda-
mental transitions: (i) evolution of the carpel; (ii) emergence of double fertilization;
and (iii) origin of the flower (Stuessy, 2004). The extant (or modern) angiosperms did
not appear until the Early Cretaceous (145-125 Mya), when the final combination of
these three angiosperm features occurred, as supported by evidence from micro- and
macrofossils (Stuessy, 2004). This combination of features might have provided the
opportunity for explosive evolutionary diversification, especially in response to selec-
tion from insect pollinators and herbivores, accompanied by modifications in compati-
bility and breeding systems.
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Figure 6.1: Simplified view of the rise and diversification of the mosses, ferns, gymnosperms
and angiosperms, as inferred from fossil data (Crane et al., 2004; Friis et al., 2004). ’Basal
dicots’ refers to the primitive dicotyledons, such as the magnoliids, whereas (core) eudicots
refers to the monophyletic grouping of the other dicotyledonous plant families. The three whole-
genome duplication events (1R, 2R and 3R), for which evidence can be found in the Arabidopsis
genome, are also indicated.
The fossil record provides excellent evidence for this rapid diversification in floral form
during the earliest phases of recorded flowering plant history (Friedman et al., 2004).
Only 10-12 million years elapsed between the first fossil records (≈ 130 Mya) and clear
documentation of all of the major lines of flowering plants. This diversification of an-
giosperms occurred during a period (the Aptian, 125-112 Mya; Figure 6.1) when their
pollen and megafossils were rare components of terrestrial floras and species diversity
was low (Doyle and Donoghue, 1993; Crane et al., 1995). Angiosperm fossils show a
dramatic increase in diversity between the Albian (112-99.6 Mya) and the Cenomanian
(99.6-93.5 Mya) at a global scale (Crane and Lidgard, 1989; Lidgard and Crane, 1990;
Magallo´n et al., 1999; Crane et al., 2004) (Figure 6.1).
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The angiosperm radiation yielded species with new growth architectures and new eco-
logical roles. Early angiosperms had small flowers with a limited number of parts that
were probably pollinated by a variety of insect taxa but specialized for none. Accord-
ingly, Cenomanian flowers do not yet provide strong evidence for specialization of pol-
lination syndromes. However, by the Turonian (93.5-89.3 Mya), flowering plants had a
wide variety of features that are, in extant species, closely associated with several types
of specialized insect pollination and with high species diversity within angiosperm sub-
clades. The evolution of larger seed size in many angiosperm lineages during the early
Cenozoic (from 65 Mya) indicates that animal-mediated dispersal and shade-tolerant
life-history strategies had become common among angiosperms by this time (Wing and
Boucher, 1998).
In summary, fossils with affinities to diverse angiosperm lineages, including monocots,
are all found in Early Cretaceous floras (Crane and Lidgard, 1989; Friis et al., 2000;
Friedman et al., 2004); ≈ 42 of the 94 extant orders (44%) and ≈ 63 of the 439 extant
families (14%) of flowering plants occurred for the first time during the Cretaceous
(Wing and Boucher, 1998). However, the question remains why this was such a deci-
sive time in the evolution of plants. Here, we discuss why whole-genome duplication
events might have had a key role in the origin of angiosperms and their morphological
and ecological diversification.
6.2 Of polyploids and paleopolyploids
One of the most striking features of angiosperms is that many have experienced one or
more episodes of polyploidy (see Glossary) in their ancestry (Tate et al., 2005). Apart
from species that are currently polyploid, such as many crops, others are considered
to have paleopolyploid genomes. In 1996, when the sequencing of the flowering plant
Arabidopsis thaliana (Brassicaceae) genome began, this model plant, with its small
genome, was not expected to be an ancient polyploid. However, five years after the
release of its genome sequence (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), there is
compelling evidence that the Arabidopsis genome, or rather that of its ancestors, has
been duplicated three times (events referred to here as 1R, 2R and 3R) during the past
350 million years (Simillion et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003).
Although duplicated genes and genomes can provide the raw material for evolutionary
diversification and the functional divergence of duplicated genes might offer a selective
advantage to polyploids over a long time period, a beneficial effect of these duplica-
tions is assumed shortly after the duplication event. In other words, if a new genome
doubling is to survive long enough to exert its long-term evolutionary effects, it must
provide an immediate selective advantage that enables its establishment (Box 1; re-
viewed in Van de Peer and Meyer (2005)).
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Box 1: Polyploidy, adaptation and speciation
Genome duplication events double the amount of genetic material on which
evolution can work and the functional divergence of duplicated genes is
considered important for biological evolution and increases in biological
complexity (Ohno, 1970; Aburomia et al., 2003; Taylor and Raes, 2004).
However, apart from duplicated genes adopting novel functions, polyploidy
events can also contribute to evolution in other ways.
Polyploidy and hybrid vigor
Differences in phenotype between polyploids and their diploid progenitors
can be caused by increased variation in dosage-regulated gene expression
(Guo et al., 1996). By having a different number of alleles at a locus, poly-
ploid plants can differ from their diploid ancestors in overall gene expression
levels. For genes having allele-dosage effects, polyploidy increases the
potential variation in expression levels and can provide selective advantages
(Osborn et al., 2003). For instance, changes in enzyme levels can affect many
aspects of plant physiology, morphology and life history (Thompson et al.,
1997).
Because the combination of different genomes (or the increase in heterozy-
gosity) can lead to hybrid vigor, the newly formed polyploid can have
a selective advantage compared with closely related diploid organisms.
In accordance with Spring (2003), Rieseberg et al. (2003) suggest that
hybridization provides a mechanism for large and rapid adaptive transitions,
made possible by the genetic variation of hundreds or thousands of genes in
a single generation.
Polyploidy and sympatric speciation
Hybridization is a significant evolutionary force that creates opportunities for
adaptive evolution and speciation (Ehrendorfer, 1980; Arnold, 1997; Ram-
sey and Schemske, 1998). It is estimated that 2-4% of the speciation events
in flowering plants can be attributed to ploidy changes that have potentially
broad-scale effects on gene regulation and developmental processes, effects
that can produce immediate shifts in morphology, breeding system and eco-
logical tolerances (Otto and Whitton, 2000). Increased cell volume is one
of the most common and universal phenotypic effects of polyploidization
(e.g. Masterston (1994)). Changes in cell volume result in changes in sur-
face:volume ratios, which can alter the rate of metabolic processes. Con-
sequently, growth and developmental rates are often affected in polyploid
plants.
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Whereas, in general, developmental rates are lower for polyploid plants than
for their diploid progenitors, larger seed sizes can have an opposite effect on
the rate of (early) development and might affect the likelihood of establishing
seedlings in resource-limited environments. They might also result in niche
differentiation as a byproduct of polyploidization (Otto and Whitton, 2000).
Differences in vegetative traits, such as ecological tolerance (e.g. drought),
and susceptibility to arthropod infestation and fungal diseases, have been
documented between polyploid and diploid plants (Ramsey and Schemske,
1998; Otto and Whitton, 2000). In addition, several reproductive traits differ
significantly, such as the initiation and duration of flowering time, fertility,
self-compatibility, germination and the relative sizes and spatial relations of
floral organs. Again, polyploids that persist are likely to be able to inhabit
niches that are different from those of their diploid progenitors, which can
then result in speciation (Otto and Whitton, 2000).
Polyploidy and allopatric speciation
As well as its role in sympatric speciation, polyploidy can also have a role in
allopatric speciation. Based on isozyme studies, Werth and Windham (Werth
and Windham, 1991) developed a model in which the reciprocal silencing of
genes in geographically separated populations promotes speciation, an idea
that was revived in a model called ’divergent resolution’ (Lynch and Force,
2000). In this model, the loss or silencing of gene duplicates was postulated
to be more important for the evolution of species diversity than was the ac-
quisition of new functions by duplicated genes. Divergent resolution occurs
in allopatric populations when different copies of duplicated genes are lost
from different chromosomes, thereby creating genetic barriers to reproduc-
tion (Lynch and Force, 2000; Taylor et al., 2001).
6.3 The fate of duplicated genes
Ancient polyploidy events might have directly influenced the increase in the number
of plant species and plant complexity observed since the Early Cretaceous (Box 1;
Figure 6.1). However, other factors, such as expansion and functional diversification
of specific gene families following a polyploidy event, are likely to have been more
influential and could explain, at least in part, the origin and fast diversification of an-
giosperm lineages.
Several authors have provided evidence that gene retention after duplication is biased
according not only to the function of the genes, but also to the timing and mode of
the duplication events (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004b; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere
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et al., 2005a). Blanc and Wolfe (2004b) studied the relationship between gene function
and duplicate loss after the most recent polyploidy event (3R). Similarly, Seoighe and
Gehring (2004) analyzed the survivability of duplicates of various functions following
3R. Recently, Maere et al. (2005a) developed an evolutionary model that simulates the
population dynamics of duplicate genes belonging to different functional categories,
based on the KS distribution of the Arabidopsis paranome. They took into account the
three major genome-wide duplication events (1R, 2R and 3R) and a continuous mode
of small-scale gene duplications (referred to as 0R). These studies all concluded that
genes involved in transcriptional regulation and signal transduction have been prefer-
entially retained following genome duplications. Similarly, developmental genes have
been observed to be retained following genome duplications (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004b;
Maere et al., 2005a), particularly following the two oldest events (1R and 2R) (Maere
et al., 2005a) (Box 2).
However, few regulatory and developmental gene duplicates appear to have survived
small-scale duplication events (Maere et al., 2005a). Their rapid loss can be explained
by the fact that transcription factors and genes involved in signal transduction tend to
show a high dosage effect in multicellular eukaryotes (Birchler et al., 2001). The ex-
pression of a wide range of genes regulated by these proteins show major perturbations
when only one regulatory component is duplicated, rather than all components that
govern a certain pathway (Papp et al., 2003; Amoutzias et al., 2004). Furthermore,
that transcription factors and kinases are often active as protein complexes and must
be present in stoichiometric quantities for their correct functioning is congruent with
their high retention rate following whole-genome instead of small-scale duplication
events (Krylov et al., 2003; Papp et al., 2003). Regulatory and developmental genes
are thought to have been of primordial importance for the evolution of morphological
complexity in plants and animals (Carroll, 2000; Gibson and Honeycutt, 2002; Kel-
logg, 2004). Overall, the three polyploidy events in the ancestors of Arabidopsis might
have been responsible for > 90% of the transcription factors, signal transducers and de-
velopmental genes created during the past ≈ 350 million years (Maere et al., 2005a).
Although this is only an approximate assessment from a single study, it is tempting to
suggest that if only small-scale gene duplications had occurred in the evolutionary past
of Arabidopsis and of angiosperms in general, the expansion of regulatory and devel-
opmental genes would have been severely hampered.
On the other hand, according to Maere et al. (2005a), genes involved in secondary
metabolism or responses to biotic stimuli, such as pathogen attack, tend to be preserved
regardless of the mode of duplication. Because plants are sessile organisms, secondary
metabolite pathways, as well as genes governing responses to biotic stimuli, are crucial
to the development of survival strategies against herbivores, insects, snails and plant
pathogens (Chen et al., 2003). Additionally, in angiosperms, anthocyanins and other
secondary metabolites give rise to colorful and scented flowers that attract pollen- and
nectar-collecting animals (Chen et al., 2003). Thus, secondary metabolite diversifica-
tion might have led to more efficient seed dispersal (compared with wind pollination,
which is widespread in most seed plants) and might have provided new possibilities for
reproductive isolation and the elevation of speciation rates (Crane et al., 1995).
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Box 2: Inferring the age of genome duplications
The timing of 1R, 2R, and 3R in the evolutionary past of Arabidopsis
thaliana is still debated. Based on phylogenetic analysis, Bowers et al.
(2003) concluded that 3R occurred 14.5-86 Mya, after the divergence of
Brassicales and Malvales, but before the divergence of Arabidopsis and
Brassica. Blanc et al. (2003) narrowed this to 24-40 Mya.
However, the age of the older genome duplications is less clear. Arguably, 2R
occurred after the divergence of monocots and eudicots, whereas 1R appears
to predate the monocot-eudicot divergence but could not be positioned
relative to the angiosperm-gymnosperm divergence owing to the sparseness
of appropriate sequence data (Bowers et al., 2003; Chapman et al., 2004).
Based on simulation of the KS distribution of the Arabidopsis paranome,
Maere et al. (2005a) recently proposed KS values for 3R (KS=0.7-0.8), 2R
(KS=2.0-2.1) and 1R (KS=3.1-3.2).
One way of relating these KS estimates to time is to use molecular clocks,
or synonymous substitution rate estimates, such as that of Koch et al.
(2000) (1.5 10−8 ss site−1 year−1) or Lynch and Conery (2000) (6.1 10−9 ss
site−1 year−1) (grey lines in Figure 6.2). However, there are theoretical and
empirical concerns about the accuracy of molecular clocks (Strauss, 1999;
Soltis et al., 2002; Senchina et al., 2003; Sanderson et al., 2004), exemplified
by the large difference in the clock rate estimates of Koch et al. (2000) and
Lynch and Conery (2000). Some of the major issues are rate heterogeneity in
and between lineages caused by evolutionary factors (e.g. generation time),
difficulties in interpreting the fossil data used to calibrate the clock, and rate
variation among genes, even at synonymous sites. Because rates of nuclear
gene evolution vary widely within an organism (Gaut, 1998; Zhang et al.,
2002), sampling only a few genes in molecular clock calibrations can be risky.
To overcome at least some of these limitations, we could use the KS estimate
for 3R (KS ≈ 0.75) to calibrate the clock. By avoiding inter-lineage compar-
ison, and by the many duplicates involved, the KS estimates for large-scale
duplications should be more representative of the average rate of synonymous
substitution in Arabidopsis and its ancestors.
Because 3R is the most recent genome duplication event, it is the most ob-
vious choice. There is still a large population of retained duplicates from 3R
compared with 1R and 2R, and 3R can be more accurately positioned phy-
logenetically. Unfortunately, no accurate fossil calibration point for 3R is
currently available and the 3R age intervals proposed by Blanc et al. (2003)
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Figure 6.2: Estimated ages for 1R, 2R and 3R, based on KS data for Arabidopsis thaliana (Maere
et al., 2005a). The grey lines depict the relationship between time and KS, based on the molecular
clock estimates of Koch et al. (2000) and Lynch and Conery (2000). The beige and green areas
represent the KS versus time window extrapolated from the 3R age interval proposed by Bowers
et al. (2003) and Blanc et al. (2003) respectively, using KS=0.75 as the average KS value for 3R
duplicates (Maere et al., 2005a).
and Bowers et al. (2003) are themselves dependent on a molecular clock
(Yang et al., 1999). A more-accurate dating of the 3R event would require
a better phylogenetic positioning of the 3R event on the tree of life (i.e. a
better sampling of the Brassicales) and an adequate fossil calibration point.
Here, we used the Blanc et al. (2003) interval (3R occurred 24-40 Mya) as a
best guess and extrapolated the resulting relationship to obtain estimated age
intervals for 1R and 2R. The 1R interval (101-168 Mya) overlaps with the
occurrence of the first bona fide angiosperm fossils, approximately 130 Mya
(Stuessy, 2004), whereas the 2R interval (66-109 Mya) is centred around the
Turonian (89.3-93.5 Mya). Interestingly, the fossil record shows a dramatic
modification of angiosperm flowers at about this time (Crepet, 1996, 2000).
Additionally, the suggested time interval for 2R roughly corresponds to the
time period during which the core eudicots emerged and radiated (Magallo´n
et al., 1999; Wikstro¨m et al., 2001).
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Moreover, coevolutionary interactions between early angiosperms and, in particular,
insect pollinators are thought to have been of major importance for the angiosperm
radiation (Crepet, 2000; Barrett and Willis, 2001) (Box 3). The finding that genes
involved in secondary metabolism and responses to biotic stimuli are also strongly re-
tained following (continuously occurring) small-scale gene duplications might reflect
the continuous interaction between plants and animals, fungi or plant pathogens im-
posing a constant need for adaptation. By contrast, genes involved in responses to
abiotic stress, such as drought, cold and salinity, appear to have been only moderately
retained after small-scale gene duplication events (Maere et al., 2005a), indicating that
they might have been required at more specific times in evolution, such as during ma-
jor environmental changes or adaptation to new niches. Interestingly, 1R and 2R might
have occurred during a period of increased tectonic activity linked to highly elevated
atmospheric CO2 levels (Barrett and Willis, 2001) (Box 2 and Box 3). The hypotheses
outlined here should be approached with caution, as they are based on a few compu-
tational studies on a single flowering plant, Arabidopsis thaliana (Blanc and Wolfe,
2004b; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005a). Similar analyses on other
flowering plants are needed to accept or reject these hypotheses.
6.4 Darwin’s abominable mystery revisited
Here, we propose that the ancient polyploidy events that occurred during early an-
giosperm evolution (Box 2) have created much of the genetic material found in ex-
tant angiosperms. In particular, genes involved in specific processes, such as devel-
opment, transcriptional regulation and signaling, appear to have been retained in this
manner (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004b; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005a).
It is therefore tempting to speculate that much of the evolutionary success of poly-
ploidy in angiosperms, which entails a saltatory doubling of regulatory factors, is tied
directly to regulatory gene evolution, both at the protein level and through the differ-
ential regulation of the regulatory genes themselves (Grotewold, 2005). Proliferation
of transcription factor genes, followed by the recruitment of these genes as upstream
or downstream regulators in developmental pathways, is believed to have contributed
substantially to the evolution of morphological diversity in animals and plants (Carroll,
2000; Gibson and Honeycutt, 2002; Kellogg, 2004). Furthermore, transcriptional reg-
ulators, activated by signal transducers, can act as key switches in plant development
(Doebley and Lukens, 1998; Tautz, 2000; Kellogg, 2004). Subject to diverse selec-
tive pressures, these extra genes might have subsequently evolved novel functions (e.g.
Taylor and Raes (2004)) that resulted in major changes in biological complexity (Ohno,
1970; Aburomia et al., 2003).
The first genome duplication event appears to have occurred during the Late Jurassic or
Early Cretaceous, a period during which the angiosperms originated and rose to ecolog-
ical dominance (Chapman et al., 2004; Chaw et al., 2004; Davies et al., 2004) (Figures
6.1 and 6.2; Box 2). The high retention of duplicated genes underlying transcriptional
regulatory networks and development after 1R suggests that this event provided the
additional genetic material to produce the observed increase in plant complexity.
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Box 3: Dinosaurs, bugs and CO2
Alternative scenarios have been put forward to explain the origin of the
angiosperms and their subsequent tempo and pattern of diversification, most
of which could be compatible with the genome duplication theory proposed
here. For instance, some authors (e.g. Bakker (1978)) have speculated that
the origin and diversification of angiosperms was mediated by changes in
the browsing behavior of dinosaurs (reviewed in Barrett and Willis (2001)).
Moreover, the ecological radiation of angiosperms has been associated
with the evolution of complex jaw mechanisms, such as pleurokinesis
(sideway chewing movement) among ornithischian dinosaurs such as cer-
atopsians and stegosaurs. However, others have refuted the idea of dinosaurs
being causative agents in the origin of angiosperms (Barrett and Willis, 2001).
Insect pollinators are thought to have had a much larger role in angiosperm
diversification. During the Cretaceous, the development of specialized floral
features, indicating a high level of pollinator specificity (Crepet, 1996),
seems to coincide well with the origin and diversification of many insect
clades, such as lepidopterans, hymenopterans and dipterans. It is now widely
accepted that coevolution between early angiosperms and anthophilous
insects has been of major importance for the evolution of angiosperms
(Grimaldi, 1999). Furthermore, insect herbivores such as aphids and beetles
might have also had an important role in many of the adaptive radiations
that account for the present diversity of flowering plants (and also beetles)
(Farrell, 1998; Wilf et al., 2000).
Barrett and Willis (2001) suggest that the diversification of angiosperms
might have been the direct result of a major geological event that led to
increased levels of atmospheric CO2. During the past 500 million years, there
have been five periods of increased tectonic activity, the most recent of which
occurred between 120 Mya and 80 Mya, at the time of the final break-up of
Pangaea. Such periods of increased activity are associated with significant
changes in atmospheric CO2 levels owing to increased volcanic activity
(Sheridan, 1997; Barrett and Willis, 2001). In turn, elevated CO2 levels could
increase the ability of plants to colonize drier and/or more nutrient-poor sites,
thereby increasing the range of niches available for plant growth and, thus,
the opportunities for the emergence of novel plant forms (Barrett and Willis,
2001).
Apart from the colonization of new habitats, increased levels of CO2 could
also have an effect on the rate of turnover of plant generations (Phillips and
Gentry, 1994). If generation turnover rates increase, the rate of speciation is
also expected to increase. Therefore, as stated by Barrett and Willis (2001),
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higher levels of CO2 might have increased the evolutionary and selective pres-
sures on plants owing to the induction of (abiotic) stress from which plants
cannot escape; evolving to cope with the changing environment might have
been the only option for plants.
For instance, co-sexual flowers originated, and major developmental changes in leaf
morphology occurred (Crane et al., 1995; Cronk, 2001). The occurrence of 1R before
the monocot-eudicot split appears to correlate well with this decisive moment in plant
evolution (Bowers et al., 2003) (Box 2).
According to the dating described in Box 2, 2R occurred ≈ 66-109 Mya, probably
after the divergence of monocots and eudicots (Bowers et al., 2003), in a time period
when flowering plants developed a wide variety of specialized insect pollination strate-
gies and where species diversity within the angiosperm subclades increased rapidly
(Crepet, 2000). The magnitude of these events was phrased aptly by Crepet (2000):
’Had Darwin witnessed such a pattern, he might have been even more astonished by
the rapid ascension of the flowering plants.’ Would he have considered it a second
abominable mystery? 2R might have provided, at least in eudicots, the raw material
on which evolution could act to produce the observed specialized floral phenotypes
with insects providing the necessary selective forces (Crane et al., 1995). In support of
these theories, Zahn et al. (2005) recently provided evidence that, on two separate oc-
casions, several duplication events have occurred simultaneously in certain subfamilies
of MADS-box transcription factors, known to be important in floral development. Both
of these duplication bursts, one supposedly close to the origin of angiosperms, and the
other in the ancestor of the core eudicots, might be linked to genome duplication events
(Zahn et al., 2005). Given the role of MADS-box genes in flower development, these
gene duplications, possibly linked to 1R and 2R, might have had an important role in
the morphological invention of the flower and subsequent diversification of floral forms
(Zahn et al., 2005).
Developmentally related genes were found to be less strongly, although significantly,
retained after the youngest genome duplication event (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004b; Maere
et al., 2005a), dated before the divergence of Arabidopsis and Brassica and after the
divergence of Brassicales and Malvales (Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers et al., 2003), pos-
sibly close to the emergence of the crucifers (Blanc et al., 2003). Compared to 1R
and 2R, gene retention following 3R is lower and less biased towards functional class
(Maere et al., 2005a). This does not imply that the youngest genome duplication did
not contribute to plant evolution, but it might have done so in a different and less dra-
matic way. For instance, the youngest genome duplication in Arabidopsis has created
many duplicates (Simillion et al., 2002; Bowers et al., 2003) that could be divergently
resolved (Box 1), and such genes might have had a prominent role in the radiation of
the crucifer family, which comprises > 3500 species (Cronquist, 1981).
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6.5 Conclusion
It has been suggested that large-scale gene duplication or whole-genome duplication
events can be associated with important evolutionary transitions, major leaps in devel-
opment, and/or adaptive radiations of species (Ohno, 1970; Otto and Whitton, 2000;
Wendel, 2000; Aburomia et al., 2003). So far, evidence linking major duplication
events with evolution or biological innovation has been scarce. However, because Ara-
bidopsis has undergone several well-documented rounds of genome duplication, it is an
ideal model system with which to study the effect of such events. As has been shown
in recent studies, the increase in the number of genes that are important in develop-
ment, transcriptional regulation and signaling has been mainly the result of large-scale
gene duplications; these genes might not have been retained in small-scale duplication
events (Maere et al., 2005a). Given that such genes are considered important for in-
troducing phenotypic variation and increase in biological complexity, linking ancient
polyploidy events with decisive moments in evolution becomes less speculative and the
origin and evolution of angiosperms perhaps less of a mystery.
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Abstract
Background
Genome analyses have revealed that gene duplication in plants is rampant. Further-
more, many of the duplicated genes seem to have been created through ancient genome-
wide duplication events. Recently, we have shown that gene loss is strikingly different
for large-scale and small-scale duplication events and highly biased towards the func-
tional class to which a gene belongs. Here, we study the expression divergence of genes
that were created during large and small-scale gene duplication events by means of mi-
croarray data and investigate both the influence of the origin (mode of duplication) and
the function of the duplicated genes on expression divergence.
Results
Duplicates that have been created by large-scale duplication events and that can still
be found in duplicated segments have expression patterns that are more correlated than
those that were created by small-scale duplications or those that no longer lie in du-
plicated segments. Moreover, the former tend to have highly redundant or overlapping
expression patterns and are mostly expressed in the same tissues, while the latter show
asymmetric divergence. In addition, a strong bias in divergence of gene expression
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was observed towards gene function and the biological process genes are involved in.
For instance, genes involved in signal transduction, response to stress and external
stimulus, lipid metabolism, and hydrolase activity have expression patterns that di-
verged quickly after duplication. In contrast, genes involved in conserved processes
such as cell organization and biogenesis, primary metabolism, macromolecule, nucleic
acid and protein metabolism, protein biosynthesis and ribosomal proteins diverge more
slowly after duplication.
Conclusions
By using microarray expression data for Arabidopsis thaliana, we show that the mode
of duplication, the function of the genes involved, and the time since duplication play
important roles in the divergence of gene expression and therefore in the functional
divergence of genes after duplication.
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7.1 Background
Recent studies have revealed a surprisingly large number of duplicated genes in eu-
karyotic genomes (Lynch and Conery, 2000; Li et al., 2003). Many of these dupli-
cated genes seem to have been created in large-scale, or even genome-wide duplication
events (Wolfe, 2001; Van de Peer, 2004). Whole genome duplication is particularly
prominent in plants and most of the angiosperms are believed to be ancient polyploids,
including a large proportion of our most important crops such as wheat, maize, soy-
bean, cabbage, oat, sugar cane, alfalfa, potato, coffee, cotton and tobacco (Masterston,
1994; Otto and Whitton, 2000; Wendel, 2000; Blanc and Wolfe, 2004b). For over
100 years, gene and genome duplications have been linked to the origin of evolution-
ary novelties, because it provides a source of genetic material on which evolution can
work (Taylor and Raes (2004) and references therein). In general, four possible fates
are usually acknowledged for duplicated genes. The most likely fate is gene loss or
nonfunctionalization (Ohno, 1970; Lynch and Conery, 2000; Lynch and Force, 2000;
Maere et al., 2005a), while in rare cases one of the two duplicates acquires a new func-
tion (neofunctionalization; Taylor and Raes (2004)). Subfunctionalization, in which
both gene copies lose a complementary set of regulatory elements and thereby divide
the ancestral gene’s original functions, forms a third potential fate (Serebrowsky, 1938;
Force et al., 1999; Hughes, 1999; Stoltzfus, 1999). Finally, retention is recognized
for two gene copies that, instead of diverging in function, remain largely redundant
and provide the organism with increased genetic robustness against harmful mutations
(Haldane, 1933; Nadeau and Sankoff, 1997; Gu, 2003).
The functional divergence of duplicated genes has been extensively studied at the se-
quence level to investigate whether genes evolve at faster rates after duplication, or are
under positive or purifying selection (Hughes and Hughes, 1993; Cronn et al., 1999;
Robinson-Rechavi and Laudet, 2001; Van de Peer et al., 2001; Kondrashov et al., 2002;
Raes and Van de Peer, 2003). The recent availability of functional genomics data, such
as expression data from whole-genome microarrays, opens up completely novel ways
to investigate the divergence of duplicated genes, and several studies using such data
have already provided intriguing new insights of gene fate after duplication. In yeast,
for instance, Gu et al. (2002) found a significant correlation between the rate of cod-
ing sequence evolution and divergence of expression and showed that most duplicated
genes in this organism quickly diverge in their expression patterns. In addition, they
showed that expression divergence increases with evolutionary time. Makova and Li
(2003) analyzed spatial expression patterns of human duplicates and came to the same
conclusions. They calculated the proportion of gene pairs with diverged expression
in different tissues, and found evidence for an approximately linear relation with se-
quence divergence. Wagner (2002) showed that the functional divergence of duplicated
genes is often asymmetrical because one duplicate frequently shows significantly more
molecular or genetic interactions/functions than the other. Adams et al. (2003) exam-
ined the expression of 40 gene pairs duplicated by polyploidy in natural and synthetic
tetraploid cotton and showed that although many pairs contributed equally to the tran-
scriptome, a high percentage exhibited reciprocal silencing and biased expression and
were developmentally regulated. In a few cases, genes duplicated through polyploidy
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events were reciprocally silenced in different organs, suggesting subfunctionalization.
In Arabidopsis, Blanc and Wolfe (2004a) investigated the expression patterns of genes
that arose through gene duplication and found that about 62% of the recent duplicates
acquired divergent expression patterns, which is in agreement with previous obser-
vations in yeast and human. In addition, they identified several cases of so-called
’concerted divergence’, where single members of different duplicate pairs diverge in a
correlated way, resulting in parallel networks that are expressed in different cell types,
developmental stages or environmental conditions. Also in Arabidopsis, Haberer et al.
(2004) studied the divergence of genes that originated through tandem and segmental
duplications by using massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) data and con-
cluded that, besides a significant portion of segmentally and tandemly duplicated genes
with similar expression, the expression of more than two-thirds of the duplicated genes
diverged in expression. However, expression divergence and divergence time were not
significantly correlated, as opposed to findings in human and yeast (see above). In a
small-scale study on regulatory genes in Arabidopsis, Duarte et al. (2006) performed
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and showed that 85% of the 280 paralogs exhibit a
significant gene by organ interaction effect, indicative of sub- and/or neofunctionaliza-
tion. Ancestral expression patterns inferred across a type II MADS box gene phylogeny
indicated several cases of regulatory neofunctionalization and organ-specific nonfunc-
tionalization.
In conclusion, recent findings demonstrate that a majority of duplicated genes acquire
different expression patterns shortly after duplication. However, whether the fate of a
duplicated gene also depends on its function is far less understood. The model plant
Arabidopsis has a well-annotated genome and, in addition to many small-scale dupli-
cation events, there is compelling evidence for three genome duplications in its evo-
lutionary past (Vision et al., 2000; Simillion et al., 2002; Blanc et al., 2003; Bowers
et al., 2003), hereafter referred to as 1R, 2R, and 3R. Recently, a nonrandom process
of gene loss subsequent to these different polyploidy events has been postulated (Blanc
and Wolfe, 2004a; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005a). Maere et al.
(2005a) have shown that gene decay rates following duplication differ considerably
between different functional classes of genes, indicating that the fate of a duplicated
gene largely depends on its function. Here, we study the expression divergence of genes
that were created during both large and small-scale gene duplication events by means
of two compiled microarray datasets. The influence of the origin (mode of duplication)
and the function of the duplicated genes on expression divergence are investigated.
7.2 Results and Discussion
To examine general gene expression divergence patterns, we analyzed two datasets
containing genome-wide microarray data for Arabidopsis genes (see Methods). The
first consisted of 153 Affymetrix ATH1 slides with expression data of various per-
turbation and knockout experiments. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient was
computed between the two expression patterns of every duplicated gene pair. To inves-
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all duplicates
3R duplicates
(0.4 ≤ Ks ≤ 1.0)
3R anchor points 3R non-anchor points 1R/2R non-anchor points1R/2R anchor points
1R/2R duplicates
(1.5 ≤ Ks ≤ 3.7)
Figure 7.1: The duplicated genes of Arabidopsis thaliana were divided into 6 different sub-
classes according to the time and mode of duplication (see Methods for details).
tigate whether divergence of gene expression varies for duplicates that were created by
small-scale or large-scale (genome-wide) events, the complete set of duplicated genes
was subdivided into different subgroups and their expression correlation was exam-
ined (see Methods and Figure 7.1). We refer to anchor point genes as duplicated genes
that are still lying in recognizable duplicated segments. Such anchor point genes, and
consequently the segments in which they reside, are regarded as being created in large-
scale duplication events. Six different sets of genes were distinguished: one set contain-
ing duplicates with ages corresponding to 1R/2R (1.5 < KS < 3.7), further subdivided
into two sets of anchor and non-anchor points, and one set of younger duplicates with
ages corresponding to 3R (0.4 < KS < 1.0), again subdivided into two sets of anchor
and non-anchor points (see Methods). Differences in expression divergence between
anchor points and non-anchor points were evaluated by comparing their distributions
of correlation coefficients using a Mann-Whitney U test (see Methods). We further
explored the difference between both classes of genes by means of a second dataset
on tissue-specific expression (Schmid et al. (2005); see Methods). Here, for each of
the subgroups of duplicates described above we calculated present/absent calls in the
63 different tissues and computed both the absolute and relative amount of tissues in
which the two genes of a duplicated gene pair are expressed.
In addition, the first dataset was used to identify possible biases toward gene function.
The expression correlation of duplicated gene pairs, represented by the Spearman cor-
relation coefficient, was studied in relation to the age of duplication, represented by
KS (amount of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site) for genes belonging to
different functional categories (GO Slim, see Methods).
7.2.1 Divergence of expression and mode of duplication
First, we investigated whether the mode of duplication that gives rise to the duplicate
gene pairs affects expression divergence. Interestingly, for both younger (Figure 7.2A)
and older (Figure 7.2B) duplicates, anchor points showed a significantly higher cor-
relation in expression than non-anchor points (P-values of 2.49E-07 and 1.67E-08 for
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Figure 7.2: Histograms of the Spearman correlation coefficients for anchor points (black) and
non-anchor points (grey) for both 3R genes (A) and 1R/2R genes (B). A Mann-Whitney U test
was used to test whether both distributions are significantly different from each other. Mean
correlation coefficients: 0.40 for 3R anchor points, 0.32 for 3R non-anchor points, 0.28 for
1R/2R anchor points, and 0.11 for 1R/2R non-anchor points.
young and old genes, respectively). Even for the younger duplicates the difference is
striking (Figure 7.2A). We explored the second dataset on tissue-specific expression
and first considered the absolute number of tissues in which genes are expressed, re-
sembling the expression breadth (see Methods). Regarding anchor points, both genes
are usually expressed in a high number of tissues (Figure 7.3A). This is only partly true
for non-anchor points, where many duplicates are expressed in a much smaller number
of tissues (shown for young duplicates in Figure 7.3B).
To further discriminate between redundancy, complementarity and asymmetric diver-
gence, and thus to investigate if genes are expressed in the same tissues, we computed
the relative number of tissues a gene is expressed in, which is the number of tissues
in which a gene is expressed, divided by the total number of tissues in which either
one of the two duplicates is expressed. As schematically represented in Figure 7.4, two
duplicated genes that remain co-expressed in the same tissues will both have a relative
number equal to 1 (redundant genes; Figure 7.4A), whereas asymmetrically diverged
genes, where one gene is expressed in a very small number of tissues as opposed to
its duplicate that is expressed in a high number of tissues, can be identified by relative
numbers close to 0 and close to 1, respectively (Figure 7.4B). The intermediate situa-
tion, where two duplicate genes are expressed in an equal number of different tissues,
will result in both copies having a relative number equal to 0.5 (Figure 7.4C). When
assuming that the ancestral gene was expressed in all tissues in which the two dupli-
cate genes are expressed, the latter case hints at subfunctionalization after duplication.
Figures 7.3C and 7.3D show these relative numbers for 3R anchor points and non-
anchor points respectively, and show that redundancy is much more common among
anchor points (Figure 7.3C) than among non-anchor points (Figure 7.3D) of similar
ages. Moreover, gene pairs resulting from small-scale duplications not only seem to
have diverged more often than those created by segmental or genome duplications, but
they also have diverged asymmetrically, where one gene is expressed in a high number
of tissues, as opposed to its duplicate that is expressed in a small number of tissues
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Anchor point gene pairs
Anchor point gene pairs
Non-anchor point gene pairs
Non-anchor point gene pairs
A B
C D
Figure 7.3: Smoothed greyscale density representations of the scatterplots of the absolute (A
and B) and relative (C and D) numbers of tissues in which the genes of a duplicated gene pair are
expressed, for both 3R anchor points (A and C) and non-anchor points (B and D). From panels
A and C we can conclude that many anchor point genes are both expressed in a high number of
tissues, and that many of these tissues are actually identical. On the other hand, panels B and D
show that non-anchor point genes frequently show asymmetric divergence because many genes
are expressed in a high number of tissues, while their duplicate is not. The plots were made using
the ’smoothScatter’ function, implemented in the R package ’prada’ (available at http://www.R-
project.org), by binning the data (in 100 bins) in both directions. The intensity of grey represents
the amount of points in the bin, as depicted in the legend.
(Figure 7.3D, top left and bottom right). Similar findings on tissue-specific expression
were observed for the 1R/2R genes (results not shown).
The current study clearly shows that duplicated genes that are part of still recognizable
duplicated segments (so-called anchor points) show higher correlation in gene expres-
sion than duplicates that do not lie in paralogons, despite their similar ages. In addition,
the former have highly redundant or overlapping expression patterns, as they are mostly
expressed in the same tissues. This is in contrast with what is observed for the non-
anchor point genes, where asymmetric divergence is more widespread. There might be
several explanations for these observations. The set of non-anchor point genes include
genes created by tandem duplication, transpositional duplication, or genes translocated
after segmental duplication events. One explanation might lie in different gene dupli-
cation mechanisms. Single-gene duplications, mostly caused by unequal crossing-over
and duplicative transposition (Taylor and Raes, 2005), are much more prone to pro-
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Figure 7.4: Hypothetical example showing possible scenarios for tissue-specific expression of
two duplicates. A black box depicts expression in a particular tissue, whereas a white box repre-
sents no expression in that particular tissue. Following duplication of a gene that is expressed in
six different tissues, the two copies can (A) both remain expressed in all six tissues (redundancy),
(B) diverge asymmetrically, where one gene is expressed in only a small subset of the tissues,
while its duplicate remains expressed in the original six tissues, or (C) diverge symmetrically,
where tissue-specific expression is complementarily lost between both duplicates. The absolute
number of tissues in which a gene is expressed is six for both duplicates in A and for the second
duplicate in B, one for the first duplicate in B and three for both duplicates in C. The total number
of tissues in which the pair is expressed is 6 in all three cases. The relative number is the fraction
of the previous two, and is 1 for the two genes in A and for the second duplicate in B, 0.17 for
the first duplicate in B and 0.5 for both duplicates in C.
moter disruption than genes duplicated through polyploidy events, which might lead to
the altered (or observed asymmetric) expression of genes after small-scale gene dupli-
cation events. Similarly, translocation of genes that originated from large-scale dupli-
cation events can also disrupt promoters, again contributing to the overall increase of
expression divergence (Brown et al., 2001; Lynch and Katju, 2004).
Alternatively, the higher correlation of anchor points might result directly from co-
expression of neighboring genes, regardless of their involvement in the same pathway,
as shown recently by Williams and Bowles (2004). It was also shown that genome or-
ganization, and more in particular the chromatin structure, can affect gene expression
(Pe´rez-Martı´n and de Lorenzo, 1997; Cockell and Gasser, 1999; Mishra and Karch,
1999; Gerasimova and Corces, 2001; Williams and Bowles, 2004; Ren et al., 2005).
Such additional structural and functional constraints might therefore reduce the free-
dom to diverge and, as a consequence cause the expression patterns of genes in dupli-
cated regions to remain similar, as observed here. Related to our observations, Rodin
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et al. reported that position effects play an important role in the evolution of gene du-
plicates (Rodin et al. (2005) and references therein). Repositioning of a duplicate to
an ectopic site is proposed to epigenetically modify its expression pattern, along with
the rate and direction of mutations. This repositioning is believed to rescue redun-
dant anchor point genes from pseudogenization and accelerate their evolution towards
new developmental stage-, time-, and tissue-specific expression patterns (Rodin et al.,
2005).
As previously stated, non-anchor point genes not only appear to show higher expres-
sion divergence than anchor point genes, they appear to diverge asymmetrically, where
one gene is expressed in a high number of tissues, while its duplicate is expressed in a
lower number of tissues. It should be noted that we cannot establish whether one du-
plicate is becoming highly specialized and dedicated to a very small number of tissues
or whether it is losing much of its functionality (i.e. turning into a pseudogene), nor
can we distinguish between the gain of expression in new tissues for one gene versus
the loss of expression for the other gene duplicate, as we would therefore need to know
the expression pattern of the ancestral gene. In this respect, it is interesting to note that
it is currently not known whether the ancient genome doublings in (the ancestor of)
Arabidopsis thaliana resulted from auto- or allopolyploidization. In the former case,
the anchor point duplicates are in fact real paralogs, while in the latter case the expres-
sion of the two gene copies might have (slightly) differed from the start (Adams and
Wendel (2005a,b) and references therein). Nevertheless, our data clearly show that the
duplicates that still lie in duplicated segments show high expression correlation and
have highly overlapping expression patterns, as opposed to those that arose through
small-scale duplication events or have been translocated afterwards.
In concordance with the results discussed above, Wagner (2002) described asymmetric
divergence of duplicated genes in the unicellular organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
He reported that both the number of stressors to which two duplicates respond and
the number of genes that are affected by the knockout of paralogous genes are asym-
metric. He therefore proposed an evolutionary model in which the probability that a
loss-of-function mutation has a deleterious effect is greatest if the two duplicates have
diverged symmetrically. Asymmetric divergence of genes therefore leads to increased
robustness against deleterious mutations. This seems to be confirmed by our results.
Indeed, also in Arabidopsis thaliana, asymmetric divergence, rather than symmetric
divergence seems to be the fate for two duplicates, at least when they do not lie in
duplicated segments.
7.2.2 Divergence of expression and gene function
Next, we studied how the expression correlation, measured as the Spearman correlation
coefficient, changes over time, for genes of ages up to a KS of 3.7. Loess smoothers,
which locally summarize the trend between two variables (see full black lines in Fig-
ure 7.5), clearly indicate that correlation of expression, in general, is high for recently
duplicated genes, declines as time increases, and saturates at a certain time point. Inter-
estingly, considerable differences can be observed between genes belonging to different
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functional classes (see Figure 7.5). For example, genes that are involved in signal trans-
duction and response to external stimulus appear to have diverged very quickly after
duplication (Figure 7.5A and 7.5B respectively). Similar trends can be observed for
genes involved in response to biotic stimuli and stress, cell communication, carbohy-
drate and lipid metabolism, and for genes with hydrolase activity. Interestingly, genes
of many of these classes are involved in reactions against environmental changes or
stress (signal transduction, cell communication, response to external and biotic stim-
uli and stress, lipid metabolism), which might suggest that Arabidopsis (or better its
ancestors) quickly put these newborn genes into use by means of altered and diverged
expression patterns as compared to their ancestral copy, to survive and cope with envi-
ronmental changes.
Slowly diverging expression patterns were found for proteins involved in, for exam-
ple, macromolecule biosynthesis (Figure 7.5C) and structural molecule activity (Figure
7.5D) as reflected in the large number of young gene pairs with high correlation coeffi-
cients. Analogous trends can be observed for other functional classes containing genes
involved in cell organization and biogenesis, nucleic acid, macromolecule, protein and
primary metabolism, biosynthesis and response to endogenous stimulus. Apparently,
although duplicated genes within these classes are being retained, their fast diversifica-
tion at the expression level is selected against, probably due to the essential nature and
sensitive regulation of these highly conserved processes. Other classes of genes, like
those having nucleotide binding capacity (Figure 7.5E) and those involved in regulation
of biological processes (Figure 7.5F), show moderate divergence rates. Genes involved
in DNA binding, transcription or protein modification, and genes with catalytic, tran-
scription factor or transporter activity show similar divergence patterns. We also tested
whether the divergence patterns described above are significantly different from each
other by interchanging the fitted models between functional classes (fit the locfit line
of a particular class to the data of another class) and evaluating the model quality. Our
results confirmed that there are indeed significant differences between slowly, moder-
ately and quickly diverging genes (results not shown).
As opposed to Haberer et al. (2004), but in agreement with Gu et al. (2002) and Makova
and Li (2003), who described expression divergence of duplicated genes in yeast and
human, respectively, we here show that in Arabidopsis, expression patterns of dupli-
cates diverge as time increases. In addition, the rate of divergence seems to be highly
dependent on the molecular function of the gene or the biological process in which it
is involved. The rate of expression divergence ranges from very slow, for highly con-
served proteins, such as ribosomal proteins, or genes involved in conserved processes,
such as biosynthesis pathways or photosynthesis, to very quickly, for instance for genes
involved in adaptation to and reaction against changing environments.
Note that, because we removed expression data of genes without a unique probeset (see
Methods), there are actually more young duplicates than the ones that were plotted in
Figure 7.5. Although the current microarray technology does not allow measuring their
expression, we can assume that their presence would increase the overall correlation,
especially in the low value range of KS. As the difficulty to design a gene-specific
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Figure 7.5: Scatter plots of the correlation coefficient in function of the KS value of the gene
pairs belonging to different functional classes. The full black line represents the local regression
(locfit) line fitted to the data of that particular class, together with its 95% confidence interval
(dashed line). Gene pairs that have diverged quickly after birth have an intercept of the regression
line with the y-axis close to zero (a-b), whereas slow divergence is reflected by an intercept with
the y-axis close to one and a steep slope (c-d). A more average situation can be observed for most
classes (e-f). Data of the following classes are displayed: (a) signal transduction; (b) response to
external stimuli; (c) macromolecule biosynthesis; (d) structural molecule activity; (e) nucleotide
binding; (f) regulation of biological process.
probeset is not related to the functional class, we assume that all functional classes suf-
fer from this caveat to the same extent and that the differences we observe are reliable.
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7.3 Conclusions
Investigating gene and genome duplication events as well as the subsequent functional
divergence of genes is of fundamental importance in the understanding of evolution
and adaptation of organisms. Previously, large-scale gene duplication events have been
shown to be prominent in different plant species. Only recently, a pattern of gene re-
tention after duplication has emerged that is biased towards function, time and mode of
duplication (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al., 2005a).
For instance, genes involved in signal transduction and transcriptional regulation were
shown to have been preferentially retained after large-scale duplication events, while
genes of other important functional categories (such as DNA metabolism and cell cy-
cle) were lost (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004; Maere et al.,
2005a). Still other categories of genes, such as those involved in secondary metabolism,
are highly retained after small-scale gene duplication (Maere et al., 2005a). Here, we
have studied the expression divergence of these retained duplicates by means of the
genome-wide microarray expression data available for Arabidopsis genes. As clearly
shown in the current study, there is not only a bias in the retention of genes after dupli-
cation events, but also in the rate of divergence of expression for different functional
categories of genes. Surprisingly, this bias is much more outspoken for genes created
by small-scale duplication events than for genes that have been created through large-
scale segmental or entire genome duplication events. The latter genes, provided they
are still found in duplicated segments, show much higher expression correlation and
highly overlapping expression patterns compared to those duplicates that are created
by small-scale duplication events or that no longer lie in duplicated segments.
7.4 Methods
7.4.1 Duplicated genes
To identify duplicated genes, an all-against-all protein sequence similarity search was
performed using BLASTP (with an E-value cut-off of E-10, Altschul et al. (1997)).
Sequences alignable over a length of 150 amino acids with an identity score of 30%
or more were defined as paralogs according to Li et al. (2001). To determine the
time since duplication, the fraction of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site
(KS) was estimated. These substitutions do not result in amino acid replacements
and are, in general, not under selection. Consequently, the rate of fixation of these
substitutions is expected to be relatively constant in different protein coding genes
and, therefore, to reflect the overall mutation rate. First, all pairwise alignments of
the paralogous nucleotide sequences belonging to a gene family were made by using
CLUSTALW (Thompson et al., 1994), with the corresponding protein sequences as
alignment guides. Gaps and adjacent divergent positions in the alignments were sub-
sequently removed. KS estimates were then obtained with the CODEML program of
the PAML package (Goldman and Yang, 1994; Yang, 1997). Codon frequencies were
calculated from the average nucleotide frequencies at the three codon positions (F3 x
4), whereas a constant KN /KS (nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site
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over synonymous substitutions per synonymous site, reflecting selection pressure) was
assumed (codon model 0) for every pairwise comparison. Calculations were repeated
five times to avoid incorrect KS estimations because of suboptimal local maxima.
To compare expression patterns of duplicated genes arisen through genome duplica-
tion events with those created in small-scale duplication events, the complete set of
duplicated genes was subdivided into six different subgroups (see Figure 7.1), namely:
• Set 1 containing all genes that are assumed to have been duplicated at a time
coinciding with the most recent (3R) polyploidy event,
• Set 2 containing all genes that are assumed to have been duplicated at a time
coinciding with the two (1R/2R) older polyploidy events,
• Set 3 is a subset of Set 1 and only contains the anchor points (pairs of duplicated
genes that still lie on so-called paralogons (Simillion et al., 2002), i.e., homol-
ogous duplicated segments that still show conserved gene order and content).
These genes are thus assumed to have been created by 3R,
• Set 4 containing the non-anchor point duplicates of Set 1,
• Set 5 containing the anchor points of Set 2 assumed to have been created by
1R/2R,
• Set 6 containing the non-anchor points of Set 2.
Previously, through modeling the age distribution of duplicated genes, we estimated
that genes created during the youngest genome duplication have a KS between 0.4
and 1.0, while genes that originated during the oldest two genome duplications were
estimated to have a KS between 1.5 and 3.7 (Maere et al., 2005a). The latter genes
were grouped because it was difficult to unambiguously attribute them to 1R or 2R
(Bowers et al., 2003; Maere et al., 2005a). The duplicated gene pairs that arose through
genome duplication events (anchor points) had been identified previously (Simillion
et al., 2002).
7.4.2 GO Functional Classes
Duplicated genes were assigned to functional categories according to the Gene Ontol-
ogy (GO) annotation. The GO annotation for Arabidopsis thaliana was downloaded
from TAIR (http://www.arabidopsis.org; version June 24th, 2005). We studied genes
belonging to the biological process (BP) and the molecular function (MF) classes
of the GO tree. Rather than considering all categories from different levels in the
gene ontology, we used the plant-specific GO Slim process and function ontologies
(http://www.geneontology.org). In these GO Slim ontologies, categories close to the
leaves of the GO hierarchy are mapped onto the more general, parental categories. A
gene pair is included in a functional class only when both genes of the pair have been
assigned to that particular functional class. Functional classes containing fewer than
200 pairs of duplicated genes were excluded from the analysis.
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7.4.3 Microarray expression data
This study was based on gene expression data generated with Affymetrix ATH1 mi-
croarrays (Affymetrix, San Diego, CA; http://www.affymetrix.com) during various ex-
periments, all of which are publicly available from the Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock
Centre (NASC; http://affymetrix.arabidopsis.info; Craigon et al. (2004)). Two datasets
were examined that both constitute of microarrays that were replicated at least once.
The first set includes 153 microarrays that were generated under a broad range of ex-
perimental conditions, including for example diverse knockout mutants and chemical
and biological perturbations. Raw data were subjected to robust multi-array average
(RMA) normalization, which is available through Bioconductor (Gautier et al., 2004;
Gentleman et al., 2004). The probe set data of all arrays were simultaneously normal-
ized using quantile normalization, which eliminates systematic differences between
different chips (Bolstad et al., 2003; Irizarry et al., 2003a,b). The log-transformed val-
ues were used instead of the raw intensities because of the variance-stabilizing effect
of this transformation. Because of the high sequence similarity of recently duplicated
genes and the risk of artificially increased correlation due to cross-hybridization, we se-
lected expression data only from those genes for which a unique probe set is available
on the ATH1 microarray (probe sets that are designated with an ’ at’ extension, without
suffix). Next, the genes were non-specifically filtered based on expression variability
by arbitrarily selecting the 10,000 genes with the highest interquartile range. This was
done in an attempt to filter out those genes that show very little variability in gene ex-
pression, thereby artificially increasing the overall expression correlation. The mean
intensity value was calculated for the replicated slides, resulting in 66 data points for
every gene. Next, for each of the 16 different experimental conditions, a treated plant
and its corresponding wild type plant (control experiment without treatment, knock-out
or perturbation) were identified. To adjust the data for effects that arise from variation
in technology rather than from biological differences between the plants, for every gene
the intensity value of the wild type was subtracted from that of the treated plant. The
final dataset contained 49 expression measures per gene. For each of the six subsets of
duplicates described above, respectively 1,279, 8,510, 550, 708, 109, and 8,389 gene
pairs remained after filtering the microarray data.
The second dataset contains the expression data of genes in 63 plant tissues that were
generated within the framework of the AtGenExpress project (Schmid et al., 2005).
The ’mas5calls’ function in Bioconductor was used to study tissue-specific gene ex-
pression (Gautier et al., 2004; Gentleman et al., 2004). This software evaluates the
abundance of each transcript and generates a ’detection P-value’, which is used to de-
termine the detection call, indicating whether a transcript is reliably detected (present)
or not (absent or marginal). The parameters used correspond to the standard Affymetrix
defaults in which a gene with a P-value of less than 0.04 is marked as ’present’ (Liu
et al. (2002), http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/manuals.affx). We again
selected only expression data from those genes for which a unique probe set is avail-
able on the ATH1 microarray. The dataset contains triplicated microarrays and we
assigned a gene to be present if it was assigned with a present call in at least one of the
three samples. In all other cases an absent call was assigned. We plotted both the ab-
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solute (or expression breadth) and relative (or expression divergence of two duplicates)
number of tissues in which the genes of a duplicated gene pair are expressed. The latter
is defined as the number of tissues in which a gene has a present call, divided by the
total number of present calls of the duplicated gene pair. Pairs of genes without any
present calls were removed from the dataset, resulting in 6,193, 37,838, 1,387, 4,736,
269 and 37,438 genes, respectively, for each of the six subsets described above.
7.4.4 Correlation analysis
To measure the expression divergence of two duplicated genes, the Spearman Rank
correlation coefficient ρ was calculated. We chose to use this non-parametric statistic
because our dataset is a compilation of data from uncorrelated experiments, and might
therefore contain outliers. The formula used is
ρ = 1− 6∑D
2
N(N2−1) (7.1)
where D is the difference between the ranks of the corresponding expression values of
both duplicated genes and N is the number of samples. In evaluating and comparing the
distributions of the correlation coefficients of the expression of a set of genes, we used
the Mann-Whitney U test (two sided, not paired) that is incorporated in the statistical
package R; http://www.R-project.org).
7.4.5 Regression analysis
The relation between expression correlation, measured as the Spearman correlation co-
efficient, and time, measured as the number of synonymous substitutions per synony-
mous site KS, was studied using ’locfit’, an R package to fit curves and surfaces to data,
using local regression and likelihood methods (Loader, 1999). We hereby included all
duplicated genes with a KS value smaller than or equal to 3.7 (see higher). A local re-
gression model was fitted to the data of each of the functional classes of genes and we
looked for biases in expression divergence between the different functional classes by
interchanging the fitted models. The model fitted to the data of a particular class was
fitted to the data of another class and the quality of the fit was evaluated by assessing
the relation between the residuals and fitted values. Residuals that show a clear trend
(which is reflected in a non-random distribution around Y = 0 with zero mean) indicate
that the fitted regression model is inappropriate (i.e. the model fitted to the data of the
former class is not applicable to the data of the latter).
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Chapter 8
Summary, conclusions and
future perspectives
In this thesis, we have added several tools and techniques to the growing list of com-
putational methods used to analyze functional genomics data and to model biological
systems. In chapter 2, we described a software tool, named BiNGO, to assess overrep-
resentation of Gene Ontology categories in a set of genes or a subpart of a biological
network (Maere et al., 2005b). Although several similar tools exist, BiNGO is set apart
by its intuitive visual representation of the results and the fact that it is integrated in
Cytoscape, one of the leading software platforms for biological network visualization
and data integration (Shannon et al., 2003). Cytoscape is conceived as a flexible, open-
source platform that actively supports the development of plugin tools that extend the
core functionality. Such integrated use of tools is highly beneficial for streamlining
the workflow in biological data analysis and for enabling efficient data integration and
interpretation. Therefore, we are confident that the development of workbench-type
platforms such as Cytoscape will further increase in importance in the years to come,
and we will continue our engagement to actively participate in its development, a.o.
by continuing to update BiNGO, and possibly also by incorporating other functionality
into the Cytoscape platform.
In chapter 3, we developed a novel method to extract functional information from large-
scale perturbational gene expression data. Since the paradigm in systems biology is that
one can learn about a biological system by systematically perturbing its components
and measuring the response, i.e. the molecular phenotypes, on a genome-wide scale,
comprehensive compendia of gene expression profiles under chemical, environmental
or genetic perturbations constitute an important resource from a systems biology per-
spective. Surprisingly, only a few such compendia have been established so far, the
largest systematic effort being that of Hughes et al. (2000), who measured the gene ex-
pression response of budding yeast to gene deletions and chemical perturbations, cov-
ering only about 5% of all possible gene deletions in S. cerevisiae. However, it is more
and more recognized that such compendia are essential to identify the gene networks
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underlying cellular function, and many efforts to build these for different organisms
are now underway. Their analysis will require tools that take into account the specific
properties of perturbational data. Probably the most peculiar property of perturbational
datasets is the fact that genes do not necessarily show similar expression behavior un-
der all experimental conditions: they may be coexpressed under some perturbations,
and show uncorrelated or even inversely correlated expression under other perturba-
tions. Consequently, perturbational expression profiles cannot be compared adequately
using the global similarity measures, such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC),
that are used in traditional clustering methods, since these only capture global trends
of co- or antiregulation. As a consequence, traditional clustering algorithms are in-
herently unable to identify partial expression correlations between genes (i.e. under a
subset of conditions), let alone crosstalk between expression modules. However, the
ability to uncover such features is indispensable for unraveling the wiring of cellu-
lar systems, particularly for elucidating the interconnections whereby different cellular
processes are integrated into a comprehensive system that coordinates their response
to perturbations or changing conditions. A similar situation is encountered in the study
of tissue-specific expression data for multicellular eukaryotes. Just like a cell is more
than a collection of loose processes, an organism is more than a loose collection of
cells and tissues. In many ways, specific cell types in multicellular eukaryotes can be
considered ’perturbations’ of the underlying system, the perturbational factors being
developmental cues and the multicellular environment (cell-cell interactions, hormone
signaling, . . . ). Hence, partial correlations between the tissue-specific expression pat-
terns of genes might identify interesting aspects of the developmental control network
underlying multicellular organisms and of the similarities, differences, interrelation-
ships and interactions between cell types.
In recent years, several biclustering methods have been developed that partially address
the shortcomings of traditional clustering methods. However, these methods generally
focus on the emergent properties of groups of genes and conditions in order to uncover
statistically significant subpatterns in the data, and as a result they tend to produce only
a higher-level description of the gene expression network, in terms of modules instead
of pair-wise expression correlations. Although these methods are perfectly capable of
finding biologically relevant biclusters, their inability to compare individual expression
profiles can be a disadvantage in some situations. For example, the study of the expres-
sion behavior of particular pathways or other subnetworks, such as the transcription
factor network, requires a finer-grained coexpression network, where the correlations
between individual components are resolved.
The biclustering-like method presented in chapter 3 produces both a detailed network
of significant partial expression correlations and a high-level representation of the mod-
ular expression network (Maere et al., 2006). One of the major innovations of our
methodology is the use of a combinatorial statistic (CS) to assess partial expression
correlation between genes. The probabilistic nature of our approach allows us to as-
sign a P-value to each correlation and to apply multiple testing corrections in order
to control the false positive rate. The resulting detailed network of significant partial
expression correlations is clustered into overlapping modules using a graph clustering
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algorithm that basically identifies densely connected components in the graph, gener-
ating a higher-level representation of the modularity in gene expression.
We tested our approach on the Rosetta compendium of expression profiles for S. cere-
visiae, representing data on 300 different experimental perturbations (Hughes et al.,
2000) and compared the resulting CS coexpression network with the coexpression net-
work obtained with PCC. We found that the CS network shows enhanced resolution
of the processes originally perturbed by Hughes et al. (2000), whereas the resolution
of processes that are less related to the applied perturbations is suppressed. Thus, the
CS network provides a more detailed and focused view on the processes under study.
When comparing the global topological characteristics of the coexpression networks
obtained with CS and PCC we found that, relative to the PCC network, the CS network
is enriched in highly connected but loosely clustered nodes that belong to multiple
modules, i.e. hubs that provide links between different transcriptional modules, which
confirms that CS efficiently captures partial correlations in expression and crosstalk
between expression modules.
Furthermore, we showed that a fine-grained network of pair-wise partial correlations
can advance the study of specific genes, subsystems or pathways. One of the regulatory
networks that can be probed to a certain extent using microarray data is the transcrip-
tion factor (TF) network. We applied our method to the TF network in S. cerevisiae
and found that the CS-based TF network, in contrast with the PCC-based TF network,
shows a considerable overlap with the TF network obtained from ChIP data (Harbi-
son et al., 2004). Moreover, when discarding transcription factors with very few ChIP
targets (i.e. those for which ChIP-based target identification might have been less ef-
ficient), the overlap improved, which suggests that CS might be useful for predicting
interactions that were missed by ChIP analysis. However, the main goal of the method
proposed here is to decompose the data into interesting subparts that can be analyzed in
more detail to generate hypotheses that can be tested in the lab. We assessed such use
in an analysis of the mating system of S. cerevisiae, and we identified several candidate
genes previously unknown to be involved in mating. In addition, we were able to dis-
criminate a subset of candidate mating-related genes involved in multiple modules and
characterized by a distinctive expression pattern. These genes are coexpressed with the
TEC1 gene, which encodes a transcription factor that is believed to mediate an invasive
growth response upon low levels of pheromone signaling (Bao et al., 2004). Further-
more, these genes are specifically downregulated upon TEC1 deletion, but they seem
to lack Tec1 binding motifs in their promoters. Instead, several of them are closely
linked to antisense Ty1 long terminal repeat (LTR) elements. Intriguingly, TEC1 was
first identified as a gene required for full Ty1 expression (Laloux et al., 1990). We
propose that TEC1 influences the expression of these genes through interaction with
the Ty1 LTRs, and that this effect could be functionally relevant for the mating process.
We provided evidence that at least two Ty1 LTR associated genes, namely YLR343W
and YLR334C, cause mating-related phenotypes upon deletion, and we formulated hy-
potheses concerning their function. Although further experimentation is needed to
confirm or disprove these hypotheses, these results show that the CS method is able to
provide interesting avenues for further research.
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In conclusion, we showed that the CS method not only advances the functional study
of specific genes, subsystems and pathways, but that it also provides a better resolution
of the global network topology and the crosstalk between modules. Although many
different approaches have already been used to mine the Rosetta compendium (Hughes
et al., 2000), our analysis method allowed us to uncover yet novel information from the
data. This mainly demonstrates that no single approach can extract all the information
hidden in large compendium datasets. The elucidation of the regulatory networks gov-
erning the many different aspects of cellular function will therefore not only require
the integration of different types of data, but also the integrated use of several comple-
mentary methods to analyze these data. We have shown that our method is a powerful
addition to the existing repertoire of analysis methods.
In the second part of this thesis, we focused on a particularly interesting problem do-
main at the interface of systems biology and evolution, namely the study of gene and
genome duplications, and in particular the generation, retention and loss of duplicate
genes during evolution, their expression divergence and their potential impact on the
evolution of complexity in angiosperms. Since the early 20th century, gene duplication
has been implicated as a driving force behind the evolution of increasingly complex or-
ganisms (Haldane, 1932; Ohno, 1970; Taylor and Raes, 2004). In particular large-scale
gene duplication events have been associated with important evolutionary transitions,
major leaps in development, and adaptive radiations of species. Remnants of ancient
genome duplications have been uncovered in numerous eukaryotic model organisms,
and genome duplication has been especially prevalent in plants. Based on the identifi-
cation and delineation of intragenomic homology and phylogenetics, it was established
that the ancestor of Arabidopsis thaliana has undergone three genome duplications
(1R, 2R, and 3R) in the last 350 million years.
However, little is known about the mechanisms underlying evolutionary innovation
through gene and genome duplication. As a first step towards studying the impact
of genome duplication on the developmental evolution of angiosperms, several stud-
ies have tried to assess whether there are functional classes of genes that were pref-
erentially retained after genome duplication (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a; Seoighe and
Gehring, 2004) by studying the overrepresentation of functional categories of genes
among A. thaliana anchor points, i.e. duplicate pairs that lie on duplicated segments
in which gene content and order were sufficiently conserved, so that they can still
be recognized as remnants of a large-scale duplication event. However, these anchor
points represent only a fraction of all genome duplicates present in the genome, es-
pecially for the older genome duplications 1R and 2R. Many more genome duplicates
were retained but lie in duplicated blocks that have degraded beyond recognition or
were, somewhere in the course of millions of years, translocated outside their dupli-
cated segments. Because of this loss of signal, which evidently increases with the time
since duplication, duplicate retention studies based on functional profiling of anchor
points have only attempted to assess preferential gene loss and retention after the most
recent genome duplication (3R) (Blanc and Wolfe, 2004a; Seoighe and Gehring, 2004).
However, 3R is arguably the least interesting genome duplication from an evolutionary
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point of view, since all major morphological characteristics of the core eudicots were
long established by the time 3R took place. 1R and 2R might have been much more
influential in the establishment and diversification of angiosperms.
An alternative strategy is to model the global evolutionary demography of duplicate
genes, irrespective of their origin, and try to filter out the contribution of genome dupli-
cations. Lynch and Conery (2000, 2003) were the first to try and model the present-day
age distribution of gene duplicates, using KS as a proxy for time. However, they did not
take into account whole-genome duplications, and they did not study the age distribu-
tions for different functional classes of duplicates. One of the prime obstacles that has
hampered accurate modeling of duplication dynamics based on KS-distributions is the
growing uncertainty in the KS-versus-time relationship with increasing time, whereby
genome duplications do not appear as sharp peaks but as distributions, widening with
age and blurring into the continuous mode of small-scale duplications.
In chapter 5, we presented an evolutionary model that addresses these issues and simu-
lates the population dynamics of duplicate genes in Arabidopsis for different functional
classes of genes, considering all three genome-wide duplication events and a continu-
ous mode of gene duplication. We used this model to assess the importance of different
duplication modes for the expansion of gene families involved in specific functions or
processes. We provided evidence that gene loss is strikingly different for large-scale
and small-scale duplication events and highly biased toward certain functional classes.
For example, we could show that transcription factors, signal transducers and devel-
opmental genes, whose expansion and functional diversification is considered to be
necessary to bring about an increase in morphological complexity, have been retained
in excess subsequent to genome duplication. More importantly, it turns out that these
regulatory classes of genes were almost exclusively expanded through large-scale gene
duplication events. Specifically, our modeling results suggest that the three whole-
genome duplications in Arabidopsis have been directly responsible for > 90% of the
increase in transcription factors, signal transducers, and developmental genes in the
last 350 million years, indicating that the vast majority of the regulatory gene dupli-
cates that may have facilitated the developmental evolution of the angiosperms could
have been retained only because they were created through large-scale gene duplication
events. Therefore, it is tempting to link these genome duplications to decisive moments
in the evolutionary history of the angiosperms, as discussed in chapter 6. Particularly
1R and 2R could have been major effectors in the fast rise and diversification of an-
giosperms in the Early Cretaceous (145-125 Mya), events referred to by Darwin as ’an
abominable mystery’.
In the future, we want to study the role of small- and large-scale duplications in the
evolution of plant complexity and developmental processes (evo-devo) in more detail.
The retention of particular classes of duplicate genes in itself does not shed light on
the mechanisms by which gene and genome duplications effected the emergence of
the characteristic features of angiosperms, such as double fertilization and flowers, and
their diversification. In order to establish more direct links between gen(om)e duplica-
tions and developmental innovations, it is necessary to study the functional divergence
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of the duplicated genes from a systems biology perspective, i.e. in the context of the
regulatory and interaction networks governing an organism’s function. Indeed, in re-
cent years, it has become widely acknowledged that morphological evolution reflects
the evolution of the underlying developmental networks, and that it is therefore neces-
sary to study the evolution of genetic networks in order to comprehend the evolution
of organisms (Wellmer and Riechmann, 2005; Wilkins, 2005). Studies using such data
for S. cerevisiae have already provided intriguing new insights in the effects of gene
duplication on network evolution (Wagner, 2002; Evangelisti and Wagner, 2004; Ih-
mels et al., 2005). However, network-level studies for higher eukaryotes, especially
Arabidopsis, are lagging far behind, mainly due to the lack of appropriate data. Indeed,
the study of developmental networks in higher eukaryotes is complicated considerably
by their multicellular nature. In particular, construction of detailed genetic networks
for Arabidopsis requires data for different organs and cell types.
At present, tissue-specific expression data is the only type of data available for Ara-
bidopsis in quantities sufficient for large-scale developmental network reconstruction
(Birnbaum et al., 2003; Wellmer et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2005; Schmid et al., 2005;
Zhang et al., 2005c). However, there are good reasons to believe that expression analy-
sis is the ideal entry point for studying the relation between gen(om)e duplication and
developmental evolution: (i) subfunctionalization of duplicate gene expression pat-
terns, in time and/or in space, is considered one of the primary mechanisms to achieve
functional divergence of duplicate genes, and (ii) expression pattern diversification is
thought to be intimately linked to developmental evolution, given that the regulation of
gene expression is the central control point for most, if not all, developmental processes
(Wray, 2003).
In chapter 7, we started out by studying the expression divergence of duplicate genes
as a function of their origin and functional class. However, the elucidation of the role
of gene duplications in the evolution of development will require more than an assess-
ment of expression divergence between isolated pairs of duplicates. The generation of a
comprehensive developmental expression network based on tissue-specific expression
data is indispensable to get a more global view on developmental expression behavior,
its modularity and the position of duplicated genes in the context of the whole. How-
ever, much like perturbational expression data, tissue-specific expression data cannot
be analyzed adequately with traditional clustering methods. The inability of such meth-
ods to uncover crosstalk or overlap between expression modules is a severe limitation
in the present context considering that developmental pathways in plants are heavily
intertwined with each other and other processes, such as the cell cycle. Furthermore,
the ability to resolve partial (anti)correlations, which is also lacking in traditional clus-
tering methods, is crucial, since partial correlations are expected to be a prominent
feature of diverging duplicate gene expression patterns and tissue expression in gen-
eral. Therefore, biclustering-like methods such as the one outlined in chapter 3 will
have to be used to construct a modular gene expression network of A. thaliana de-
velopment that reveals which (duplicate) genes function in a particular developmental
module and to what extent these modules interact.
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Once the topology of the developmental coexpression network is established, the next
step is to reveal the control logic (the transcriptional program) governing the various
developmental modules. The most direct way to reconstruct the control logic under-
lying development in Arabidopsis would be to obtain ChIP data on the genome-wide
binding of transcription factors in different tissues. However, this information is cur-
rently lacking, so the elucidation of the developmental control logic will have to be
based at first on gene expression data, combined with cis-regulatory motif information
where possible. Several modeling techniques have been proposed to elucidate tran-
scriptional control networks based on gene expression data. Suitable methods should
be able to unravel the combinatorial effect of multiple regulators on a module’s expres-
sion pattern. A possible avenue is to identify regulators for each expression module
using a probabilistic model such as that of Segal et al. (2003b), which yields a regu-
latory program for each module that predicts its expression behavior as a function of
the expression of a set of regulators. However, models based purely on the correlation
of gene expression patterns for regulators and targets cannot be expected to accurately
reproduce the complete regulatory network. In order to enhance the resolution and
accuracy of the expression-based regulatory network, it will be necessary to integrate
this network with other functional information, such as GO functional annotations,
phenotypical data, and notably genome-wide location (ChIP) data and promoter motif
data. As for the latter, the detection of biologically relevant cis-regulatory motifs in
A. thaliana will greatly benefit from the ongoing genome sequencing efforts on the
closely related species Arabidopsis lyrata and Capsella rubella. In yeast, comparative
genomics approaches for the detection of cis-regulatory motifs based on phylogenetic
conservation, combined with ChIP-on-chip experiments profiling transcription factor
binding under various conditions, have already proven to be invaluable for the eluci-
dation of transcriptional regulatory networks (Kellis et al., 2003; Harbison et al., 2004).
The extent to which gene duplication and subsequent functional diversification im-
pacted the evolution of developmental processes can be investigated by assessing the
differences in the topological context, module assignment and regulatory role of dupli-
cated genes in the developmental expression network as a function of their age. How-
ever, relating specific features emerging from the developmental network to specific
duplication events, especially genome duplications, will be far from evident. A ma-
jor issue for studying the impact of genome duplications on developmental processes
is the fact that duplicates that have arisen through genome duplication are frequently
no longer recognizable as such (see above). Recognition of genome duplicates is espe-
cially difficult for the older genome duplications 1R and 2R, which are believed to have
been the most influential in angiosperm evolution (see chapter 6). Furthermore, one of
the most intriguing observations emanating from the expression divergence analysis
in chapter 7 is that anchor points show higher overall expression correlation and less
divergence in tissue-specific expression than duplicates that arose through small-scale
duplication or that have been translocated after genome duplication. Therefore, we face
the problem that the genes that are maybe most influential in the evolution of develop-
ment, the non-anchor point genome duplicates, cannot be identified. A partial solution
might be offered by duplication dynamics models such as the one presented in chapter
5. One of the key advantages of this model is that it provides a means to study gene
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retention following gene and genome duplications without the need to attribute every
gene to a particular duplication event. The model estimates the number of duplicates
retained from specific large- or small-scale duplication events, and the relative abun-
dance of these duplication modes among duplicates of a certain function and a certain
age. Hence, it can be used to estimate the probability that a particular non-anchor point
duplication was part of a genome duplication.
The study of expression divergence in chapter 7 revealed an apparent gradual loss of
expression correlation after gene duplication, which is somewhat contradictory with
the rather punctuated pattern of morphological inventions and species radiations ob-
served in the history of angiosperms and the proposed role of genome duplications in
enabling such sudden transitions. However, there are good indications that the expres-
sion divergence after genome duplications might indeed have followed a more punc-
tuated regime. Studies on synthetic allopolyploid cotton and A. thaliana demonstrated
that developmentally regulated reciprocal silencing of duplicates can occur during or
soon after polyploid formation (Adams et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Adams and
Wendel, 2005b). In addition, polyploidy events are followed by intensive genomic re-
arrangements and enhanced activity of transposable elements, which almost certainly
influence gene expression (Adams and Wendel, 2005b; Wendel, 2000). However, the
current techniques for studying expression divergence only analyze the end-result of
such processes, i.e. the present-day expression divergence between duplicate genes of
all ages (see chapter 7). More sophisticated analyses will be required to resolve how
and when the observed expression divergence between duplicates arose. One avenue
that might be explored is to infer the ancestral expression profiles along phylogenetic
gene family trees, using maximum parsimony or related techniques used for ancestral
sequence reconstruction. This strategy has recently been applied successfully to recon-
struct ancestral Type II MADS-box gene expression profiles (Duarte et al., 2006). Trac-
ing back the evolution of duplicate expression profiles might enable the detection of
’state transitions’ in the developmental expression network through time and possibly
the correlation of such events to the occurrence of genome duplications. By combin-
ing information on the expression divergence of duplicated genes with the topological
and functional information extracted from the developmental expression network and
information on the morphological evolution and radiation of the angiosperms through
time, as inferred from the fossil record and phylogenetic studies, the link between 1R
and 2R and decisive moments in angiosperm evolution can be investigated in more de-
tail.
An important factor that has not been mentioned so far, but that cannot be ignored in the
study of developmental processes, is epigenetic control. Heritable chromatin modifica-
tions are known to play an important role in plant development (Reyes, 2006). Rapid
changes in DNA methylation and extensive gene silencing have been documented to
occur immediately upon polyploidization in plants (Adams and Wendel, 2005a,b), in-
dicating that genome duplications can affect the epigenetic control layer. Conversely,
epigenetic mechanisms are thought to be important in the expression divergence and
reciprocal silencing of duplicate genes (Rodin et al., 2005). Recently, a whole plethora
of small RNAs have been implicated in epigenetic phenomena such as RNAi-mediated
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DNA methylation and histone modification. In addition, small RNAs have been shown
to affect gene expression by binding to specific mRNAs, thereby targeting them for
degradation or blocking their translation (Matzke and Matzke, 2004). In particular mi-
croRNAs (miRNAs), a recently discovered class of small RNAs, are thought to play a
central role in basic developmental processes in plants. Interestingly, recent research
has provided evidence that genome duplications are a considerable force in the evo-
lution and expansion of miRNA gene families in Arabidopsis (Maher et al., 2006).
Therefore, taking into account miRNAs and epigenetic control mechanisms will likely
be crucial for elucidating the full impact of genome duplications on the evolution of de-
velopmental processes. While some information about epigenetic phenomena such as
the silencing of genes might be obtained indirectly from gene expression data, whole-
genome tiling arrays will be instrumental in studying phenomena such as the expression
of small RNAs, transcriptional silencing and chromatin modifications in more detail.
In a later stage, the expression-based developmental network can be integrated with
other layers of information as they become available, such as protein interaction data
and tissue localization data. Protein interaction data provide a completely different
angle for probing functional divergence of duplicates, on the coding rather than on the
regulatory level. The combination of protein interaction data with growth stage-specific
expression data in different tissues will allow the study of the dynamic properties of the
protein interaction network during development. Major data production efforts have
been initiated in an international context, which will result in the availability of large
amounts of data in the near future.
The logical next step is to compare the A. thaliana developmental network with similar
networks for other plants. Such comparative network analyses will be especially valu-
able for unraveling how shared and lineage-specific gen(om)e duplications affected the
evolution of development in different species and the radiation of species. We expect
that large amounts of functional genomics data for other plants, especially rice and
poplar, will become available fairly soon. To begin with, it would be interesting to
apply the evolutionary model outlined in chapter 5 to these organisms in order to as-
sess global similarities and differences in the population dynamics of duplicate genes
between rice, poplar and A. thaliana.
In conclusion, these are exciting times for systems biology. As increasing amounts
of functional genomics data are becoming available, and increasingly sophisticated
computational methods are being developed to make sense of these data, the value of
system-level approaches to elucidate the complex wiring patterns underlying cellular
function is more and more appreciated. However, the era of systems biology is just
beginning, and the discipline is still struggling to prove its worth. One of the ma-
jor problems is the maturation of systems biology from a conceptual to an operational
status. Central to this issue is the observation that the two cornerstones of systems biol-
ogy, high-throughput data production and computational modeling, are often not well
integrated into a coherent set-up. Although many biologists are now convinced of the
added value of the systems approach, wet-lab experiments are only rarely performed
with their computational analysis in mind. As a consequence, huge amounts of data
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are often generated in high-throughput without a clear foregoing assessment of the data
requirements set by the computational approaches that will be used to analyze them.
Even more often, due to budgetary constraints, datasets are generated that only ’scratch
the surface’ of the biological system under study, rendering them de facto useless for
systems biology purposes. For example, if 10% of the genes in a particular system is
perturbed, computational data analysis will only be able to extract information on 10%
of the system. Moreover, this limited amount of information is often spread out over the
whole system, causing all components and their connections to be characterized only
superficially. Hence, it is frequently observed that the resulting observations barely rise
above confirmations of ’major effects’ that were already known from previous small-
scale molecular studies. In this respect, it is certainly more useful and informative to
generate a comprehensive dataset on a smaller system than to probe a larger system
only partially.
On the other hand, the vast majority of computational biologists develop data-mining
and -integration techniques in relative independence of wet-lab research, and often
without a clear biological focus, driven more by the urge to develop original meth-
ods than to solve a concrete biological problem. They are happy to develop and test
their methods on any publicly available dataset, disregarding the detailed experimental
background and often without full knowledge of the quality of the data. Consequently,
most computational biology studies so far have only been moderately interesting from
a biological point of view, as they often fail to provide genuinely novel and detailed
biological insights. Even if they provide hypotheses that can be tested in the lab, there
is often a fundamental problem with the working order and biological rationale, since
in general the first step is to generate hypotheses and pick out interesting ones more or
less at random, after which a suitable wet-lab partner is looked up to test them. The cur-
rent way of working of many computational biologists is epitomized by the sentence:
’Now that we have got our hands on these data and analyzed them, what biological
knowledge can we extract from it?’. Since current studies are generally focused on
methodology development rather than addressing specific biological questions, this is
not too much of an issue right now. Nevertheless, in the long term, it is essential that
computational methods outgrow the ’proof-of-principle’ stage and that they are inte-
grated in a more systematic biological set-up.
In fact, only a handful of truly systematic biological systems analyses have been set up
so far (Ideker et al., 2001b; Davidson et al., 2002a), and without exception, they use
computational analysis techniques only to a very limited extent. This is partially due
to the fact that the biological systems they study, e.g. galactose metabolism (Ideker
et al., 2001b), are rather small, so that data analysis is still manageable without having
to apply sophisticated computational methods. However, as systems biology scales up
to study larger and less coherent systems, the use of computational methods will be in-
dispensable to extract, manage, integrate and analyze the concomitantly huge amounts
of information, and their use will have to be reckoned with at a very early stage of the
experimental design process. Therefore, a recipe for successful systems biology could
be the following: (i) define the biological system of focus and the biological issues you
would like to address, (ii) establish which type of model would enable you to answer
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those questions and which computational methods would have to be used to construct
it, (iii) figure out the data requirements based on the chosen modeling paradigm, and if
generating the necessary data is unfeasible, due to budgetary or practical reasons (e.g.
in case there is no experimental handle on a certain key variable), reconsider step (i)
rather than opting for less-than-optimal solutions, (iv) generate the data, analyze them
and build the model (v) formulate relevant hypotheses based on the model and test
them experimentally (vi) use the resulting information to propose model refinements,
finetune the biological questions and consider lower-level modeling approaches if ap-
plicable, and (vii) assess additional data requirements and repeat from step (iv). These
recommendations might seem trivial, but there are very few labs around the world that
actually put them into practice, especially when it comes to taking into account the
modeling part in the data production phase. In recent years, several modeling para-
digms have been proposed, spanning the range from high-level statistical approaches
to detailed differential equation models, and their data requirements have been assessed
in detail. Therefore, I believe that the time is ripe to start producing data in function of
a well-planned modeling approach, instead of tuning the development and the use of
computational methods to the available data.
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De belangrijkste doelstelling van de moleculaire biologie is het ontrafelen en in kaart
brengen van de complexe interacties tussen DNA, RNA en eiwitten die de functionali-
teit van een organisme bepalen. Traditioneel worden genen, eiwitten en hun interacties
e´e´n voor e´e´n en in relatieve afzondering bestudeerd en grondig gekarakteriseerd. De
laatste jaren is onder impuls van technologische ontwikkelingen en de beschikbaarheid
van volledig gesequeneerde genomen een meer globale benadering op de voorgrond
getreden: systeembiologie. In deze benadering staat de studie van biologische sys-
temen centraal, eerder dan de studie van individuele componenten. Idealiter worden
in een systeembiologische aanpak alle componenten van een bepaald biologisch sys-
teem geperturbeerd en wordt de respons op verschillende niveaus (mRNA en eiwit-
expressie, metabolisme, signaaltransductie) gemeten. Deze data worden dan geı¨nte-
greerd in een wiskundig model dat de bedrading van het systeem beschrijft, de respons
op de toegepaste perturbaties capteert en in staat is om de respons op nieuwe pertur-
baties te voorspellen (Ideker et al., 2001a). De genoomwijde experimenten die hiermee
gepaard gaan, zoals expressie-profilering met microarrays, genereren een enorme hoe-
veelheid data, die met de huidige methoden nauwelijks kan geanalyseerd worden. Er
is dan ook steeds meer nood aan aangepaste computationele methoden om de data te
verwerken, te integreren en te modelleren.
Ongetwijfeld de belangrijkste bron van informatie bij het analyseren en annoteren van
genoomwijde datasets is het uitgebreide corpus van functionele informatie dat in de
laatste 30 jaar werd verzameld. De laatste jaren werden een aantal initiatieven ontwik-
keld om die informatie samen te brengen en gestructureerd aan te bieden onder de vorm
van een gecontroleerde vocabulaire. Een van de belangrijkste initiatieven daaromtrent
is Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000). GO is een hie¨rarchische structuur van
termen in drie grote onderverdelingen: biologisch proces, moleculaire functie en cel-
lulaire component. Elk gen wordt op basis van literatuurinformatie geannoteerd op een
of meerdere termen binnen elke onderverdeling. Binnen dit doctoraat werd een tool
ontwikkeld om het GO-initiatief ten volle te benutten bij het functioneel annoteren van
onbekende genen en het opstellen van genetische netwerken (hoofdstuk 2, Maere et al.
(2005b)). BiNGO is een software applicatie om overrepresentatie van Gene Ontology
(GO) klassen in biologische netwerken na te gaan. Significant onder- of overgerepre-
senteerde klassen worden weergegeven in een gemakkelijk interpreteerbare GO-graaf.
BiNGO werd geı¨mplementeerd als plugin voor het open-source visualisatiepakket Cy-
toscape (Shannon et al., 2003), de opkomende standaard voor visualisatie en integratie
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van biologische netwerken en functional genomics data. De onderliggende bedoeling
is om op die manier mee te helpen in de uitbouw van Cytoscape tot een geı¨ntegreerd
pakket van tools voor biologische netwerkanalyse.
Een centraal dogma in systeembiologie is dat men de werking van een biologisch
systeem kan ontrafelen door het te perturberen en de respons van het systeem (het
moleculair fenotype) te analyseren. In dit opzicht vormen perturbatieve genexpressie-
experimenten een belangrijke bron van informatie bij het opstellen van cellulaire net-
werken. Over het algemeen worden expressiedata geanalyseerd met clusteringtech-
nieken. In een eerste fase wordt op basis van een correlatie- of afstandsmaat een matrix
opgesteld van afstanden tussen de verschillende transcriptieprofielen. De tweede fase
is de clustering sensu stricto van deze afstandsmatrix. De traditionele afstandsmaten
en clusteringalgoritmen (bv. hie¨rarchische clustering) zijn evenwel niet in staat om
compendia van perturbatieve data naar behoren te verwerken. De voornaamste reden
hiervoor is dat de afstandsmaten en correlaties (bv. de Pearson-correlatiecoe¨fficie¨nt)
die doorgaans gebruikt worden niet geschikt zijn om correlatie over een subset van ex-
perimenten te detecteren, terwijl dit vooral bij perturbatieve data zeker van belang is.
Veel genen vertonen immers slechts onder bepaalde condities een gecorreleerde tran-
scriptierespons, terwijl in andere condities hun transcriptierespons niet of zelfs invers
gecorreleerd is. Cellulaire pathways die grotendeels onafhankelijk gereguleerd worden
kunnen onder bepaalde perturbaties een gecoo¨rdineerde respons vertonen.
Om aan deze beperkingen tegemoet te komen werden verschillende biclustering strate-
giee¨n voorgesteld die groepen van genen kunnen detecteren die een gelijkaardig ex-
pressiegedrag vertonen onder een subset van condities. Over het algemeen vermijden
deze methoden evenwel paarsgewijze vergelijking van expressieprofielen. In de plaats
daarvan spitsen ze zich toe op de ’emergent properties’ van groepen van genen en con-
dities (i.e. eigenschappen van een groep die niet kunnen worden onderkend bij de indi-
viduele componenten) om statistisch significante subpatronen te ontdekken in de data.
In sommige situaties kan dit een nadeel zijn. Bij de studie van specifieke pathways of
netwerken, bijvoorbeeld van transcriptiefactoren, is het van belang dat de correlaties
tussen individuele componenten geresolveerd worden.
Daarom werd in het kader van dit doctoraat een nieuwe clusteringtechniek ontwik-
keld die in staat is om partie¨le expressiecorrelaties te detecteren tussen individuele
genen (hoofdstuk 3, Maere et al. (2006)). Met combinatorische kansrekening wordt
de probabiliteit berekend dat de waargenomen overlap tussen twee expressieprofie-
len toevallig is. Wanneer de significante waarnemingen als bogen in een graaf wor-
den voorgesteld ontstaat een netwerk van conditioneel cogereguleerde genen. Ex-
pressiemodules komen dan overeen met dicht geconnecteerde regio’s in het correla-
tienetwerk. Voor het berekenen van dergelijke modules worden grafentheoretische
methoden aangewend. De voorgestelde strategie combineert de voordelen van tra-
ditionele clusteringtechnieken, met name de mogelijkheid om een netwerk van cor-
relaties tussen individuele genen op te bouwen, met die van biclusteringtechnieken,
namelijk het detecteren van partie¨le correlaties en overlappende expressiemodules.
Bovendien genereert de gebruikte combinatorische methode P-waarden voor de partie¨le
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correlaties tussen expressieprofielen. Dit laat een meer statistisch gefundeerde analyse
toe, bijvoorbeeld de toepassing van multiple testing correcties om het relatieve aantal
vals positieve waarnemingen te controleren.
De methodologie werd ontwikkeld en getest op publiek beschikbare data voor bakkers-
gist (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). Op basis van het Rosetta compendium van microar-
ray profielen onder 300 verschillende perturbaties (Hughes et al., 2000) werd met
de door ons ontwikkelde combinatorische statistiek (CS) een globaal netwerk van
partie¨le expressiecorrelaties opgesteld. Het resulterende CS netwerk werd vergeleken
met een coe¨xpressienetwerk verkregen met een maat voor globale expressiesimilari-
teit, namelijk Pearson’s correlatiecoe¨fficie¨nt (PCC). Het blijkt dat het CS netwerk ten
opzichte van het PCC netwerk een verhoogde resolutie vertoont voor de processen
die in de originele experimenten van Hughes et al. (2000) werden geperturbeerd, ter-
wijl de resolutie van processen die minder gerelateerd zijn met de toegepaste pertur-
baties systematisch wordt onderdrukt. Het CS netwerk biedt met andere woorden
een meer gedetailleerd en gefocust beeld van de biologische processen die experi-
menteel geviseerd werden. Door vergelijking van de globale topologische eigenschap-
pen van beide netwerken werd vastgesteld dat het CS netwerk, in vergelijking met het
PCC netwerk, aangerijkt is in sterk geconnecteerde maar los geclusterde nodes die
tot meerdere expressiemodules behoren, zogenaamde ’hubs’ die verschillende tran-
scriptionele modules verbinden. Het blijkt dus dat de correlaties die met PCC wor-
den gevonden hoofdzakelijk intra-cluster connecties zijn, terwijl de CS correlaties
daarnaast ook leiden tot inter-cluster connectiviteit. Daardoor ontstaat, eerder dan
een verzameling losse modules, een netwerk van interagerende of zelfs overlappende
modules. Als de modules zelf ruwweg overeenkomen met biologische processen of
pathways, kan de interconnectie en de overlap tussen de modules gezien worden als
inter-pathway orkestratie, of crosstalk tussen verschillende processen op transcriptio-
neel vlak. De hubs van het CS netwerk zijn dan ook interessante kandidaten voor een
regulerende of coo¨rdinerende functie.
Verder werd aangetoond dat het fijnkorrelige netwerk van partie¨le correlaties voordelig
is voor de studie van specifieke genen, subsystemen of pathways. Ee´n van de regu-
latienetwerken die tot op zekere hoogte kunnen onderzocht worden met expressiedata
is het transcriptiefactor (TF) netwerk. Bij toepassing van de CS en PCC methodes op
het TF netwerk in S. cerevisiae werd vastgesteld dat het CS-gebaseerd TF netwerk,
in tegenstelling tot het PCC TF netwerk, een aanzienlijke overlap vertoonde met het
TF netwerk verkregen uit chromatine immunoprecipitatie (ChIP) data (Harbison et al.,
2004). Bovendien verbeterde deze overlap nog wanneer transcriptiefactoren met heel
weinig ChIP targets (wat erop kan wijzen dat ChIP-gebaseerde target-identificatie min-
der efficie¨nt is voor deze transcriptiefactoren) werden uitgesloten, wat suggereert dat
CS misschien nuttig zou kunnen zijn voor het voorspellen van TF interacties die door
ChIP werden gemist.
Ee´n van de voornaamste betrachtingen van de CS clusteringmethode is om de data te
ontbinden in interessante onderdelen die meer in detail kunnen worden geanalyseerd
om hypothesen te genereren die in het lab kunnen worden getest. Een dergelijk gebruik
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van de methode werd uitgetest op het matingsysteem in S. cerevisiae, en verschillende
kandidaat mating-gerelateerde genen konden worden geı¨dentificeerd. Verder kon een
subset van genen worden onderscheiden die tot meerdere expressiemodules behoort
en die gekarakteriseerd wordt door een kenmerkend expressiepatroon. Deze genen
worden gecoreguleerd met TEC1, een gen dat codeert voor een transcriptiefactor die
een invasieve groeirespons medieert bij zwakke stimulatie van de matingferomoon-
signalisatiepathway. Bovendien wordt de expressie van deze genen specifiek onder-
drukt bij deletie van TEC1, maar blijken ze geen promotermotief te hebben voor bin-
ding van Tec1. In de plaats daarvan komt bij verschillende van deze genen een antisense
Ty1 long terminal repeat (LTR) element voor aan de 3’ zijde. Dit is waarschijnlijk niet
toevallig gezien TEC1 voor het eerst werd geı¨dentificeerd als een gen dat noodzakelijk
is voor volledige Ty1 expressie (Laloux et al., 1990). We formuleerden dan ook de
hypothese dat TEC1 de expressie van deze set genen beı¨nvloedt door interactie met de
Ty1 LTRs, en dat dit effect relevant zou kunnen zijn voor het matingproces. In vivo
experimenten toonden aan dat de deletie van ten minste twee Ty1 LTR-geassocieerde
genen, namelijk YLR334C en YLR343W, aanleiding geeft tot een mating-gerelateerd
fenotype dat ons in staat stelde om hypothesen te formuleren omtrent hun functie.
Hoewel verdere experimenten noodzakelijk zijn om deze hypothesen te bevestigen of
te verwerpen, tonen deze resultaten aan dat de voorgestelde methodiek in staat is om
mogelijke pistes voor verder onderzoek te suggereren.
Hoewel reeds verschillende technieken werden toegepast om het Rosetta compendium
te analyseren, kon met de CS methode nieuwe informatie uit de data worden gehaald.
Dit toont vooral aan dat geen enkele computationele methode in staat is om alle in-
formatie uit dergelijke grote datasets te extraheren. Daarom zal de opheldering van de
moleculaire netwerken die de verschillende aspecten van de celfunctie controleren niet
alleen de integratie van verschillende types data vereisen, maar ook de geı¨ntegreerde
toepassing van verschillende complementaire methoden om die data te analyseren. In
hoofdstuk 3 werd aangetoond dat de voorgestelde methode een krachtige aanvulling is
van het bestaande repertoire aan analysemethoden.
Het onderzoek in het tweede deel van deze thesis werd toegespitst op een meer spe-
cifiek probleemdomein op het raakvlak van systeembiologie en evolutie, namelijk de
studie van gen-en genoomduplicaties, en meer bepaald de dynamiek van generatie, re-
tentie en verlies van genduplicaten in Arabidopsis thaliana, hun expressiedivergentie
en hun potentie¨le impact op de evolutie van complexiteit in angiospermen. Expan-
sie van genfamilies door duplicatie, gevolgd door functionele divergentie, wordt reeds
lang beschouwd als een drijvende kracht in de evolutie van meer complexe organis-
men (Ohno, 1970). In het bijzonder genoomduplicaties worden in verband gebracht
met belangrijke evolutionaire transities, sprongen in de ontwikkeling (vb. morfolo-
gie) en adaptieve radiatie van species. We ontwikkelden een wiskundig model om
de populatiedynamiek van gedupliceerde genen, zoals weerspiegeld in KS-distributies
van behouden duplicatiegebeurtenissen, te simuleren en te kwantificeren met behulp
van een minimaal aantal parameters (KS, het aantal synonieme substituties per synon-
ieme site, wordt gebruikt als een maat voor de tijd sinds duplicatie). Dit model heeft
verschillende voordelen ten opzichte van eerder ontwikkelde modellen (hoofdstuk 5,
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Maere et al. (2005a)). (i) Het houdt zowel rekening met kleinschalige duplicaties als
genoomduplicaties. Daardoor kan het gebruikt worden om te onderzoeken of er een
verschil is in het behoud van gedupliceerde genen na kleinschalige versus grootschalige
duplicatiegebeurtenissen, of tussen verschillende genoomduplicaties. Daarnaast kan
ook onderzocht worden of bepaalde functionele categoriee¨n van genen beter bewaard
blijven of sneller verdwijnen na klein- of grootschalige duplicaties. (ii) Alternatieve hy-
pothesen, bijvoorbeeld over de vorm van de vervalcurves, en de met de tijd groeiende
vervaging van de relatie tussen KS en tijd kunnen expliciet gemodelleerd worden. (iii)
De simulaties geven kwantitatieve schattingen van het aantal duplicaten dat in elke du-
plicatiemodus bewaard is gebleven.
Het model werd getest op het paranoom van Arabidopsis thaliana (hoofdstuk 5). Naast
continu optredende kleinschalige duplicaties (0R), heeft Arabidopsis gedurende de
laatste ≈ 350 miljoen jaar drie goed gedocumenteerde genoomduplicaties ondergaan
(1R, 2R en 3R). De oudste (1R) stond tot voor kort ter discussie, maar modelsimu-
laties in de veronderstelling dat slechts twee genoomduplicaties plaatsvonden (2R en
3R) leverden beduidend slechtere fits op dan simulaties met drie genoomduplicaties.
Gezien het feit dat de gebruikte methodiek niets te maken heeft met de methodes die
eerder gebruikt werden voor detectie van genoomduplicaties (detectie van duplicatie-
resten in de vorm van gedupliceerde blokken), kan dit resultaat beschouwd worden
als een onafhankelijke bevestiging dat er wel degelijk drie genoomduplicaties hebben
plaatsgevonden in de voorvader van Arabidopsis.
Verder werd vastgesteld dat er een kwalitatief verschil is tussen retentie na klein-
schalige (0R) en grootschalige (1R, 2R, 3R) duplicaties, afhankelijk van de functie
van de gedupliceerde genen, zoals gedocumenteerd in de Gene Ontology (GO) (Ash-
burner et al., 2000). Met name regulatorische genen, zoals transcriptie- en signaal-
transductiefactoren, kinases en ontwikkelingsgerelateerde genen blijken veel beter be-
houden te blijven na een genoomduplicatie dan na kleinschalige duplicatie. Andere
functionele klassen daarentegen, zoals genen betrokken bij secundair metabolisme,
celdood en de respons op biotische stimuli vertonen aanzienlijk behoud van dupli-
caten na zowel klein- als grootschalige duplicaties. Secundaire metabolieten en genen
betrokken in de respons op biotische stimuli en celdood spelen een cruciale rol in de
overlevingsstrategie van planten tegen herbivoren (zoals bladluizen) en pathogenen,
temeer omdat planten sessiele organismen zijn. Het sterk behoud van duplicaten uit
deze categoriee¨n, ook na kleinschalige duplicatiegebeurtenissen, kan het gevolg zijn
van een constante druk op afweermechanismen voor adaptatie aan evoluerende plant-
pathogenen.
Het zwak behoud van duplicaten van transcriptie- en signaaltransductiefactoren na
kleinschalige duplicaties kan het gevolg zijn van gendoseringseffecten. Genen zoals
transcriptiefactoren en kinases moeten vaak in welbepaalde verhoudingen aanwezig
zijn met hun complexpartners of substraat. In tegenstelling tot kleinschalige duplicatie
behoudt genoomduplicatie, althans initieel, de onderlinge verhoudingen van genen.
Op basis van het model kon berekend worden dat, voor wat betreft transcriptie- en sig-
naaltransductiefactoren en genen betrokken in de ontwikkeling van Arabidopsis, meer
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dan 90% van de behouden duplicaten gecree¨erd gedurende de laatste 350 miljoen jaar
afkomstig is van de drie genoomduplicaties. Met andere woorden, het lijkt alsof de
expansie van regulatorische genfamilies bijna onmogelijk (of alleszins veel beperkter)
was geweest zonder genoomduplicatie. Gezien expansie en functionele divergentie
van regulatorische genfamilies noodzakelijk wordt geacht voor biologische innovatie,
suggereert dit resultaat dat genoomduplicaties, door het nodige basismateriaal aan te
leveren, een cruciale rol kunnen spelen in de ontwikkeling van meer complexe orga-
nismen (Maere et al., 2005a; De Bodt et al., 2005).
Met name zouden de twee oudste genoomduplicaties, 1R en 2R, een rol gespeeld kun-
nen hebben in de ontwikkeling en diversificatie van de angiospermen (hoofdstuk 6, De
Bodt et al. (2005)). Charles Darwin beschouwde de snelle opkomst en radiatie van de
angiospermen als een ’abominable mystery’. Angiospermen verschijnen plots in het
fossielenbestand in het Jura (208-145 mya), zonder duidelijke voorouders gedurende
een periode van 80-90 miljoen jaar voor hun verschijnen. Moderne angiospermen,
gekarakteriseerd door de aanwezigheid van carpellen, dubbele fertilisatie en bloemen,
komen pas voor in het Vroeg Krijt (145-125 mya). Gedurende het Albien (112-99.6
mya) en het Cenomanien (99.6-93.5 mya) vertonen angiosperme fossielen een drama-
tische stijging in diversiteit. Tegen het Turonien (93.5-89.3 mya) vertonen de bloeiende
planten een grote verscheidenheid aan kenmerken die in bestaande species geasso-
cieerd worden met gespecialiseerde insect-pollinatie. Met behulp van de KS-distributie
van het Arabidopsis paranoom en de resultaten van het model beschreven in hoofdstuk
5 konden tentatieve tijdsintervallen berekend worden voor het optreden van 1R en 2R.
Deze tijdsintervallen zijn in redelijke overeenstemming met de datering van 1R en 2R
met behulp van moleculaire klokken, hoewel het relateren van KS met tijd een moeilijke
zaak blijft. Het 1R interval (168-101 mya) overlapt met het optreden van de eerste bona
fide angiosperm-fossielen, zo’n 130 miljoen jaar geleden. Dit suggereert dat 1R het ge-
netische materiaal zou kunnen geleverd hebben dat nodig was voor de geobserveerde
toename in morfologische complexiteit van angiospermen rond die tijd (grote veran-
deringen in blad- en bloemmorfologie). Het 2R interval (109-66 mya), is gecentreerd
rond het Turonien, een periode waarin een dramatische modernisatie van de bloemen
optrad, en een dramatische stijging van het aantal species in alle angiosperme sub-
kladen (volgens sommigen een even groot mysterie als het ontstaan van de angiosper-
men). Bovendien correspondeert het 2R interval ruwweg met de periode waarin de
’core eudicots’ ontstaan zijn en geradieerd zijn. 2R zou, althans in eudicots, het ba-
sismateriaal kunnen geleverd hebben waarop de evolutie, met insecten als selectieve
kracht, kon inwerken om gespecialiseerde florale fenotypes te genereren. Hoewel hier-
mee de betrokkenheid van genoomduplicaties bij generatie van meer complexe planten
ver van bewezen is, maakt het voorkomen van 1R en 2R op beslissende momenten in
de evolutie van bloeiende planten, samen met het feit dat genoomduplicaties de nodige
regulatorische genen kunnen aanleveren, het mysterie van hun oorsprong en snelle di-
versificatie misschien iets minder raadselachtig.
Om de functionele divergentie van de behouden genduplicaten na te gaan, en meer
specifiek hun expressiedivergentie in de ruimte en de tijd, werd begonnen met de
analyse van DNA microarray data voor Arabidopsis, waaronder een dataset van genex-
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pressieprofielen van 63 weefsels en/of ontwikkelingsstadia (hoofdstuk 7, Casneuf et al.
(2006)). Er werd vastgesteld dat de expressiecorrelatie tussen gedupliceerde genen
daalt in functie van hun leeftijd, en dat de snelheid en mate van expressiedivergen-
tie sterk varieert naargelang de functionele classificatie van de genen. In de toekomst
willen we dieper ingaan op de rol die klein- en grootschalige genduplicaties spelen in
de evolutie van ontwikkelingsprocessen (evo-devo) in planten. Om meer directe ver-
banden te leggen tussen gen(oom)duplicaties en bepaalde innovaties in de ontwikkel-
ing van angiospermen is het nodig om de functionele divergentie van gedupliceerde
genen te bestuderen vanuit een systeembiologisch perspectief, i.e. in de context van
de regulatienetwerken en interactienetwerken die de functionaliteit van een organisme
bepalen. De voorbije jaren is het immers duidelijk geworden dat morfologische evolu-
tie de evolutie van het onderliggende netwerk van interagerende genen en genproducten
reflecteert, en dat het daarom noodzakelijk is om de evolutie van dergelijke genetische
netwerken te bestuderen om de evolutie van organismen te begrijpen (Wellmer and
Riechmann, 2005; Wilkins, 2005). Grootschalige analyses op netwerkniveau zijn re-
cent mogelijk geworden door de toevloed van functional genomics data. Dergelijke
analyses in S. cerevisiae hebben reeds intrigerende nieuwe inzichten opgeleverd in de
effecten van genduplicatie op de evolutie van genetische netwerken (Wagner, 2002;
Ihmels et al., 2005). Gelijkaardige studies voor hogere eukaryoten, in het bijzonder
Arabidopsis, lopen evenwel ver achterop, voornamelijk door een gebrek aan geschikte
data. De studie van ontwikkelingsnetwerken in hogere eukaryoten wordt namelijk
aanzienlijk bemoeilijkt door hun multicellulair karakter. Constructie van gedetailleerde
netwerken voor bv. Arabidopsis vereist immers data voor de verschillende organen en
celtypes.
Momenteel vormt weefselspecifieke expressiedata het enige type data dat in voldoende
hoeveelheid aanwezig is voor grootschalige reconstructie van het ontwikkelingsgerela-
teerd genetisch netwerk. Er zijn echter goede redenen om aan te nemen dat expressie-
analyse het ideale vertrekpunt is om de relatie tussen gen(oom)duplicatie en de evolutie
van ontwikkelingsprocessen in angiospermen te bestuderen: (i) subfunctionalisatie van
expressiepatronen, in tijd en/of ruimte, wordt beschouwd als e´e´n van de belangrijkste
mechanismen waardoor gedupliceerde genen divergeren in functie, en (ii) de diversifi-
catie van expressiepatronen staat waarschijnlijk rechtstreeks in verband met de evolutie
van ontwikkelingsprocessen, omdat de regulatie van genexpressie het centrale con-
trolepunt is van de meeste, zoniet alle, ontwikkelingsprocessen (Wray, 2003). Weef-
selspecifieke expressiedata vertonen net zoals perturbatieve expressiedata een aantal
eigenschappen waardoor traditionele clusteringmethoden de aanwezige informatie niet
ten volle kunnen benutten. De clusteringmethode die werd ontwikkeld in hoofdstuk 3
is evenwel bij uitstek geschikt om dergelijke data te analyseren en een modulair genex-
pressienetwerk te construeren van de ontwikkelingsprocessen in A. thaliana. Een logi-
sche tweede stap is daarna over te gaan van een puur topologische beschrijving van het
ontwikkelings-expressienetwerk naar een model dat de transcriptionele controle-logica
van het netwerk beschrijft. Een mogelijke strategie is om de weefselspecifieke regula-
toren die de verschillende modules aansturen te identificeren met behulp van een proba-
bilistisch relationeel model (Segal et al., 2003b). Deze strategie levert voor elke module
een regulatieprogramma op in de vorm van een regressieboom die het weefselspecifiek
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expressieniveau van de module verklaart in functie van de expressie van een set regu-
latoren. Een belangrijk kenmerk van deze methode is dat ze het combinatorische effect
van meerdere regulatoren op het expressiepatroon van een module kan ontrafelen. De
resolutie en betrouwbaarheid van het resulterende ontwikkelings-regulatienetwerk kan
dan geoptimaliseerd worden door het te integreren met GO functie-annotaties, feno-
typische data, cis-regulatorische motieven en genoomwijde locatiedata voor transcrip-
tiefactoren (ChIP data), indien beschikbaar. In de huidige context is vooral de rol
van gedupliceerde genen in dit netwerk van belang. De combinatie van informatie
over expressiedivergentie van duplicaten in functie van hun leeftijd en verschillen in
hun topologische context, moduletoewijzing of regulatorische rol in het netwerk kan
opheldering geven over de impact van genduplicatie en functionele divergentie op de
evolutie van complexiteit in planten.
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Appendix A
Combinatorial distribution
Consider the expression profiles of two genes A and B under N perturbations. Each
gene is represented by a profile of N fields. A gene is considered to be upregulated in
a given perturbation experiment if the expression ratio (perturbation vs. control) is at
least two. These fields are labelled blue. Experiments in which the gene is downreg-
ulated are similarly labelled yellow (ratio ≤ 0.5). The remaining fields are left black.
In order to compare the profiles of the two genes A and B, let us assume that profiles
A and B have ax and bx blue fields respectively, as well as ay and by yellow fields,
and that they have x blue and y yellow fields in common. The probability P(x,y) that
the profiles A and B overlap on exactly x blue and y yellow positions when randomly
distributing the colored positions on both profiles is given by Equation 3.1 in chapter
3. This equation can be rewritten as:
min(ax,bx)
∑
x’=x
min(ay,by)
∑
y’=y
(
x′
x
)(
y′
y
)
P(x′,y′) =
(
ax
x
)(
ay
y
)(N−x−y
bx−x
)(N−bx−y
by−y
)(N
bx
)(N−bx
by
) (A.1)
Assume that profile A is given, and that we consider all possible profiles B with bx
blue and by yellow positions. The denominator of the term on the right hand side repre-
sents the total number of possible profiles B. The numerator represents the number of
ways that x blue and y yellow matching positions can be picked, while the residual po-
sitions are chosen at random. All profiles B having at least x blue and y yellow matches
are counted at least once. But, for a shuffled profile B with x′ > x blue and y yellow
matches, for example, one can choose the x matching positions in the numerator of the
right hand side in C(x′,x) different ways. In other words, this profile will be counted
for each of these C(x′,x) choices of x matching positions. In general, a profile having
x′ > x blue and y′ > y yellow matches will be counted C(x′,x).C(y′,y) times, hence the
summation on the left hand side of Equation A.1.
Equation A.1 is the equation for three profile ’colors’ (blue, yellow and black). It can
be extrapolated to higher or lower dimensionality. The two-color formula reads:
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ax∑
x′=x
(
x′
x
)
P(x′) =
(
ax
x
)(N−x
bx−x
)(N
bx
) (A.2)
While we were unable to find a closed-form solution for P(x′,y′), there is a simple
solution for P(x′). The two-color (say blue and yellow) problem can be formulated as
follows: when randomly picking bx blue positions out of N (i.e. when constructing
profile B), what is the probability that x of them belong to the class of ax blue posi-
tions on profile A? Since this represents a random selection (without repetition) among
objects of two distinct types (match and no match), P(x′) should be equivalent to the
hypergeometric distribution. Hence :
ax∑
x′=x
(
x′
x
)(ax
x′
)(N−ax
bx−x′
)(N
bx
) = (axx )(N−xbx−x)(N
bx
) (A.3)
Indeed, this combinatorial identity can be proven using the WZ method (Petkovsˇek
et al., 1997). The WZ method, due to H.S. Wilf and D. Zeilberger, is a ’proof machine’,
or automated method, to certify the truth of combinatorial identities. The method re-
turns a rational function R(x,x′), the proof certificate, which can be used to rigorously
reconstruct the proof of a combinatorial identity. The proof certificate for Equation A.3
is given below:
R(x,x′) =
(−x′+ x)(N−ax−bx + x′)
(−bx + x)(−ax + x) (A.4)
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Appendix B
Parameter confidence intervals
In order to calculate confidence intervals for the parameters αi, we first calculated the
covariance matrix for the best fit (simulation with the lowest χ2 and parameters ~α ′):
C = A−1 (B.1)
with
Ai j =
50
∑
x=1
1
σ2(x)
[∂D′(x,~α ′)
∂αi
· ∂D
′(x,~α ′))
∂α j
]
(B.2)
Approximate confidence intervals for the parameters αi can then be calculated as
δαi =±
√
∆χ2ν
√
Cii (B.3)
where δαi represents the 68% confidence interval for αi , Cii is the ith diagonal element
of the covariance matrix, and ∆χ2ν is the 68th percentile of the χ2 distribution with ν
degrees of freedom. Because we calculate the confidence intervals in each parameter
separately, ν = 1 and ∆χ2ν = 1. More background about these procedures can be found
in (Press et al., 1992).
The minimum χ2 values for all classes, the optimized parameters ~α and their confi-
dence intervals are summarized in Table B.3. In general, a parameter α was consid-
ered reliable if its (one-sided) 68% confidence interval did not exceed 0.10, or if its
relative confidence (i.e. the 68% confidence interval of α divided by α) was < 20%
(for higher parameters). For very high α’s (> 1), however, the calculated confidence
intervals tend to be very large. This is mainly due to the fact that for very high para-
meters, the newborn duplicates are quickly lost and have less influence on the course
of the distribution. As a consequence, small changes in these parameters have virtually
no effect on the modeled distribution or the χ2, which leads to unnaturally large confi-
dence intervals when using Equations B.1, B.2, and B.3 (these equations only take into
account the local environment of ~α).
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More accurate confidence intervals could be obtained by varying the α under study
while optimizing for all other parameters until a given ∆χ2ν is reached (Press et al.,
1992). Unfortunately, the time required to do the necessary simulations is prohibitive.
Instead, parameters > 1 were considered to be reliably high regardless of their calcu-
lated confidence interval.
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